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Abstract« 

3D nanometrology supports nanoscience and nanotechnology through new 

standards and traceable methodologies of measurement and data treatment. The 

development of candidate reference nanomaterials for dimensional nanometrology 

will reduce uncertainties and improve traceability at the nanoscale. For this purpose, 

in my PhD project inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) and bio-plant viruses are studied 

using the INRiM metrological atomic force microscope (mAFM). 

AFM topographies result from the dilation of the probe shape, the sample shape 

and the tip-sample-substrate interactions. Among other errors, accurate 

measurements of patterned surfaces and NPs are affected by errors due to probe 

shape and size. In order to reduce the uncertainty of measurements, the Tobacco 

Mosaic Virus (TMV) is studied as a tip characterizer. 

Tip shape characterization is necessary for many applications, including 

dimensional, electrical, and magnetic measurements. TMV is chosen for 

characterizing commercial AFM tips because of (i) its simple geometry, (ii) its 

stable diameter, and (iii) its availability worldwide in nature. 

The TMV is a cylindrical nanostructure with a circle-base diameter of about 18 

nm as quoted in the literature by X-ray diffraction measurements, which represents 

a reference at the nanoscale. The diameter of the TMV is obtained from AFM 

images as the top height of the cross-section profile of isolated nanostructures. 

Since the mean diameter by mAFM is (16.5 ± 0.2) nm (smaller than the X-ray-

based reference value), the tip-sample-substrate interactions are studied to correct 

the mAFM measurement and greatly reduce the deviation of the TMV top-height 

diameter by the mAFM and its reference value. 

By assuming the TMV cross-section is undeformed, the tip shape is obtained from 

lateral measurements taking into account the enlargement, achieving a good 

repeatability for subsequent images. 

Nowadays, quasi-spherical NPs are measured accurately by mAFM, through the 

determination of the mean diameter as the top-height of the cross-section profile. 

However, in most real-world, industrial nanomaterials have shapes that are much 

more complex than the spherical one. Non-spherical NPs represent a challenge 

regarding AFM measurements, because their particular geometries emphasize the 

limitations associated with finite tip size and shape.  
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Traceable measurement of non-spherical shapes and dimensions requires the 

development of new measurement methods. Through new geometrical approaches 

which consider the nominal crystal structure and the conditions in which the TiO2 

particles have been synthesized, the critical sizes of bipyramids (~ 60 nm length × 

~ 40 nm width) and nanosheets (~ 10 nm thickness × ~ 75 nm lateral) are robustly 

and accurately reconstructed by the mAFM images and data treatment. In this study, 

critical sizes like bipyramids breatdth and length, thickness and roughness of 

platelets, are quantitatively determined providing an uncertainty budget for each 

measurand. It is worth noting that the critical sizes of these NPs have resulted stable 

with low dispersion of values and with a monomodal distribution. It follows that 

they are suitable as potential candidate reference materials in dimensional 

nanometrology. 

Pre-normative works on measurements of 3D nanostructures by AFM require a 

clear and unambiguous description of the sample to be measured with a consistent 

and easily understood terminology. The ‘quality characteristics’ that should be first 

regulated are intrinsic properties, e.g. critical sizes and shapes and descriptors. For 

this reason, non-spherical NPs characterisation included the quantification of 

morphological descriptors, that qualify the synthetized batches. In particular, 

bipyramids are described by shape descriptors, e.g. the elongation of about 1.4 

indicates a perfect truncated shape, while nanosheets are described by roughness 

and texture parameters in order to qualify the anatase crystals synthetized. »
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Introduction 

The objectives of this dissertation are mainly (i) the study of a bio-based 

nanostructure as an AFM tip characterizer and (ii) the dimensional characterization 

of complex shape nanoparticles which may apply as candidate reference materials 

by means of a metrological AFM. 

This dissertation is divided into four chapters. 

Introductory Chapters: 

 Chapter 1 covers all the aspects related to dimensional nanometrology, 

focusing on the importance of metrological traceability, reference 

materials, and nanoparticle characterization.  

 Chapter 2 describes the technique used for the measurements carried 

out in this thesis (the Atomic Force Microscope), with particular 

attention to the importance of metrological AFMs (mAFMs). 

Experimentally Chapters: 

 Chapter 3 reports the study of Tobacco Mosaic Virus by mAFM, with 

particular emphasis on the characterization of its circular diameter and 

its use as tip characterizer. 

 Chapter 4 concerns the mAFM-based study of critical sizes and 

morphological descriptors of complex-shaped nanoparticles (titania 

bipyramids and nanosheets) that may apply as reference materials. 

Please note that at the end of the thesis the two annexes report the 

MATLAB code implemented for the analysis of the non-spherical 

nanoparticle critical sizes. 

This dissertation is based on the work that I performed at INRiM Nanometrology 

Laboratory from November 2018 to March 2022, that led to the publication of the 

following peer-reviewed papers, of which I am corresponding author: 

[1] G. B. Picotto, M. Vallino, L. Ribotta, Tip–sample characterization in the AFM 

study of a rod-shaped nanostructure, Meas. Sci. Technol., 31 (2020) 084001 (12 

pp), DOI: 10.1088/1361-6501/ab7bc2 

[2] V. Maurino, F. Pellegrino, G. B. Picotto, L. Ribotta, Quantitative three-

dimensional characterization of critical sizes of non-spherical TiO2 nanoparticles 
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by using atomic force microscopy, Ultram. 234 (2022) 113480 (13 pp), DOI: 

10.1016/j.ultramic.2022.113480 

[3] R. Bellotti, G. B. Picotto, L. Ribotta, AFM Measurements and Tip 

Characterization of Nanoparticles with Different Shapes, Nanomanuf. Metrol. 

(2022) (12 pp), DOI: 10.1007/s41871-022-00125-x 
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Chapter 1. Dimensional Nanometrology 

1.1 Metrology and Length Unit   

The term “metrology” is defined by the International Vocabulary of Metrology 

(VIM) as the “science of measurement and its application” [4]. «Metrology covers 

three main activities: 

1. the definition of the seven internationally accepted SI units; 

2. the realisation of units of measurement by scientific methods; 

3. the establishment of traceability chains by determining and documenting the 

value and accuracy of a measurement and disseminating that knowledge» [5], 

discussed in Section 1.3. 

Moreover, fundamental metrology is supported by basic and applied research in 

several areas, e.g. space, food, quantum optics, medicine, and nanoscience. 

Length, along with mass and time, is one of the fundamental units used since the 

earliest ancient societies. With the advancement of knowledge and technology, 

increasingly stringent requirements were placed on the definitions of units of 

measurement, culminating in one of the first international treaties addressing 

technical issues, the Convention du Mètre, signed in Paris on 20 May 1875. The 

definition of the metre has evolved over time, with the latest revision that was 

mainly a re-formatting of the wording to align with the other definitions of the base 

units in what is called the explicit-constant formulation [6]. The current definition 

is “the metre, symbol m, is the SI unit of length. It is defined by taking the fixed 

numerical value of the speed of light in vacuum, A, to be 299 792 458 when 

expressed in the unit m∙s−1 , where the second is defined in terms of the caesium 

frequency ∆ν./” [7]. 

The practical realisation of the metre is done through the use of a frequency 

comb or, following the Mise en Pratique, by one or more frequency stabilized 

lasers, e.g. the 633 nm iodine-stabilized helium-neon laser. The most precise length 

measurements are usually made by using interferometers with a laser light source. 

Due to the problems in subdividing the wavelength of laser light (i.e. non-linearity 

in the optical detection and sub-fringe interpolation), for providing traceability at 

the sub-nm scale (pico-metrology for nanoscale engineering) the revision of the SI 
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in 2019 included the silicon lattice constant as a secondary realisation of the meter, 

using as primary instrument the X-ray interferometer [6,8]. « 

The SI-traceable measurable length scale now covers 24 orders of magnitude, 

from 10 pm (subatomic distance measurable through X-ray interferometry) to over 

2.1 × 1010 km (astronomical distance measurable through light transient time) [6]. 

At the nanoscale, «several institutes use a high-precision differential interferometer 

for measuring the stage motion of Atomic Force Microscopes which are the 

workhorse of the dimensional nanometrology world. By measuring the lateral X 

and Y motion of the sample stage and mounting a third interferometer on the 

vertical Z axis to monitor the cantilever deflection, the AFM becomes a Metrology 

AFM, where measurements are traceable to the metre». [8] Metrological AFMs will 

be deeply discussed in Section 2.2. 

 

1.2 Nanotechnology and Nanometrology   

In 1959 in the lecture entitled “There’s plenty of room at the bottom”, Feynman 

predicted the possibility of miniaturization and forecast the potential of 

nanotechnology [9]. Nanotechnology was firstly defined by professor Taniguchi in 

1983, and this sector is of great relevance as the global market generated 1.60 billion 

€ in 2020, and by some estimates will grow to 31 billion € by 2030 [10]. 

Nanotechnology covers various fields of science and study systems with 

dimensions in the nanoscale range. When we refer to the nanoscale, we describe 

nanomaterials with one or more dimensions in the range (1 – 100) nm [11].  

The push towards the nanotechnology industry arises from (i) the ability to 

exploit new physical-chemical properties of matter and (ii) the need of the 

semiconductor industry to miniaturize. To support this emerging market, a 

significant investment is needed from industry, universities, national metrology 

institutes (NMIs), regulatory and standardisation bodies. Metrology supports 

nanosciences by (i) developing transfer standards and reference materials, (ii) 

reducing uncertainty of measurements and (iii) defining new methodologies to 

ensure traceable measurements. 

The term “nanometrology” appeared for the first time in a peer-reviewed 

publication in 1983, and most often it indicates the metrological activities related 

to nanoscience and nanotechnology [12]. Due to the multidisciplinarity of 

nanotechnology, nanometrology covers several areas with specific metrological 
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needs. This implies that new reference systems can make nanoscale measurements 

results traceable and thereby comparable. According to Leach et al. [13], 

nanometrology can be divided in the subsequent fields:   

1. dimensional nanometrology, discussed below in detail; 

2. chemical nanometrology, which refers to (i) the study of the composition of 

chemical species [14], chemical states or structural properties, and (ii) the 

development of certified reference materials (CRMs) [15]; 

3. thin film nanometrology, which control of thickness and composition of 

semiconductor fabrication and microelectronics [16], photovoltaics and 

optical components [17]; 

4. mechanical nanometrology, which measures the mechanical properties of 

materials, including nanoindentation [18] and nanotribology [19]; 

5. nanometrology for structured materials, related to engineered 

nanostructures incorporated in a product, e.g. food packaging [20] and 

composite materials [21]; 

6. electrical nanometrology, related to quantum electrical metrology of micro- 

and nanoelectronics [22]; 

7. biological nanometrology, related to biomedicine [23], pharmaceutical 

industry, biotechnology [24], clinical diagnostics and imaging technology 

[25]. 

«The ability to measure at the nanoscale depends on many factors: improvements 

in scientific and technical knowledge, in instrumentation, in documentary standards 

(standard test methods), and in physical standards (reference materials)» [26]. The 

crucial role of nanometrology is to produce accurate and reliable nanomaterials and 

nanodevices. Moreover, material measures and reference materials guarantee good 

measurements and provide a firm basis for production, in the context of mutual 

recognition of certificates and products, as reported in detail in Section 1.4. 

The dimensional nanometrology is a subfield of nanometrology related to the 

quantitative measurements of dimensions, sizes, shape, form, texture, location, 

orientation, and alignment of nano-objects. 

Almost all nanotechnology applications require precise size control for 

achieving the desired functional property. In this framework, dimensional 

nanometrology instrumentations, reported in the Stedman chart [27] (Figure 1. 1), 

play a leading role [28]. The amplitude–wavelength chart, early introduced by 

Margaret Stedman (from NPL), provides a precious guide specifying capabilities 

of instrumentation for surface metrology. Such a graph provides the working 
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resolution of an instrument, reporting on the abscissae axis the lateral range, i.e., 

waviness/wavelength of the components of the surface texture, and on the ordinate 

axis the vertical range, i.e., the amplitude of the spatial components of surfaces. 

 

 
Figure 1. 1 Stedman chart reporting the microscopes used for dimensional nanometrology 

measurements. 

Reprinted with permission from [29]. Copyright © 2018 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

Dimensional nanometrology covers several aspects of measurements, from the 

definition of measurand, measurement procedures and uncertainty evaluation. 

Moreover, of great importance is the development of new instruments, setups, and 

displacement sensors. Dimensional nanometrology also deals with the secondary 

realisations of the length unit at the nanometre and sub-nanometre scale, based on 

the silicon lattice spacing. 

Dimensional nanometrology is also applied outside NMI environment 

presenting new challenges, such as extending the practical SI length scale to bio 

applications and to the semiconductor industry. 

Many governments support of pre-normative and standardization work on 

nanomaterials production, and manufacturer or supplier must guarantee the quality 

infrastructure, according to ISO 17025 [30] (see next Section). In this framework, 

nanometrology helps in ensuring quality control or conformity assessment (process 

that demonstrate if a product or service meets specifications). 
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1.3 Metrological Traceability 

« 

The concept of metrological traceability is the backbone of the modern system 

of measurements, which must be ensured by the National Metrology Institutes 

(NMIs). VIM defines metrological traceability as the “property of a measurement 

result whereby the result can be related to a reference through an unbroken chain of 

calibrations, each contributing to the measurement uncertainty”. Therefore, 

metrological traceability requires an established calibration hierarchy, which 

ensures that measuring instruments provide reliable results. The purpose of a 

metrological traceability chain is the ability to assign uncertainty to measurements 

of interest, to understand whether the measurement made is satisfactory for the 

application [31].» 

 

 

Figure 1. 2 Calibration hierarchy and traceability. 

Reprinted with permission from [32]. Copyright © 2007 PubMed Central. All Rights Reserved. 
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«The international standard ISO/IEC 17025:2017 requires laboratories to 

establish and maintain metrological traceability of their measurements by means of 

a documented unbroken chain of calibrations, each contributing to the measurement 

uncertainty, linking them to an appropriate reference. Furthermore, it requires that 

measurements results be metrologically traceable to the SI» [31]. 

A value assigned to a routine or control material can be made traceable by 

several comparative measurements using RMs (see next Section) and validated 

measurement procedures in a chain of ascending hierarchical order. Metrological 

traceability requires a measurement infrastructure consisting of three distinct 

hierarchical levels, namely NMIs, reference (calibration) laboratories and routine 

(resting) laboratories, as shown in Figure 1. 2 [32]. 

Figure 1. 3 depicts the traceability chain for nanometrology measurements.  

 

 

Figure 1. 3 Traceability chain for dimensional nanometrology. 

On the left is depicted the measurement traceability ‘pyramid’. In the centre, the SI definitions 

and the transfer standards are reported. On the right, the instrumental chain that allows the 

traceability to the SI by using the physical transfer standards is reported. 

 

When talking about the length unit, the direct traceability of the wavelength of 

the laser or laser interferometer is used to transfer the SI length scale from a 

wavelength (or frequency) to a physical transfer standard [6]. The physical transfer 

standards (nano-dimensional standard and/or reference materials) permits to 

calibrate secondary NMI instruments and also end user instruments. 

The traceable calibration of 3D geometry of complex nanostructures still 

remains as a challenging task today. New traceable routes are developed by 
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applying two complementary methods, which traceability chains are quite different, 

as summarized below [33,34,35]:« 

(a) secondary realisation of the metre → lattice constant Si single crystal TEM 
lamella → X-ray interferometry in Si bulk material → optical interferometry → primary He-Ne stabilized laser →  optical wavelength → metre definition 

SI m = eo; 

(b) m-AFM sample stage position → laser interferometry → primary He-Ne 

stabilized laser → optical wavelength → metre definition SI m = eo. » 

 

1.4 Reference Materials 

 

In the previous Section we have seen the definition of metrological traceability. 

Since measurements results must be traceable to appropriate references to be 

comparable worldwide over time, Reference Materials (RMs) and Certified 

Reference Materials (CRMs) are fundamental in implementing the concept of 

metrological traceability of measurements in chemistry, material science, physics 

and biology. According to VIM, a RM is a “material sufficiently homogeneous and 

stable with respect to one or more specified properties, which has been established 

to be fit for its intended use in measurements or in examination of nominal 

properties”, and a CRM is a RM “accompanied by a certificate that provides the 

value of the specified property, its associated uncertainty, and a statement of 

metrological traceability” [4]. 

The fundamental difference between the two definitions is that while RM is a 

generic phrase and the property can be quantitative or qualitative, a CRM 

quantitively certify a property with metrologically valid procedures and provides a 

traceability statement (to known references) [36]. 

Below, are reported the «different types of RMs: 

 Pure substances, characterised for chemical purity and/or trace impurities; 

 Standard solutions and gas mixtures, often prepared gravimetrically from 

pure substances and used for calibration purposes; 

 Matrix reference materials, characterised for the composition of specified 

major, minor or trace chemical constituents. Such materials may be prepared 
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from matrices containing the components of interest, or by preparing 

synthetic mixtures; 

 Physico-chemical reference materials, characterised for properties such as 

melting point, and viscosity; 

 Reference objects or artefacts characterised for functional properties, such 

as taste, odour, and hardness. This type also includes microscopy specimens 

characterised for properties ranging from microbiological samples to 

reference nanoparticles» [37]. 

RMs and CRMs can be used for [38]: 

1. Calibration: RMs ensures the relation between the measured signal and the 

property to be measured. These materials can be used for (i) calibrating 

instrument parameters (e.g., temperature), or (ii) generating calibration curves 

of the target property (e.g., particle size vs instrumental response); 

2. Statistical quality control (QC): QC-RMs supplement the use of CRMs for 

controlling the quality of measurements, especially in analytical chemistry, 

when validated methods are unavailable or the matrix is unstable; 

3. Interlaboratory comparisons (ILC): RMs permit to verify the measurement 

capability, technical competence and uncertainty statement by comparing 

measurement results between laboratories. 

In the following, are listed the major suppliers of RMs: « 

- NIST – National Institute of Standards and Technology [47]; 

- BIPM JCTML – Database of higher-order reference materials, 

measurement methods/procedures and services [39]; 

- COMAR – Code d'Indexation des Matériaux de Référence: International 

database for certified reference materials [40] ; 

- BAM – Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und -prüfung – German 

Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing [41,42]; 

- IRMM – Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements [43]; 

- VSL – Dutch Metrology Institute [44]; 

- LGC – UK Laboratory of the Government Chemist [45]; 

- NMIJ – National Metrology Institue of Japan [46].» 

Please note that NIST has two particular types of RMs, that are: 

- «Standard Reference Material (SRM®) - A CRM issued by NIST that also 

meets additional NIST-specific certification criteria and is issued with a 

certificate or certificate of analysis that reports the results of its 

characterizations and provides information regarding the appropriate use(s) 

of the material» [47]; 
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- «Traceable Reference Material (NTRMTM) - A commercially produced 

reference material with a well-defined traceability linkage to existing NIST 

standards for chemical measurements. This traceability linkage is 

established via criteria and protocols defined by NIST to meet the needs of 

the metrological community to be served. A NIST NTRM may be 

recognized by a regulatory authority as being equivalent to a CRM» [47]. 

The ISO 17034:2016 written standard (formerly ISO Guide 34:2009) specifies 

the general requirements for the competence and continued proper operation of RM 

producers. This standard deals with all production requirements, including 

production planning and control, material handling, manipulation and storage, RM 

documents and labels, distribution service, and quality management service and 

audits [48]. 

This standard also has technical requirements, such as (i) RM definition, (ii) 

evaluation of homogeneity and stability according to the ISO/Guide 35:2017 [49], 

(iii) qualitative and quantitative characterisation, and (iv) metrological traceability 

of certified values. « 

The study of homogeneity gives rise to an uncertainty component that must be 

considered in the budget for the certified value of relevant property of the RM or 

CRM. Since many RMs are prepared as batches of units (bottles, vials, etc.), 

homogeneity can refer not only to the variation of a property within each unit 

(within-unit homogeneity), but also between separate units (between-unit 

homogeneity). Such evaluation is necessary to ensure that each RM unit carries the 

same value for each property [50].» 

A reference material should be sufficiently stable for its intended use, which 

means that the end user can rely on the signed value at any point within the period 

of validity of the certificate. The stability has not only to be accessed but also 

monitored in a reliable way, since the value of each property could change during 

the time for different reasons at different rates, according to material nature.  

Stability studies can be classified according to [50]: 

(i) the condition of measurements; the classical stability studies, or 

isochronous studies, ensures repeatability conditions when measuring 

samples just prepared or exposed to the same degradation condition 

(like storage and times); 

(ii) duration of the study, that can be a real-time study, in which the storage 

and/or the transport conditions are those intended for the RM, or an 

accelerate study, in which the study is performed under extreme 
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conditions. The stability should be monitored during the entire lifetime 

of the RM; 

(iii) specific objectives, like expected transport conditions, packaging, 

lifetime and shelf life of the RM. 

In the RM production, an extremely important step is the characterisation of the 

specific property, which can be done using different approaches according to the 

type of the measurand or the RM. These approaches are (i) single method, in which 

a single laboratory adopts a reference measurement procedure sufficiently well 

understood, (ii) a network of competent laboratories, in which a single procedure is 

used for the determination of an operationally defined measurand, (iii) multiple 

methods in one or more competent laboratories, that use different procedures for 

determining a non-operationally defined measurand, and (iv) by value transfer from 

a primary CRM to a secondary CRM using a single measurement procedure 

performed by one laboratory [50]. 

The value assignment is the process of combining the results obtained from the 

characterisation with those deriving by homogeneity and stability assessment. 

These values are those issued on certificates or product information sheets, and 

comprises also the development of an accurate uncertainty budget, the calculation 

of the uncertainty associated with each property value, and a statement of 

metrological traceability [50]. 

Industry, manufacturers and accredited calibration need standards for the 

nanoscale. Various samples are commercialized [51], such as transfer standards 

(step-height and groove samples, 1D and 2D gratings, line width samples) and 

mono and multimodal spherical and cylindrical nanoparticles in stabilized 

suspensions (Figure 1. 4). 

As described in this Section, «RMs are needed for the traceable calibration and 

characterisation of measurement instruments to enable the valid comparison of 

measurement results and to establish a solid basis for the design of objects with 

traceable nanoscale dimensions and tolerances. Furthermore, new types of 

reference materials are needed for probe characterisation and 3D measurement of 

shape and size» [52]. For this purpose, in Chapter 3 a bio-based characteriser for 

AFM tip is described, while in Chapter 4 is reported the study of complex-shaped 

NPs that can be applied as candidate RMs at the nanoscale is reported. Please note 

that a “candidate reference material needs to be investigated to determine if it is 

sufficiently homogeneous and stable with respect to one or more specified 

properties” [53]. 
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Figure 1. 4 Transfer standard at the nanoscale. For each standard, the typical measurand is reported. 

(a) 1D grating standard. 

1D pitch: lateral distance between two lines center or between two line edges. 

(b) Step-height standard.  

Height/thickness: vertical distance between the baseline and the center of a step/groove. 

(c) 2D grating standard.  

2D pitch: lateral distance between two grating elements in the X-Y directions. 

(d) Line width standard.  

Line width: lateral distance between two sidewalls of a step/groove. This critical dimension (CD) can be 

at the top or in the middle of a step/groove. 

(e) Quasi-spherical NPs.  

Height: distance between the top of the sphere and the substrate baseline for an isolated NP. 

Lateral diameter: lateral distance between two NPs in a closely-packed arrangement. 

(f) Surface roughness standard. 

It is used for texture/roughness calibration and for tip diameter evaluation. 

Reprinted with permission from [54]. Copyright © 2021 IOP Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 

 

In the dimensional characterisation of RMs NPs there are several challenges [38], 

such as (i) the difficulty in the exact definition of the measurand (there are more 

than 200 definitions of “size” related to NPs [8]), (ii) not clear definition of 

acceptable uncertainty by potentially customers and industries and difficulties in 

reliable uncertainty determination by the laboratories, and (iii) the lack of 

documented and validated methods and qualified laboratories. 

In the next Section, the instrumental techniques for dimensional characterization of 

nanoparticles RMs are investigated. 
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1.5 Measurement Techniques for the Dimensional 

Characterization of Nanoparticles Reference Materials 

 

Nanoparticles can exhibit unique properties depending on their size. For 

understanding the different properties of NPs, reliable size measurements should be 

made. In this regard, the use of RMs, quality control, and calibration materials is 

crucial. 

Size and size distribution measurements are essential to understand the relevant 

properties of NPs. Many techniques permit the analysis of size and size distribution 

of NPs in a suspension. Most of these techniques attempt to quantify the size of the 

particle with a diameter, thus simplifying the reality. Since in the real world it is 

very rare for particles to be perfectly spherical, most techniques give result as an 

“equivalent spherical diameters”. 

«Different techniques may result in different particle diameters due to the 

different measurement principles used for establishing the particle diameter» [55]. 

Table 1. 1 reports the CRM spherical nanoparticles available in the market. 

These NPs are supplied by American and European institutions, and each of them 

is accompanied by a certificate of analysis, a certification report, and a safety data 

sheet.  

The certificate of analysis is a document that reports the certified value with its 

uncertainty budget. 

 

Table 1. 1 CRMs spherical nanoparticles available on the market. 

NP 

reference 

material 

mean diameter 

nominal values 
institution Identifier 

Gold 10 nm, 30 nm, 60 nm NIST RMs 8011 [56], 8012 [57], 8013 [58] 

silver 75 nm NIST RM 8017 [59] 

polystyrene 60 nm, 100 nm NIST SRM 1964 [60], SRM 1963 [61] 

silicon 

dioxide 
20 nm, 40 nm, 
mixture 20 nm and 80 nm 

IRMM ERM-FD100 [55], ERM-FD304 [62], 
ERM-FD102 [63] 
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The certification report is a detailed file which describes the nature and the purpose 

of the RM, the certified value with its uncertainty, the expiration of the value 

assignment, the analytical methods used for certification, the metrological 

traceability, the participants who studied the RM, the instruction for handling and 

storage, the instructions for use, preparation and analysis, homogeneity and stability 
assessment, and legal notice. 

The safety data sheet is divided into several parts, that are «substance and source 

identification, hazards identification, composition and information on hazardous 

ingredients, first aid measures, firefighting measures, accidental release measures, 

handling and storage, exposure controls and personal protection, physical and 

chemical properties, stability and reactivity, toxicological information, ecological 

information, disposal considerations, transportation information, regulatory 

information and other information» [64]. 

Table 1. 2 reports the different instrumentations present in the certificates of the 

RMs in Table 1. 1. The following is a brief description of the different techniques, 
focusing on the different nature of measurands and their resolution. 

 
Table 1. 2 Measurands and resolution of the different instrumental techniques for the analysis of 

reference material nanoparticles. 

Technique Measurand Resolution/ 

Detection 

limits 

Reference 

AFM thickness 
lateral sizes  

0.1 nm (Z) 
1 nm (X-Y) 

[65] 

SEM mean area-equivalent diameter  1 nm  [65] 

TEM mean area-equivalent diameter 0.1 nm [65] 

DLS scattered light intensity-weighted 
mean hydrodynamic diameter 

3 nm  [65] 

CLS intensity-based Stokes particle 
diameter 

20 nm [66] 

DMA electrical mobility mean diameter 1 nm  [67] 

SAXS volume-weighted mean diameter 1 nm  [68] 
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A first classification is based on the different nature of the instruments, dividing 

the counting from the ensemble methods. 

The various microscopes (AFM, SEM and TEM) are defined as “direct 

techniques”, since they allow the shape and size of the particles to be measured 

directly, compared to “non-imaging methods” such as DLS, CLS, DMA and SAXS, 

which analyze the distribution of a large number of NPs but are unable to 

distinguish shapes of individual particles and thus calculate the size indirectly. 

 

 

Figure 1. 5 Sketch illustrating the typical electron-solid interactions occurring in electron microscopy. 

Image from [69]. This image is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 

International license. 

 

Electron microscopy (EM) uses accelerated electron beams to visualize samples. 

The pear shape interaction (Figure 1. 5) depicts the various phenomena that occur 

from the electron-matter interaction. In this volume, it is observed that the lost 

energy due to the beam-sample interaction is converted into alternative forms, 

typically elastic (AE, EDX, CL, SE, BSE, Bremsstrahlung) and inelastic (IS, IES, 

TE) interactions, which gives signals related to surface topography and its chemical 

composition. 
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Both SEM and TEM produce 2D projection of 3D particles. EM can handle 

polydisperse samples because the size of individual particles can be detected, and 

this allow to build the size distribution plot [66]. 

Since most of EM is performed under high vacuum, measurements require the 

use of dry samples. Moreover, for organic NPs or NPs with organic surface coating 

cryo-TEM and environmental SEM are available, since the interaction between the 

electron beam and the vacuum can cause issues in image formation [66]. 

The basic operation of electron microscopes is described by several written 

standards. ISO 29301:2010 [70] deals with the calibration of the image 

magnification, and ISO 13322-1:2004 [71] describes the protocol for features size 

determination through static image analysis. It is possible to quantitatively define 

particle size through EM measurements in several ways, such as the minimum and 

maximum Feret diameter or the projected area-equivalent circular diameter [72]. 

However, there is no standard describing the NP sample preparation for reliable 

particle size analysis by EM.  

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) enables information on the physical 

nature of surfaces to be obtained with very high resolution. The instrumentation is 

shown in Figure 1. 6 and consists of a filament source that, by thermionic effect or 

field emission, causes the ejection of electrons, accelerated with an energy between 
1 and 30 keV.  

A system of electromagnetic lenses collimates the electrons into a coherent 

beam, and after the beam passes the obejctive lens it strikes the sample surface. 

SEM scanning is performed by electromagnetic coils that deflect the beam along 

the X and Y axes. The image can be recorded using different detectors, for instance, 

the secondary electron detector and the backscattered electron detector. The 

secondary electron detector (SE) gives morphological information, by detecting the 

sample low energy electrons ejected because of the excitation caused by the 

electron beam. Due to its position, the image from these electrons can provide 

shadows. The backscattered electron detector (or backscattered electron BSE), 

which detects electrons from the beam that undergoes elastic collisions, provides 

less information from the morphological point of view but provides chemical 

information, because the number of electrons bouncing on the detector is directly 

proportional to the main quantum number, and the more an atom is large, the more 
electrons are detected and the image is brighter [70]. 
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Figure 1. 6 Arrangement of the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) components. 

Reprinted with permission from [73]. Copyright © 2016 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

Figure 1. 7 Arrangement of the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) components. 

Reprinted with permission from [73]. Copyright © 2016 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an imaging technology in which are 

collected the electrons transmitted through a sample, that can be a suspension on a 

grid or a section less than 100 nm thick. The detector can be a fluorescent screen or 

a sensor, such as a charge-coupled device (Figure 1. 7) [73]. 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) is a technique used to determine the size 

distribution of suspended particles. It has a high statistical value since an average 
measurement is taken over the entire sample mass. 

 (a)  

(b)  

Figure 1. 8 (a) Scheme of a Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) spectrometer.  

(b) Schematic illustration of (left) intensity measurement, (centre) the corresponding 

autocorrelation function, and (right) particle size distribution plot. The figure illustrates dispersion 

composed of small, large and polydisperse samples. 

Figure (a) reprinted with permission from [74]. Copyright © 2020 PubMed Central. All Rights 

Reserved. 

Figure (b) reprinted with permission from [75]. Copyright © Otsuka Electronics Co., Ltd. All 

Rights Reserved. 
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This instrument measures how the intensity of the scattered light varies over time 

and this depends on the Brownian motion. The light intensity is registered by a 

highly sensitive photodetector at an angle of about 90° to the incident light beam 

(Figure 1. 8 (a)). 

The bandwidth of the intensity spectrum as a function of time is proportional to the 

scattering coefficient. The instrument uses what is called an autocorrelation 

function to obtain the decay time p, which is inversely proportional to the half-

height amplitude of the spectrum.  

From the autocorrelation function we get the diffusion coefficient and then from 

Stoke-Einstein equation goes back to hydrodynamic radius giving as output a 

particle size distribution. The hydrodynamic radius is the radius of a rigid sphere 

that diffuses with the same velocity of the particle in question. Since real particles 

are not perfect spheres, the hydrodynamic radius obtained via DLS gives an 

estimate of particle size. Moreover, this radius also depends on the type of 
interactions that the particle has with the solvent. 

DLS works well with monodisperse samples of suspended NPs with a size range 

(1 to 500 nm) and known refractive index.  

To account for polydispersity, «the autocorrelation function must be fitted by a sum 

of functions, each corresponding to monodisperse nanoparticles of the same 

properties. It should be noted, however, that the resulting size distribution plot is 

highly dependent on the algorithm used» [66]. 

Centrifugal liquid sedimentation (CLS) exploits the concept that nanoparticles, 

when subjected to a centrifugal force, will sediment at different velocities according 
to the size, i.e. larger particles sediment faster than smaller ones of the same density.  

The measurand is the Stokes diameter, defined as an equivalent diameter of a sphere 

with uniform and known density with the same sedimentation time. CLS is a 

technique capable of separating different size fractions in polydisperse materials 
prior to the detection/quantification step [66]. 

CLS instruments can have two different setups, in which the suspension is 
contained in a disc or a cuvette (Figure 1. 9). 
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(a)  

(b) (c)  

Figure 1. 9 (a) Top view and side-view of a CLS spinning disc. 

(b) CLS line start method, spinning disc and absorbance plot. 

 (c) CLS homogeneous method, cuvette and absorbance plot. 

Figures (a) from [76]. Copyright © 2020 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

Figures (b) and (c) reprinted with permission from [77]. Copyright © HORIBA, Ltd. All Rights 

Reserved. 

 

In the “CLS line-start method”, «a small volume of a dilute suspension of 

particles is injected into the centre of a spinning disc, which is filled with a sucrose 

solution that has a slight density gradient» [55]. A laser light or X-ray beam passes 

through the liquid, and particles passing the beam reduce the light intensity in 

proportion to their concentration. «The measured time is then converted to an 

equivalent particle size using Stokes’ law of sedimentation and assuming an 
effective particle density» [63]. 

In order to determine intensity-based modal Stokes diameter in a correct way, the 

general guidelines in ISO 13318-1:2001 [78] and ISO 13318-2 [79] written standards 
are applied. 

In the “CLS homogeneous method” the particle suspension is contained into a 

cuvette. The distribution of sedimentation is determined by measuring the 

difference in refractive index between the sample and a reference. The particle size 

distribution obtained from the initial sedimentation distribution is mass-based, since 

the refractive index directly matches the mass of the detected particles [63]. 
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Figure 1. 10 DMA equipment scheme. 

Adapted with permission from [80]. Copyright © 2008 Songklanakarin Journal of Science and 

Technology. All Rights Reserved. 

« 

Differential mobility analysis (DMA) or electrospray-differential mobility 

analysis is a powerful technique for the measurement of nanoparticle size 

distributions in colloidal suspensions. This technique can also produce 

monodisperse aerosols of charged or neutralized aerosol particles [81]. 

The instrument typically consists of three units (Figure 1. 10): (i) a charge reduced 

electrospray generator, that neutralise the incoming aerosol; (ii) a differential 

mobility analyzer (DMA) that selects particles according to their electrical mobility 

equivalent diameter; and (iii) a condensation particle counter, that counts selected 

particles within minutes to seconds [82].  

Note that the electrical mobility equivalent diameter is the diameter of a spherical 

particle with the same mobility (defined as the particle velocity produced by a unit 
external force) as the particle in question [83].  

The DMA can be described as an assembly of two concentrically cylindrical 

electrodes with an air gap between the walls. A negative electric field is applied to 

the inner electrode: negatively charged particle are repelled, neutral charge exits the 

instrument, while positively charged particles will be accelerated until they reach a 

certain constant limiting velocity, depending on on the magnitude of the 

electricfield and on the electrical mobility and charge of the particle. By adjusting 
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the magnitude of the electric field within the DMA, particles having a specific 

mobility exit through a small slit located at the bottom towards the condansator 
particle counter [80, 84].”  

 

(a)   

(b)  

Figure 1. 11 (a) SAXS equipment scheme and (b) intensity pattern. 

Figure (a) adapted with permission from [85]. (c) Copyright © 2014 Nature. All Rights Reserved. 

Figure (b) adapted with permission from [86]. Copyright © 2015 Taylor & Francis. All Rights 

Reserved. 

“ 

Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) measures the size of NPs by exploiting 

the elastic scattering of the radiation that pass through a suspension of nanoparticles 

at small angles (q<4°). X-rays with wavelengths between 0.1 nm and 1 nm are 

scattered by particles in the range between 1 nm and 100 nm [66]. 

The scattering pattern is done by the interference of different waves generated 

by the elastic scattering of X-rays in all directions (Rayleigh scattering) at the 

interfaces between particles and dispersant.  
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The scattered intensity is detected at the “scattering angle” 2q (Figure 1. 11 (a)), 
which depends on the light wavelength and the NP size. 

From the fit of the scattered radiation versus the scattering angle, the size and shape 

of NPs are obtained. According to the different regions of a SAXS pattern, one can 

obtain information about the size (Guinier zone), shape (Fourier zone) and surface 

(Porod zone) of monodispersed NPs, expressed as radii of spheres, cylinders or 

discs of equivalent scattering properties (Figure 1. 11 (b)) [63].” 

Among the various techniques previously described there is the Atomic Force 

Microscopy, that will be extensively discussed in Chapter 2.  
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Chapter 2. Atomic Force Microscopy 

2.1 The Microscopy Technique   

 

2.1.1 Scanning Probe Microscopy 

“ 

 
Figure 2. 1 The Scanning Probe Microscopy family tree. 

” « 

Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) is a general term which describes all 

microscopic techniques in which a probe scans the surface in a bustrophedic way. 

These techniques can be divided into several branches (Figure 2. 1), depending on 

(i) the different nature of the probe and the sample in the analysis, and (ii) the 
different physical interactions that occurs between them [87]. 

Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM) was developed by Gerd Binnig and 

Heinrich Rohrer at IBM Research in Zurich in 1981 [88]. This instrument can 

measure the electron tunneling current between a metallic needle probe and a 

conductive specimen, obtaining images with atomic surface resolution. Note that a 

other 
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similar microscope, called topographiner, was developed by Russell Young in 1971 

[89]. This last exploited the electron field emission current between a surface and a 

sharp metal probe, but since its resolution suffered from instrument vibrations, the 

topographiner was supplanted by STM, for which Binning and Rohrer won the 

Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986. 

In the same year, Gerd Binning, Calvin Quate, and Christoph Gerber developed 

atomic force microscopy (AFM), a microscope that exploits the interaction forces 

between a silicon tip and the sample [90]. Since AFM can operate in air, vacuum, or 

liquid, various types of samples (conductive, insulators, inorganic, organic, 

biological, etc.) can be characterised in 3D. Because of its versatility, AFM can be 

hyphenated with other techniques using specific hardware and probes with a 

metallic coating (e.g., magnetic force microscopy (MFM), conductive atomic force 

microscopy (C-AFM)). 

The other SPM techniques investigate specific surface properties, such as optical 

properties (fluorescence, photoluminescence) in scanning near-field optical 

microscopy (SNOM) [91], or the electrochemical properties in Scanning 

Electrochemical Microscopy (SECM) [92]. The peculiarity of these techniques is 

the nature of the probe, which is a glass fiber in SNOM and a pipette with an 
electrochemical solution in SECM. » 

 

2.1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy 

As the name implies, Atomic Force Microscopy permits to measure a surface by 

exploiting the interaction forces between the atoms at the tip apex with the 

outermost atoms of a surface. These interactions are modelled by the Lennard-Jones 

potential (Figure 2. 2), which describes interatomic and intermolecular interaction. 

The blue curve represents a short-range repulsive interaction, due to the Pauli 

exclusion principle which prohibits the superposition of electron clouds. 

The red curve represents the attractive contribution, the so-called Van der Waals 

forces, that arises from dipole-dipole interactions (Keesom forces), permanent 

dipole-induced dipole interactions (Debye forces), instantaneous dipole-induced 

dipole interactions (London Dispersion Force) [93]. 
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Figure 2. 2  Plot reporting the tip-sample interaction potential U as a function of the distance r. The 

black curve describes the Lennard-Jones potential, that combines the long-range attractive (dashed red 

curve) and short-range repulsive (dashed blue curve) interactions. 

Adapted with permission from [93]. Copyright © Park Systems. All Right Reserved. 

 

 
Figure 2. 3 Main components of the AFM microscope.  

Adapted from [94]. The figure is under Creative Commons licence "Attribution-Non-Commercial-

Share Alike 2.0 UK: England & Wales". 

 

As depicted in Figure 2. 3, the main components of the microscope are [94]: 

1. the probe, consisting of a cantilever on which is mounted a tip; 

2. a laser diode, whose beam is focused on the cantilever; 

3. a four-quadrant photodetector, that monitors the deflection of the lever 

as it interacts with the sample; 

4. a piezoelectric, that precisely adjusts the tip-sample distance, which 

movement is controlled by a feedback system (in Z direction) and by 

voltage ramps (in X and Y directions). 
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Figure 2. 4 Illustration of the three topography modes, depending on the tip-sample force. 

 Reprinted with permission from [95]. Copyright © NanoandMore. All Rights Reserved. 

 

Depending on (i) the interaction forces between the AFM tip and the surface 

(Figure 2. 4) and (ii) the morphology and surface characteristics of the sample in 

analysis, there are three different topography modes [95]: 

1) contact mode: the deflection of the cantilever, proportional to the tip-sample 

interaction forces, provides sample topography [96]. 

 

Figure 2. 5 Sketch of an AFM cantilever operating in contact mode.  

Reprinted with permission from [96]. Copyright © 2018 Université Grenoble Alpes. All Rights 

Reserved. 

 

2) non-contact mode: during measurements the cantilever vibrates, and there 

are two modes for measuring the interaction forces [96]: 

 amplitude modulation: the cantilever oscillates at a frequency close 

to the resonance one, and the oscillation amplitude modifications 

produce topographic information and are used as a feedback to keep 
the tip-sample distance constant; 
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Figure 2. 6 Sketch of an AFM cantilever operating in non-contact amplitude 

modulation mode. To keep a constant tip-sample distance, the oscillation amplitude is 

employed as feedback signal.  

Reprinted with permission from from [96]. Copyright © 2018 Université Grenoble 

Alpes. All Rights Reserved. 

 

 frequency modulation: the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever is 

kept fixed at the set point, and the change in oscillation frequency is 
used as a feedback signal to adjust the tip-sample distance; 

 

 

Figure 2. 7 Sketch of an AFM cantilever operating in non-contact frequency 

modulation mode. For maintaining a constant tip-sample distance, the oscillation 

frequency is employed as feedback signal.  

Reprinted with permission from from [96]. Copyright © 2018 Université 

Grenoble Alpes. All Rights Reserved. 

3) intermittent contact mode or tapping: the cantilever oscillates so that it can 

contact the sample cyclically, and then the force required to detach the tip 
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from the sample is applied. This mode is used to detect short-range 

interatomic forces, while at the same time preventing the tip from getting 

stuck on the surface. The resonance shifts to lower frequencies and exhibits 

a drop in amplitude [96]. 

The scanning motion is generated in almost all AFMs by means of piezoelectric 

actuators. A piezoelectric is a non-centrosymmetric material that polarizes by 

generating an electrical potential difference when subjected to a mechanical 

deformation (direct piezoelectric effect), and it deforms elastically when subjected 

to an electrical voltage (inverse piezoelectric effect). This piezoelectric effect 

occurs only along a certain direction and the deformations associated with it are on 

the order of nanometers.  

Typically, commercial AFMs use a piezo tube, in order to allow X, Y and Z 

movements with one single element. Other actuators used are piezo stacks and 

flexure-guided nanopositioning stages, these last usually used in closed loop 

operation (see below) [97]. 

Depending on the position of the piezoscanner in the instrumentation, AFM can 

have several scanning configurations, depicted in Figure 2. 8, which are: 

 sample scanner, when the piezoelectric is under the sample, and this last is 

moved along the XYZ directions; 

 hybrid scanner or decoupled XY and Z scanning system, when the sample 

is scanned in the XY horizontal directions and the tip is controlled by the 

Z scanner. This is the configuration mostly used in Park Systems AFMs 

[98], that develop it because «first generation AFM based on piezoelectric 

tubes (...) suffers from poor repeatability and accuracy due to background 

curvature and crosstalk between the XYZ axes» [99]; 

 tip scanner, when the piezoelectric moves the tip in the XYZ directions. 

 

 
Figure 2. 8 AFM scanning configurations depending on the piezoscanner position. 
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All topography modes have a feedback circuit connected to the Z piezoelectric. 

As seen above, this circuit tries to keep the tip–sample interaction constant, 

protecting them from damaging [100]. Figure 2. 9 explains what would ideally 

happen with and without feedback control. 

 

 

Figure 2. 9 Sketch of cantilever height and deflection with and without the use of the Z 

piezoelectric feedback control. 

Adapted from [100]. The figure is under Creative Commons licence "Attribution-Non-

Commercial-Share Alike 2.0 UK: England & Wales". 

 

The feedback system is influenced by the following parameters [100]: 

 Setpoint: «value of the cantilever deflection (in static mode) or oscillation 

amplitude (in dynamic mode) that the feedback circuit attempts to maintain. 

This is usually set such that the force on the cantilever is small, but the probe 

remains engaged with the surface» [100]; 

 Feedback gain: value indicating the reaction speed of the feedback system; 

 Scan rate: value that indicates the time given to the tip for scanning. 

The X-Y lateral movements are electronically controlled by a voltage ramp, at 

which is associated a relative displacement [101], and according to the on-board 
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metrology1 AFMs can be divided into three groups: open loop, closed loop, or 

metrological AFMs [102].  

In open loop systems, the position comes directly from the drive voltage of the 

piezoelectric without feedback. This mode provides very good imaging resolution, 

but the measured position does not match the actual tip position because of the 

absence of positional feedback. This leads to images distortions, typically due to 

nonlinearities caused by phenomena such as creep, hysteresis and ageing effects, 

which originate from the piezoelectric scanners (see Section 2.4) [63].  

In the closed-loop modality, the actual position of the tip is monitored by 

position sensors (capacitive, inductive, encoders, resistive strain gauges…) 

attached to the piezoscanner. The sensor applies a voltage to the piezoelectric to 

correct and keep its position at the desired location. The feedback compensates for 

the hysteresis and nonlinear behaviour of the piezo, which is particurarly relevant 

for large scanning areas [63]. 

«The most accurate type of AFM is metrological AFMs, which have position 

measurement with integrated laser interferometers. The interferometric position 

measurement is directly traceable to the metre via the laser wavelength» [102] (see 

next Section). 

Although with closed-loop the exact position of the displacement actuator is known, 

metrological AFMs are advantageous for quantitative measurements because the 

position is directly related to the movement of the sample. 

 

2.2 Metrological Atomic Force Microscopes 

 

NMIs activities related to dimensional measurements are critical dimensions’ 

measurements on transfer standard, NPs, and RMs. NMIs use and develop 

instruments directly traceable to the SI, called metrological Atomic Force 

Microscopes (mAFM), in order to calibrate these samples. 
  

                                                 
1 On-board metrology: set of sensors that measure a specific quantity. In this case, since 

dimensional measurements are considered, on board metrology refers to displacement actuators. 
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Table 2. 1 Metrological AFMs in the world (in alphabetical order). 

The principal mAFM types are X-Y interferometric and Z capacitance controls, 3D (three-

dimensional), CD (Critical Dimension), tip-tilting, HS (High Speed), and LR (Large Range). 

Tables inspired to [102] and [103]. Adapted with permission. Copyright © 2014 University of Helsinki. 

Copyright © 2011 IOP Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 

 

NMI 

association 
Country NMI mAFM Type 

Displacement Range 

(X × Y× s) 
Reference 

America 

(SIM) 

     

 Canada NRC LR (40×40×6) mm [104] 

 USA NIST M3 (50×50) mm ×5 µm [105] 

   c-AFM (100×100) µm [105] 

   CD - [105] 

Asia-Pacific 

(APMP) 

     

 Australia NMIA 3D (100×100×25) µm [106,107,108] 

 China NIM 3D (50×50×2) mm [109] 

 Korea KRISS X-Y interferometric 
Z capacitive sensor 

(100×100×12) µm [110] 

   LR 200 mm × 200 mm × 38 µm [111] 

 Japan NMIJ tip-tilting (12×12×8) µm [112] 

 Singapore A*STAR LR (25×25×5) mm [113] 

 Taiwan CMS/ITRI LR (250×250×100) µm [114] 

Euro-Asian 

Cooperation 

(COOMET) 

     

 Russia VNIIMS 3D (3×3×1) µm [115] 

Europe 

(EURAMET) 

     

 Belgium SMD 3D (100×100×100) µm [116] 

 Czech Republic CMI LR 1 cm × 1 cm × 35 µm [117] 

 Denmark DFM  (70×70×6) µm [103] 

 Finland VTT 3D (100×100×16) µm [118] 

 France LNE 3D (60×60×15) µm [119] 

 Germany PTB mSTM (100×100×10) µm [120] 

   ZEISS Veritekt A (70×15×15) µm [121] 

   ZEISS Veritekt B (70×15×15) µm [122] 

   ZEISS Veritekt C (70×15×15) µm [123] 

   CD/tip-tilting (12×12×8) µm [124,125,126] 

   HS LR (25×25×5) mm [127,128] 

 Italy INRiM X-Y interferometric 
Z piezoscanner 

(30×30×2) µm [129] 

 Netherlands VSL 3D (1×1×1) mm [130,131] 

 Switzerland METAS LR (380×380×5) µm [132] 

   3D (800×800×200) µm [133] 

 UK NPL 3D (100×100×5) µm [134,135] 

   HS - [136] 

Non-NMI  

AFM head integrated in a nanomeasuring machine (NMM), Institute of Manufacturing Metrology (FMT), Germany [137] 

Automated AFM Metrology in industrial instruments for semiconductor applications [138,139] 
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Direct traceability of AFM results can only be achieved through built-in 

interferometers to measure the tip–sample relative position. These instruments are 

fully characterized to establish an uncertainty budget, which is taken into account 

into the uncertainty of measurement results.  

The development of more metrologically advanced setups began few years after 

AFM invention. Table 2. 1 reports all the mAFM present worldwide, describing the 

type of instrumental configuration, and the displacement range.  

All mAFM have sample scanner configuration. None of the instruments use a 

piezo tubes to generate the scanning motion, but most mAFMs use linear 

piezoelectric actuators because they are «fast, mechanically simple, have a 

relatively high stiffness and are capable of sub-nn movements» [140].  

Another characteristic common to almost all mAFMs is the use of a commercial 

AFM head, since it has «a cantilever deflection measurement system with sufficient 

resolution, built-in signal processing electronics, and a user-friendly software» [140]. 

Fundamental principles of dimensional measurements that mAFMs must 

undergo are metrology loop, mechanical stability, thermal stability, and 

minimisation of the Abbe error and cosine error. 

The metrology loop is the closed path that connects the measurand within the 

measuring equipment (Figure 2. 10). Any uncorrected variation in length or position 

of any part of the metrology loop will affect the measurement result [8]. 

 

 

Figure 2. 10 Example of a metrology loop for an AFM. 
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Mechanical stability is achieved by the presence of kinematic mounting and 

mechanical stiffness.  

The object to be measured must be mechanically stable during the measurement, so 

the instrumental setup must have kinematic mounting. A stable three-point contact 

can be done by the Kelvin clamp (cone, vee, flat) or by the Boyes clamp (three balls 

in three vee with axes aligned to a common centre point) [8]. 

In terms of designing a measuring system for mechanical stability, the aim should 

be to achieve a high resonance frequency throughout the whole metrology loop and 

to place the instrument in a low vibration environment [8]. 

The majority of components that require dimensional measurements are 

generally made of metal that change size with temperature unless they have a zero 

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). ISO 1 [141] defines the reference 

temperature for dimensional metrology to be 20°C, and as a consequence the 

temperature has to be corrected according to the equation Q*< = Q�t1 +�(20°C − R)|, where R is the temperature, Q� is the length measured at the 

temperature R and � is the CTE of the material [8]. 

For measuring instruments (which have all metal components), thermal 

compensation «can be in the form of using compact and thermally compensated 

instruments (short metrology loops), fast measurements (drift minimisation), low 

and constant power consumption» [8]. 

Drift is the gradual uncontrolled movement of the measuring system over time, 

which affects the positioning of the tip with respect to the sample in the three spatial 

axes. Short-term thermal drift causes the distortion of the individual image. Long-

term thermal drift is the net movement of the probe from the indicated position after 

the time required to take at least two images [101].  

Thermal drift compensations are usually applied post-measurements, but also real-

time methodologies are used.  

Online correction methods measure drift during the scanning and correct the 

measurement by adding offset to the scanner displacements. These methods can be 

performed (i) by using additional sensors, such as an inverted optical microscope 

[142] or flexible electronics to be connect to AFM [143], or (ii) by the AFM itself, as 

in the case of the compensation system reported by Yang et al [144], in which 
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consecutive images are recorded, and a neural network algorithm estimates and 

corrects the drift. 

Offline methods correct thermal drift in raw datasets after the measurement is 

finished. Several methods exist, and among them of relevant interest there are (i) 

correction methods of Z-drifts and (ii) correction of 3D drifts. 

Marinello et al. [145] correct Z-drift by the alignment of two topographies taken with 

mutually orthogonal scanning directions, while Meyer et al. [146] propose a method 

that uses self-intersicating scan path to correct thermal drifts along Z axis, and 

distinguish it from topographic features. 

The method proposed by Degenhardt et al. [147], which reconstruct and correct non-

linear drift in all three dimensions based on data fusion using the point-to-plane 

iterative closest point algorithm, compared to other 3D drift correction  methods 

has high temporal drift resolution and without data redundancy. 

The non-correct alignment and positioning of the sample can lead to respectively 

and cosine and Abbe errors.  

The cosine error can occur when (i) the scale is not parallel to movement (scale 

cosine error), (ii) the artefact is not parallel to movement artefact (artefact cosine 

error) and (iii) the artefact is not parallel to the scale (artefact cosine error) [8].  

«Abbe error, or parallax error, occurs when the measuring point of interest is 

separated laterally from the actual measuring scale location (reference line or axis 

of measurement) and when angular error motions exist in the positioning system. 

Abbe error causes the measured displacement to appear longer or shorter than the 

true displacement, depending on the direction of angular motion. The spatial 

separation between the measured point and reference line is known as the Abbe 

offset» [148]. 

As seen in Table 2. 1, there are several types of mAFM, which are (i) X-Y 

interferometric and Z capacitance controls mAFM, (ii) 3D mAFM, (iii) CD mAFM, 

(iv) tip-tilting mAFM, (v) LR mAFM, and (vi) HS mAFM. In the following, the 

peculiar characteristics of several different instrumental configurations are 

reported. Remember that these considerations are general, since the principle is 

unambiguous, but each NMI instrument differs from each other. 
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The first mAFMs built in the late 1980s - early 1990s were M3 (molecular 

measuring machine) and c-AFM (calibrated AFM) by NIST. 

The M3 is an ultra-high precision coordinate measuring machine equipped with an 

AFM tip and a X-Y interferometric motion control. It allows a wide scanning range 

and atomic scale resolution [105]. 

The c-AFM (calibrated AFM) is an instrument with a scanning system made by 

flexure stage piezo transducer and an on-board metrology done by X-Y heterodyne 

interferometers and Z capacitance sensor controls [105]. With the same principle, 

KRISS mAFM [110] and also the first INRiM mAFM setup were built [129]. 

 

 

Figure 2. 11 Scheme of the equipment of a 3D mAFM. 

Reprinted with permission from [54]. Copyright © 2021 IOP Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 

 

A large number of NMIs built a three-dimensional (3D) mAFM, the peculiarity 

of which is the tip-sample relative movement is servo-controlled in time by using 

the signal from the three interferometers along the X, Y, and Z axes (Figure 2. 11). 

The advantage of this setup is that the movements in all directions are directly 

traceable to the SI. 

Step height is a one-directional measurement which is not affected by the tip 

shape. On the contrary, line width is a bidirectional measure strongly affected by 
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the tip shape. Critical Dimension (CD) mAFM are developed for measuring lateral 

sidewalls of line patterns. These instruments use a flared CD probe-tip of known 

width, and the CD line width is obtained through the subtraction of the effective tip 

shape to the measured profile [149]. To date, these instruments permit to perform the 

most accurate measures of line width, as demonstrated by the comparison between 

PTB and NIST [35].  

This technique has the advantage of measuring both the sidewalls in only one 

measurement, but struggles in the determination of the footing of structures. 

 

 

Figure 2. 12 (a) Sketch of the CD mAFM width measurements.  

(b) Difference between one-directional and bi-directional measurements. 

Reprinted with permission from [35]. Copyright © 2017 IOP Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 

 

Since the radius of the CD tip is larger than that of ordinary tips (typically tens 

to hundreds of nanometres), tip-tilting mAFM has been developed to measure finer 

shapes and/or dense patterns. This kind of instrument uses super sharp conical tips 

that must be tilted along the rotation around the vertical axis; this operation allows 

the measurement the corner rounding and footing of dense patterns. For measure a 

step, two sets of measurements on the left and right sidewalls are performed, and 

the tip or the sample has to be rotated for determining the CD. Consequently, the 

topographies obtained at different tilting have to be subjected to stitching, which 

strongly influence the measurement accuracy [126]. 
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Figure 2. 13 Stitching of the right and left sidewall in tip-tilting mAFM. 

Reprinted with permission from [150]. Copyright © 2019 IOP Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 

 

Large range (LR) mAFM are instruments that permit highly accurate 

dimensional metrology of nanostructures and ultra-precision surfaces. 

LR mAFMs couple an AFM with a long-range sample displacement stage [111,132] 

or a nanopositioning and nanomeasuring machine [128], thus providing both a large 

motion range and a high dynamic positioning capability with subnanometre 

resolution. These instruments are capable of high image quality obtainable at a scan 

speed of 500 μm∙s−1 with a good repeatability (Figure 2. 14). 

 

 

Figure 2. 14 AFM topography measured with LR mAFM at PTB. 

Reprinted with permission from [128]. Copyright © 2015 IOP Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 

 

The largest manufacturers in the world developed AFMs with automated 

metrology in industrial instruments for failure detection in semiconductor 
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applications [138,139]. The new research frontier is the development of traceable 

High-Speed Scanning Probe Microscopy (HS‑SPM) for the application in industrial 

measurements in semiconductor, nano-optics and bioscience fields [151].  

Some effort in this direction saw the development of a traceable high-speed 

AFM both for short-range video rate images and large-area scans by using optical 

interferometry [136]. 

 

2.3 INRiM mAFM 

 

In my PhD I performed measurements of nanoparticles and nanostructures by 

using INRiM mAFM. It is a customised instrument with an AFM head placed on a 

sample-moving mechanical structure. Tip-sample movements while scanning the 

sample are monitored by interferometers, ensuring a direct traceability to the SI. 

The instrumental setup has been developed over the years by Dr. Gian Bartolo 

Picotto and Dr. Marco Pisani, and it consists of (Figure 2. 15): 

1. a commercial AFM head - Veeco “Multimode 5”; 

2. a compact stainless steel mechanical structure built in INRiM, which 

guarantees a metrology loop; 

3. a metrological closed-loop interferometric control made in INRiM, 

which guarantees the traceability of measurements to the SI; 

4. an electronic control of interferometric signals made in INRiM; 

5. a piezoelectric feedback loop control system by A.P.E. Research [152] for 

topography measurements only. 

The AFM head has a laser diode inside it, whose beam is directed towards the 

back of the cantilever (in proximity of the tip position) and then reflected onto an 

internal 4-quadrant photodetector. 

The microscope operates with two separate devices for the lateral scanning, 

given by two micro-nano positioning stages (one for the X axis and the other for 

the Y axis) with a working range of about (30 x 30) μm. 
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Figure 2. 15 Photo and sketch of INRiM mAFM.  

The instrumental setup is made by (i) a commercial AFM head, (ii) a compact stainless steel 

mechanical structure, (iii) X- and Y- stage parallelogram-type flexure piezoelectric actuators, which 

movements are controlled by a metrological closed-loop interferometer with a He-Ne heterodyne laser, 

(iv) an electronic control of X-,Y-interferometric signals, and (iv) a Z-stage piezoelectric, which 

movement is controlled by a piezoelectric feedback loop. 

 

In a previous configuration, «the Z-stage uses a novel design based on three pairs 

of capacitive sensors and piezo bimorph plates driving a kinematic sandwich-like 

assembling of two plates, the upper one supports the sample and can be easily 

removed and precisely repositioned for sample handling. Capacitive sensors have 

the double purpose to guarantee a pure parallel movement, namely Z displacements 

free of pitch and roll tilts, and to deliver a measurement of the displacement itself» 

[153]. 

Today, the Z stage is equipped with a piezotranslator with 2 µm working range. 
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Instrument traceability is achieved through in-situ interferometric calibration of 

the vertical scanning device (Z-axis) and interferometric measurement 

(metrological closed loop control) of lateral displacements (X- and Y-axes) during 

relative tip/sample movement. 

The wavelength of the He-Ne heterodyne laser Zeeman modulation type source of 

the interferometer (633 nm) is calibrated with respect to the MeP sample length 

laser He-Ne every 5 years. 

 

 
Figure 2. 16 Sketch of the heterodyne Michelson interferometers for the X axis (pink line) and the 

Y axis (blue line). 

In Figure 2. 16 the Michelson-type interferometric system on the X and Y axes 

is shown. 

The laser radiation is reflected in small part by a first beam-splitter (BS), so that 

it can be used for the heterodyne reference signal phase, while the other beam 

continues in the initial direction. The optical system is based on a configuration of 

corner cube/mirrors (M), polarizing beam-splitter (BSP) separators and quarter-

wave retarding plates.  

The sample movements along the X-, Y-axes are then measured through two 

phasemeters as the phase difference between the measured signal and the reference 
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signal of the heterodyne interferometer. The signal is processed by an electronic 

control circuit. 

In this circuit (Figure 2. 17), the phase difference measured by the phase-meter 

is an analogic signal, which is converted and incremented by a 12 bit A/D converter 

and a 16 bits counter. The bits represent the number of wavelengths that reveal how 

far the piezoelectric has shifted, and are converted via a D/A converter in an analog 

signal to be used for a PID closed-loop control. 

The output of each phase-meter of the X-, Y-stages is a voltage proportional to 

the displacement. This signal is compared to the driving signal generated by the 

A.P.E. Research control unit when scanning the surface to be imaged; the difference 

between the two is integrated, amplified and sent to the piezo actuator, thus 

realizing a closed control loop configuration [129]. 

 

 
Figure 2. 17 Block diagram of electronic control of INRiM mAFM. 

Reprinted with permission from [129]. Copyright © 2001 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

A laser can be used to measure an optical path Q, given by the product of the 

physical path G and the index of refraction X. The refractive index X of a material 

depends on pressure, temperature, humidity, so these environmental parameters 

variations must be evaluated. 

The mAFM is located in INRiM building 8 “impianto Galleria Metrologica”, 

that houses INRiM’s Length and Mass laboratories. The air-conditioning system 

was developed in 1970 [154], and its special feature is that the underground building 

is less impacted by environmental vibrations from city traffic, and that the 
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temperature and humidity can be set at T = (20.0 ± 0.1) °C and RH ~ (50 ± 15) % 

respectively, according to ISO 1 [141]. 

The temperature is measured with a digital thermometer with a measurement 

uncertainty of at least 0.05 °C, while pressure and humidity are evaluated with an 

uncertainty of 20 Pa for pressure and 20% for relative humidity. 

Instrumental improvements are ongoing, in fact we are developing a new Z 

interferometer setup, in order to build up a 3D mAFM. 

In addition, we are going to put in operation a new AFM head, which is able to 

perform the Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM), electrical force microscopy 

mode (EFM), and piezoresponsive force microscopy (PFM) hyphenated 

techniques. The goal is to develop a “multipurpose 3D mAFM”, which links 

functional measurements to dimensional measurements directly traceable to the SI. 

 

2.4 Critical Aspects in AFM-Based Measurements of NPs 

 

The previous Sections present the operating principle of the AFM, together with 

the different instrumental configurations to make AFM measurements directly 

traceable to the SI. This Section leads us towards the experimental work done, 

describing the critical aspects related to the measurement of an AFM topography, 

specifically those related to the dimensional quantification of NPs and 

nanostructures. 

Surface topographies are achieved by scanning a surface in a bustrophedic way 

using a probe. The tip movement is described by two main directions, namely, the 

“fast scan direction” X and the “slow scan direction” Y. Each profile is normally 

scanned twice: once forward, referred to “scan” or “trace”, and once backward, 

indicated as “back-scan” or “retrace” [101]. « 

An AFM image is commonly referred to as a 3D representation, although it is 

more correct referred to as a 2.5D reconstruction. The topography is a mapping of 

the heights given by a 2D array of numbers, which corresponds to the deflection of 

the cantilever as the tip scans the sample surface. Therefore, a 3D reconstruction is 

identified, albeit limited by the tip geometry, which is not complete but is limited 
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only to the exposed surface, and it does not consider the portion of the sample in 

contact with the substrate [3]. » 

 

Table 2. 2 Main distortions and relative sources in AFM images. 

Table based on [101]. Adapted with permission. Copyright © 2007 University of Padova. All Rights 

Reserved. 

Source Distortion 

scanning system  non-linearity 
 hysteresis 
 ageing  
 creep 
 bow 

metrology loop  noise 
 vibration 

probing system   drifts 
 overshoots 
 unsampled parts 
 height shifts 
 tip artefacts 
 convolution 
 tip geometry 
 tip-sample interaction 

image processing   filtering 
 levelling  

 

In order to make quantitative dimensional measurements, as the first thing to 

consider there is that a good AFM image must be registered. Unfortunately, several 

sources of error mainly due to the instrument (classified in Table 2. 2) can lead to 

distortions and artifacts in images. Moreover, Table 2. 3 reports other sources that 

directly impact AFM dimensional reconstruction of shape, size and roughness of 

nanostructures. 

In the following a brief explanation of each point of these two tables is reported. 

Since the scanning systems are based on piezoelectric, the distortions that the 

images may have are due to issues related to it. 
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As seen before, for open-loop instruments based on tube or stack piezo-actuators 

the measured position does not correspond to the effective tip position. This leads 

to a distortion that is generally proportional to the scanning range, because the 

positioning accuracy is significantly reduced due to non-linear hysteresis effects. 

The linear model is applicable to closed-loop scanners, usually controlled by 

capacitance sensors whose non linearity is about 0.01% [101]. 

The sensitivity of a piezoelectric is defined by the ratio of the movement to the 

voltage applied to the piezoelectric. Piezo scanners have higher sensitivity at the 

end of the scanning range, implying that there is hysteresis between the two 

scanning directions [101]. 

In addition, piezoelectric materials suffer from ageing, as their sensitivity 

decreases exponentially with time [101]. 

Creep is the drift of the piezoactuator after the application of an offset voltage, 

due to a non-immediate response. Creep appears as the stretching of image features 

in the offset direction [101]. 

Bow is a non-linear image artifact, which appears as a false curvature superposed 

on the real sample topography. Bow is due to the fact that the lateral bending of the 

piezo-tube is not horizontal but follows a trajectory with a radius of curvature of 

the order of a few tens of millimetres, and its influence is not negligible when 

measurements are made in large scanning fields [101]. 

The metrology loop has to minimize errors due to noise and vibration. They are 

stochastic effects that can be due to environmental changes of temperature and 

pressure, or to electrical, acoustical, mechanical changes that impact the 

instrumental setup. 

The probing system is one of the main error sources in AFM images. The probing 

system can lead to several distorsions; among them, there are thermal drifts, 

described in Section 2.2. 

Poor hysteresis and creep compensation in the Z direction can cause edge 

overshoot. This appears as an over-extension of a step in the proximity of the edge, 

and a reduction of this distortion can be obtained by adjusting the gain of the 

feedback loop. Excessive gains bring instability, with appearent overlapping 

vibrations, whereas low gains cause the image to be smoothed [101]. 

The height shifts distortions can be considered as stochastic jumps due to 

repulsive to attractive interactions. When a jump occurs during imaging, the 

feedback loop responds by retracting the tip from the sample for increasing the 
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suddenly decreased amplitude to the set-point level. This results in an upward shift 

in the height level, i.e. the structures seem buried [101]. 

The pick-up of dust or tip fractures may further alter the alignment of the 

profiles. 

The effects due to convolution, tip geometry, and tip-sample interaction in AFM 

measurements will be investigated in Chapter 3. 

The AFM image is the result of the dilation of the sample and probe shapes and 

tip–sample–substrate interactions. In AFM measurements, height is obtained with 

sub-nanometer accuracy and very high resolution, while the lateral resolution is 

influenced by the tip shape and size, so it is very important to characterize it (see 

Chapter 3). « 

The critical aspects in image pre-processing include the leveling of the image 

because a tilt that is not actually present on the sample surface is found, but it 

depends on sample mounting, since the plane which contains the sample surface is 

not perfectly parallel to the scan plane on which the AFM tip moves. Linear plane 

fit corrections can be applied to remove any artifacts of consequence [3]. » 

Image filtering is a tool that permits to detect and eliminate outliers, unwanted 

features or artifacts by using statistical, Gaussian, or Fourier filters. Elimination of 

AFM image distortions can be done by using off-line correction methods 

implemented in commercial software packages (e.g. [155]), or by applying 

algorithms (e.g. [156,157]). 

Table 2. 3  Critical aspects in the dimensional analysis of NPs with AFM 

Source critical aspects 

sample preparation 

 
 substrate 
 protocols 

instrumental parameters 

 
 on-board metrology 
 scan size, pixel size and speed 
 cantilever oscillation amplitude set point 
 PID feedback parameters 

image distorsions  see Table 2. 2 
dimensional measurements  sizes reconstruction and distribution 

 morphological parameters 
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Table 2. 3 reports the critical aspects that influence the dimensional 

measurements of nanostructures with AFM. 

NPs to be analyzed with AFM must be prepared onto an ultraflat substrate, which 

has subnanometric roughness. Three materials are ideal candidates, and are SiC 

wafer, HOPG, and mica. 

The SiC wafer has a roughness of about 0.13 nm, but it is a large sample and it 

is too expensive for daily use analysis [158]. 

 

HOPG (Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite) is a form of synthetic graphite 

consisting of layered monocrystal grains from 1 µm to 10 µm slightly disoriented 

with respect to each other. The best HOPG samples have a mosaic spread angle 

value of less than 1° [159].  

HOPG is an excellent substrate for STM measurements or calibration standards at 

atomic resolution levels, since single steps have the well-defined height of 0.34 nm 

[160]. It is an inert and hydrophobic substrate used for studying the growth of metal 

NPs [161] or Fe/Au/Pt NPs by electrochemical deposition [162].« 

Muscovite mica is a commonly used substrate because it is atomically flat, with 

a layer height of (0.37 ± 0.02) nm [163]. It is also easily cleaned by removing the top 

layer using an adhesive tape, making sample preparation easy because its crystal 

structure consists of silica tetrahedral sheets weakly bonded to one another. 

Muscovite is negatively charged, and it is therefore quite hydrophilic. In addition, 

based on the sample to be analyzed, mica can be used as it is or functionalized with 

3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) or poly-L-lysine to change the surface 

charge. 

Different protocols can be used in the preparation of NP samples. Based on the 

intrinsic nature of the nanostructure (interparticle and particle–solvent interactions), 

different deposition techniques (e.g., drop evaporation, spin coating, and dip 

coating) are used. Moreover, characterization must be considered. Based on the 

type of analysis (i.e., top-height or lateral pitch), different concentrations of 

suspensions can be prepared (respectively diluted or concentrated) [3]. » 

In this dissertation, NPs are deposited onto freshly- cleaved mica substrates from 

diluted suspensions. Mica is commercially found as disk-shaped and/or square 

supports. One face of the disk/square is glued with a cyanoacrylate-based quick 
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glue to a nickel-plated steel diskette. In this way, the specimen can be fixed on the 

magnetically sealed sample holder of the INRiM mAFM. 

The setting of instrumental parameters is crucial to record a good AFM 

topography for quantitative measures. 

Intrinsic errors due to on-board metrology are cosine error, deviation from the 

reference plane (straightness), and calibration of displacement sensors. Recall that 

normally calibration is used for quantifying and correcting systematic deviations of 

the measuring instrument [101]. « 

Based on the requested relative height accuracy and radius of the tip used, the 

number of pixels in the image should be adjusted. Moreover, the operator must 

optimize the scan speed based on the scan size, and measurements must be 

performed using the right cantilever oscillation amplitude set point in non-contact 

mode and PID (proportional–integral–derivative) feedback parameters [3]. » 

Finally, in order to reconstruct critical sizes, size distribution and morphological 

parameters of NPs and candidate reference material nanostructures in a quantitative 

way, robust and traceable procedures must be developed (see Chapter 4 and the 

Annexes). 

The distortions and critical aspects described in Table 2. 2 and Table 2. 3 

contribute to the uncertainty of AFM measurements. Quantitative measurements do 

not have a numerical value in their own right, but this value is provided within a 

measurement range. A first approach is to report the standard deviation, which gives 

the repeatability of the measurement; however, for truly quantitative measurements, 

it is necessary to report uncertainty budgets, which identify and quantify the various 

sources of error. A measurement without uncertainty cannot be compared either 

with other measurements or with reference values or legal limits. 

In Chapters 3 and 4 several uncertainty budgets for the nanostructure and 

nanoparticles measurands are reported. The intent is to estimate the different 

sources of error for obtaining a more reliable and consistent result, that also 

considers any systematic errors and the uncertainty associated with their 

corrections.  

Uncertainty evaluation depends on the measurand in consideration. For each 

measurand f in the analysis that is influenced by � terms, a model for the estimated 
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quantity d = K(U) is reported, which takes into account all the contributions U that 

affect the estimated quantity d. 

Each uncertainty budget, according to the GUM reference guide [164], reports: 

(i) the quantity U�, which is the source of uncertainty that contributes to the 

uncertainty of the estimated quantity d; 

(ii) the type of uncertainty, which can be experimentally evaluated through a 

statistical analysis on a series of observations (A-type), or based on previous 

measures, certificate values or on theoretical assumptions of statistics that 

characterize a measurement process (B-type); 

(iii) the probability density function (PDF), which is the mathematical function 

describing a continuous quantity, whose integral over an interval gives the 

probability that the value of the variable lies within that interval. There are 

different PDFs, which can be normal (indicated with N), which is present 

when the source of uncertainty has a Gaussian distribution, or rectangular 

(indicated with R), if the source of uncertainty has the same probability of 

being contained within an interval; 

(iv) the standard uncertainty ^(U�), equal to the square root of the variance, 

which gives the uncertainty of the measurand expressed as a standard 

deviation. To convert the uncertainty values into standard uncertainties ^(U�), it must be used the ‘divisor’ appropriate to the PDF, which is 1 for N 

distribution and √3 for R distribution; 

(v) the sensitivity coefficient A� = �K �U�� , that describes the extent to which the 

source of uncertainty influences the overall uncertainty; 

(vi) the uncertainty contribution to the estimated quantity ^�(d), which gives the 

final contribution from a given source of uncertainty to the overall 

uncertainty; 

(vii) the degrees of freedom %�, which give information about the reliability of 

the uncertainty value. In all budgets reported in this thesis, the degrees of 

freedom for A-type uncertainty depend on the observations, while for the B-

type %� is set equal to 100 if is available in calibration certificates or equal 

to 50 if it derives from previous knowledge or published reports;  

(viii) the combined standard uncertainty ^e(d), that is the overall uncertainty of 

the estimated quantity d calculated by combining the individual values ^�(d) according to the law of propagation of uncertainty; 

(ix) the expanded uncertainty c, obtained by multiplying the combined standard 

uncertainty ^e(d) with the coverage factor N, chosen on the basis of the 

desired level of confidence to be associated with the interval 
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In the budgets, all contributions U� are assumed to be not correlated each other, and � terms are the so called zero statistical mean errors (errors due to random effects). 
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Chapter 3. Biological Samples as Tip 

Characterizer 

The next two Chapters report the experimentally work done at INRiM 

Dimensional Nanometrology laboratory.  

Both Chapters are divided into an introductory part explaining the state of the art, 

followed by the explanation of the work performed.  

Part of the study described in this Chapter was previously published in [1,3]. 

Before dealing with the study of TMV samples as tip characterizers, there is an 

introductory part describing the different AFM probes, the various models used for 

characterizing the tip shape and size, and the literature models describing the tip-

sample interaction. 

 

3.1 AFM Probe Description 

 

According to the definition of the Encyclopedia of Nanotechnology, «AFM 

probes are transducers that convert the interaction force with a sample surface into 

a deformation or a change of the vibrational state of the probe. (…) 

A typical AFM probe consists of a sharp tip, which determines the lateral resolution, 

and a microcantilever, which plays the role of a force transducer and provides the 

force sensitivity. In this case, the interaction force between the tip and sample 

deflects the cantilever. (…) Assuming that the deflection and the spring constant of 

the cantilever are �a and N, respectively, the interaction force J is given by J = N�a» [165]. 

Proper selection of a probe is important to obtain good quality sample surface 

images. There are several types of probes with different cantilever and tip 

characteristics, which depends on the type of analysis, on the sample nature and on 

the SPM technique. 
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Figure 3. 1 AFM probe elements: a silicon chip, a cantilever hanging from the chip, and a tip 

attaching at the cantilever extremity. 

Adapted with permission from [166]. Copyright © Park Systems. All Right Reserved. 

 

As seen in Section 2.1.1, the probe composition differs depending on the type of 

SPM measurement, but for the family of AFM measurements the probes are usually 

made of Si or Si3N4. 

The cantilever deflection can be detected by optical systems, which is the most 

widely used conventional configuration usually given by the reflection of a laser 

beam, or by self-sensing and self-actuating cantilevers, such as quartz cantilevers, 

piezoresistive cantilevers, piezoelectric cantilevers, capacitive cantilevers. These 

last type of probes offer the possibility of use more compact systems or AFM in 

SEM setup [167], but the achievable resolution is lower than laser detection system 

[168]. 

The cantilevers are mounted onto a metallic holder chip of about (1.6 x 3.4) mm, 

and it is possible to have one-, two-, three-, or four-lever configurations [169]. 

The cantilevers can have different geometries, usually rectangular or triangular. 

Their length can vary in the range of (20 – 400) µm, the width from 1 µm to 120 

µm, and the thickness of about (0.2 – 7) µm [170]. The shape and size of cantilevers 

relates to performance; it must be borne in mind that probes have to deal with a 

sensitivity on the scale of atoms and forces commensurate with atomic bonds. Short 

cantilevers have better deflection sensitivity of the laser spot and lower 

hydrodynamic drag in liquid [171]. 

AFM probe 

Si chip 
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For enhancing the reflectivity of the laser spot in the detection of the cantilever 

deflection, the cantilevers can have a backside coating of few nm of Al or Au. 

Furthermore, depending on the different kinds of measurements, they can have 

tipside coating of gold (bio-compatible), platinum (electric measurements), 

platinum/iridium (electric measurements), cobalt alloy (magnetic measurements), 

silicon nitrite (biocompatible), diamond (nanoindentation) [170]. 

The important characteristics of cantilevers are [171]: 

 spring constant N (N∙m-1), that relates to imaging force as seen in the 

Encyclopedia of Nanotechnology definition; 

 resonant frequency K"�
 (kHz), that indicates the speed to reach equilibrium 

oscillation, tipicaly ranging from 100 kHz up to 10MHz in measurements 

performed in air;  

 quality factor [, that indicates the number of cycles to reach cantilever 

equilibrium; 

 cantilever bandwidth >? ∝ ����� , that determines the imaging speed for the 

amplitude modulation mode. 

The spring constant is directly proportional to the third power of the thickness 

and inversely proportional to the third power of the length of the cantilever, so to 

maintain low tip sample forces AFM cantilevers must be short and thin [171]. 

According to the type of measurements to be done, different characteristics must 

be chosen [171]: 

 contact mode: low spring constant (< 1 N∙m-1) and low resonance 

frequency (< 200 kHz); 

 non-contact mode: high spring constant (> 1 N∙m-1) and high resonance 

frequency (> 200 kHz). 

Generally, soft sample must be analyzed by using soft cantilevers (spring constant 

of about 0.1 N∙m-1 to 5 N∙m-1), while for hard sample must be used hard cantilevers 

(spring constant of about 1 N∙m-1 to 100 N∙m-1). 

The elastic spring constant N can be determined in several ways: 

1. Theoretical methods, that involves the use of expressions that require 

accurate knowledge of the cantilever properties and dimensions: 
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o Euler beam equation: N = �����'� , where I is the elastic modulus, R 

the thickness, g the width and Q the length of a rectangular 

cantilever [172]; 

o Cleveland formula: N = 2��gQ� ��������
� ��� %�, where $�� �"  is the 

density and % is the resonant frequency [172]; 

o Sader hydrodynamic method: N = 0.19Qg*$�[�Г�(2�%�)*, where %� and [� are the resonant frequency and the quality factor in air, 

and Г�  is the imaginary part of the hydrodynamic function. This last 

parameter defines a universal dimensionless function for describing 

cantilevers with different geometries [173]; 

o thermal noise method: N = ��4�� , where NO is the Boltzmann constant, 

h is the absolute temperature, +*is  the thermal noise [174]. 

2. Static methods, in which a trial cantilever is pressed against a reference one 

[175, 176]; 

3. Dynamic methods, which require knowledge of the cantilever resonance 

behavior [177]; 

4. Global Calibration Initiative (GCI) tool: N = ;[K9).�, where the A-

coefficient is universal for a particular cantilever geometry and given by 

; = )� ∑ ;� = )� ∑ ����,�����,� �� ���,��.����)���)  where   is the total number of 

independent measurements on different reference cantilevers, and K9 "��,�).�  is 

the resonant frequency of a reference cantilever. This equation combines 

Sader and thermal methods for describing in a universal way cantilevers 

with different geometries. 

The GCI allows damage-free cantilever calibration through direct 

comparison of calibration results between AFM users worldwide [178]. 

The tips can have different shapes, such as 3- or 4- sided pyramidal, super sharp, 

carbon nanotube (CNT) tips, rounded, colloidal or flared, as we have seen in Section 

2.2 for CD measurements [170]. The height they can have is about 20 µm, with cone 

angle in the range of 20°-40° and radius from 5 nm to 50 nm. 
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Tip shape and dimensions determine lateral resolution, in particular the tip radius 

influence the measurements of sample features, while the cone angle influence the 

measurement of steep edges. «Sharper tips with small half-angle provide high-

resolution for single molecule imaging. Blunter tips with larger half angle provide 

low pressure needed for live cell imaging» [171]. 

To summarize, «the measurement of the lateral distance between two points on a 

surface is limited by the measurement capability of the laser interferometer, any 

Abbe offsets, noise, stray light effects of the detection system used, and by the tip 

shape and tip stability. The last point also includes the effects of the interaction of 

the SFM tip with the sample» [168]. 

Tip shape changes over time because of physical effects and dynamical 

interactions, and the deterioration is due to wear phenomenon [101]. This can 

influence the step-height value up to 1% [168]. Since tip sharpness is not constant, 

errors in the order of few nm can occur if the probe profile is not frequently 

controlled.  

The methods developed in this thesis for critical sizes determination reconstruct the 

tip shape for each individual image, minimizing these errors. 

 

3.2 Elastoplastic Interactions between Tip-Sample-

Substrate 

 

Contact mechanics is the branch of mechanical engineering that studies the 

deformation of solids that touch each other at one or more points [179].  

The elastoplastic interactions acting between the tip and the sample, the sample 

and the substrate and the tip and the substrate regard stresses acting perpendicular 

to the surfaces of the bodies in contact. 

It should be noted that there are different forces that play at different distances [180]: 

 electrostatic interactions dominate at large tip-sample separations; 

 Van der Waals forces dominate at tip-sample distances of the order of 

several nanometers (tip out of contact); 

 elastic interactions dominate when the tip and the sample are in contact. 
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In the middle range between these two last scenarios, it is not possible to determine 

the interaction force between the entire probe and the sample because both 

attractive and repulsive interactions simultaneously act between some probe-

sample molecule pairs. Moreover, in this region from the short-range molecular 

forces arises the adhesion. «Adhesion is a nonconservative process. Forces acting 

during the cantilever-to-sample approach differ from the forces during the probe 

retraction. Such an operation requires some work to be done which is called the 

work of adhesion» [181]. According to the Duprè’s expression, the reversible 

thermodynamic work that is needed to separate the interface from the equilibrium 

state of two phases to a separation distance of infinity for a liquid–solid combination 

is g� = &¡ + &¢ − &¢¡, where &¡ is the surface energy of the liquid phase, &¢ is the 

surface energy of the solid phase, &¢¡ is the interfacial surface tension [182]; for two 

contacting liquids, the work of adhesion is g� = &) + &* − &)*, where &), &*, and &)* are the surface tensions of the liquids and the interfacial tension at the interface 

between the liquids, respectively [183]. When two solids are in contact, as the case 

of NP-substrate interaction, the work of adhesion is calculated as g� = 2 ∙ £&¤ ∙ &¢, 

where &¤ is the surface energy of the particle and &¢ is the surface energy of the 

substrate [184]. 

 

 

Figure 3. 2 Interaction models between two bodies in contact. The cross-sectional illustrations 

report the different radiuses of the circle of contact a that arise from the Hertz, JKR (Johnson, 

Kendall, Roberts), DMT (Derjaguin, Muller, Toporov), MP (Maugis, Pollock), and Chaudhury models. 

In the Figures reporting Hertz, JKR, and DMT models, R1 and R2 indicates the radiuses of the 

spherical bodied in contact, P indicates the external force exerted on the particle, a0 is the contact 

radius at zero load, a is the contact radius after P is applied, the continuous lines refer to the situation 

before P is applied, dotted lines describe the particles deformation after P is applied.  

In MP Figure, 2a refers to the contact area (which is the seat of an adhesive stress distribution), 

while 2c is the process zone that takes into account a theoretical adhesive stress value ¥¦ over a ring 

shaped zone outside the contact area. 

In the Chaudhury Figure, P indicates the external force exerted in the Z direction on the cylinder 

parallel to a flat substrate, and the contact zone is a grey strip lying parallel to the Y axis with length 2l 

and width 2a. 

Figures reprinted with permission from [185], [186] and [187]. 

Copyright © 2015 Taylor & Francis. All Rights Reserved. 

Copyright © 2004 American Institute of Physics. All Rights Reserved. 

Copyright © 1996 American Institute of Physics. All Rights Reserved. 

 Hertz                   JKR                       DMT                       MP                    Chaudhury 
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Several types of models have been developed studying the interactions between 

objects in contact to each other. In Figure 3. 2 are reported the main models. 

The first model was developed by Hertz in 1896, and its theory considers a 

purely repulsive elastic interaction without considering adhesion and/or surface 

forces [188].  

Hertz contact relates to the stress near the contact area between two spheres of 

different radius (Figure 3. 2), and the radius of the circle of contact is 0 5�"�6 =
§¨∙9∗

8
�

, where J is the indenter load, =∗ is the equivalent radius given by =∗  =
 9� · 9�9�« 9� and P = �� ∙ ¬)	���� + )	���� ®	)

 is the reduced (or effective) elastic modulus, 

that include into the elasticity modulus the deformation between the material 1 and 

the material 2 (1 and 2 can be two spheres or a sphere and a plane) [189]. 

In Hertz model, the deformation is elastic and adhesion is not considered. Without J no deformation can occur, so this theory is not directly applicable to the particle 

adhesion problems, but it is incorporated in other theories [190].  

Johnson, Kendall, and Roberts found a similar solution for the case of adhesive 

contact. JKR theory of adhesive contact balances stored elastic energy and surface 

energy loss, considering both compressive and adhesive tractions only within the 

area of contact. The contact area for the JKR model is greater than the Hertian area 

[190]. 

The radius of contact at zero external force is 0 789 = §¯ ∙ ° ∙ �± ∙9 �8
�

, where g� is the 

work of adhesion, = is the radius of the sphere, and P is the reduced elastic modulus 

[191]. 

 

This theory was rejected by Derjaguin, Muller and Toporov, which develop the 

DMT model. In this model, the contact area is the same as in the Hertzian model; 

inside the area, only repulsive forces are considered, while outside attractive Van 

der Waals interactions are taken into account. 

The radius of contact between a sphere and a plane is 0 234 = §* ∙ ° ∙ �± ∙9 �8
�

, where 

g� is the work of adhesion, = is the radius of the sphere, and P is the reduced elastic 

modulus [192]. 
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Maugis and Pollock (hereafter called MP) generalized the JKR model for 

including plastic deformations [193]. This model assumes the contact profile of 

pressure Hertian, but with the radius of curvature changed due to plastic 

deformation [190]. 

The radius of contact is 0 3: = §* ∙ �± ∙9� ∙ ² , where g� is the work of adhesion, = is 

the radius of the sphere, and f is the yield strenght of the material [194]. 

Chaudhury model describes the adhesive deformation by contact of parallel 

cylinders or a cylinder parallel to a flat plate. The radius of contact F` 0 1��� =
§)*³∙ �± ∙9 � �∙° ∙8 
�

, where g� is the work of adhesion, = is the radius of the sphere, and P 

is the reduced elastic modulus [187]. 

These interactions are strictly related to the geometry of the bodies. As it will be 

reported in Section 3.4.1 and 4.4, in the tip-sample-substrate calculations the tip is 

considered as a sphere, the nanoparticles are considered as spheres or cylinders, 

while the substrate is considered as a flat surface. For Hertian elastic contact 

between different geometries, the formulas from Puttock and Thwaite [195] are 

considered.  

 

3.3 Tip Characterizers 

« 

We have seen that AFM technique provides high-resolution height values with 

sub-nanometric accuracy. The uncertainties for step height and pitch measurements 

are now in the nanometre and picometre range respectively. In both cases the 

measurements are independent of the tip shape as long as the structure is not too 

small and the tip is stable [168]. » 

The lateral resolution, instead, is influenced by several factors (as seen in Section 

3.1); the most impacting are pixel size and tip shape. Pixelization affects resolution 

because it cannot resolve features smaller than the pixel size of the image [3]. The 

tip shape has a great impact on the measured profiles of line width (critical 

dimension CD), NPs shape, and surface roughness. «To estimate the true shape, 

width and profile of a surface it is necessary to know the tip shape or, more 

correctly, the effect of the tip shape on the image» [168]. For this reason, several 
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methodologies have been proposed to construct the morphology of the probe tip, 

that can be divided into ex situ and in situ.  

Ex situ methods do not use AFM for the tip shape reconstruction but use electron 

microscopes. Some studies show that accurate 3D morphology of the tip is difficult 

to obtain because of the (i) different experimental conditions and probe–sample 

dilation effects [196], and (ii) EM techniques that give only a 2D projection shape 

[197]. 

In situ tip shape reconstruction is better because of the same experimental 

conditions used for performing measurements. These methods extract the tip shape 

by using three different approaches, that are (i) mathematical procedures, (ii) blind 

reconstruction (BR) algorithms, and (iii) the use of a known tip characterizer [168]. 

Mathematical techniques that determine the tip shape can be divided into (i) 

slope-matching techniques and (ii) envelope reconstruction [168]. 

Slope-matching techniques assume that the slopes of the tip and the sample at the 

point of contact are identical. This can be described mathematically by the Legendre 

transform, where the Legendre transform of a function K (U) is defined as the 

intercept on the d axis of the line tangent to K (U) at point U, Q[K (U)]  ≡  @(B)  = K (U(B))  −  BU(B), where U = U(B) is expressed as a function of the slope B. 

It is worth noting that the Legendre transform of the sample surface is the sum ofof 

the Legendre transforms of the image surface and the tip surface Q[`(U)]  = Q[F(U′)]  +  Q[R (�U)] [198]. The limitations of this method are (i) the sensitivity of 

the Legendre transform to image signal noise, and (ii) the impossibility of 

reconstruct the tip shape in areas where the tip cannot reach all surface points or is 

contacting two points at once [168]. 

To overcome the drawback due to the noise, an alternative technique called 

envelope reconstruction was developed; this methodology exploits the 

mathematical morphology, that use the language of the set theory [168]. The two 

main operations of mathematical morphology are dilation and erosion. AFM images 

refer to the tip and the sample dilation M
 =  b ⊕  Y , where M
 is the image of the 

sample characterizer, b is the actual surface topography of the characterizer, Y is 

the tip shape and it is the reflected form of the tip (Y = −h), and ⊕ denotes the 

mathematical operation of the dilation. It has to be borne in mind that AFM 

topographies are frequently defined as tip and sample convolution, but this term is 

not strictly correct since it represents a linear mathematic process, while dilation is 

a non-linear process because the image is created by the physical interaction 

between tip and sample [168]. 
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The erosion operation, expressed as ⊝, is used to (i) reconstruct the surface b" 

given a measured image M and an estimate for the tip shape Y, b" = M ⊖ Y, or for 

(ii) reconstruct the tip shape Y" if the sample geometry b is known, Y" = M ⊖ b. 

However, note that «erosion is not the exact inverse of dilation, since there are 

points on the tip that may not come into contact with the sample and points of the 

sample that may not come into contact with the tip» [168]. 

Blind reconstruction (BR) algorithms are able to obtain information of the tip 

shape even if the sample shape and topography are unknown. This method is based 

on the concept that all points in a surface image can be considered as an image of 

the tip enlarged by the sample surface. Because the topography of the sample is 

unknown, the method cannot estimate the actual shape of the tip, only that of the 

bluntest tip that might have been used to record the image. Three inputs are 

requested for the operation of blind reconstruction, that are (i) the AFM image, (ii) 

an initial upper bound for the tip shape (usually a “square pillar” with a flat top is 

used), and (iii) a threshold value for the noise on the scan signal [168]. 

These algorithms were first proposed by a few groups working independently 

(Villarrubia [199], Williams [200]), and then have been studied and improved over 

the years. In 1994 Villarrubia et al. developed a methodology for accelerating the 

evaluation of the blind tip algorithm by relying on neighborhood information of 

feature points. Afterwards, Dongmo et al. [201] completed the tip modeling by 

verifying BR efficiency. Later, Todd et al. [202] studied the noise of BR algorithm 

and suggested a method to eliminate it. Then, Abdelhady et al [203] used BR 

algorithm for estimating the tip shape by adopting gold NPs and analyzed tip 

influence on biomolecules images. Subsequently, Tranchida et al. [204] examined 

the effect of image noise and sampling resolution on tip shaping and proposed a 

proper parameter setting. In 2014, Flater et al. [205] studied a robust methodology 

for choosing the threshold parameter in order to obtain an optimal reconstruction of 

the tip shape once the image is provided.  

«BR algorithms reconstruct a deconvoluted image to identify the deepest 

penetration of the tip, but if the tip geometry is not appropriate or the sample does 

not contain sharp features, then errors may occur during the reconstruction of tip 

and sample geometries [206]» [3]. Moreover, the main drawbacks of BR algorithms 

are the large amount of calculation, low efficiency and sensitivity to noise [207]. 

In addressing these issues, another in situ method is the tip morphology 

calibration through the scan of a known tip characterizer. [208]. This methodology 

is based on reconstructing the tip shape from experimentally measured data, so 
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exact a priori knowledge of the geometric shape of the characterizer is required. 

These tip characterizers consist of elements with lower or comparable sharpness to 

AFM tips. When the tip is scanned on the sample, the reverse image of the tip is 

obtained.  

The key feature of this method is the use of sample containing delta-like or well-

known structures. Based on inverse imaging, several attempts have been made to 

determine the shape of the tip by using samples containing small holes, tip-like 

structures, calibration patterns, random structure with sharp features (e.g. 

‘TipCheck’), dense and sharp needles (e.g. ‘Nioprobe’). These characterizers can 

determine either the tip radius or the opening angle or both [168]. « 

Sharply pointed features are commercially available, but these characterizers 

lack traceability, which can lead to damage of tips [209]. Over the years, several new 

physical artifacts for tip characterization have been presented, including 

nanospheres [210] and cylindrical nanostructures [211,1]. » 

 

3.4 Bio-sample as Tip Characterizer 

 

To overcome the issue of tip damaging by using samples containing metallic 

sharp structures, soft samples are to be used as tip characterizers. The power in use 

Tobacco Mosaic Virus for this purpouse is that is nanostructure available 
worldwide in nature, it has a simple geometry, and a stable measurand. 

Novelties reported in this work are the metrological characterisation of TMV 

measurand diameter, the quantitative investigation of tip-sample-substrate (Si-
TMV-mica) deformations, and the calibration of several commercial tips. 

As is usual practice in INRiM Nanometrology laboratory, no high-resolution tips 

are used, but standard tips are used to perform such demanding measurements. The 

tips used in this thesis are commercial n-type silicon tips by μMasch [169], having a 

rectangular support chip with a rectangular cantilever, which has a nominal 

resonance frequency of 325 kHz (frequency range (265 – 410) kHz) and a nominal 

force constant of 50 N·m−1 (force constant range (20 – 80) N·m−1). The nominal 

cantilever geometrical characteristics are a length of (125 ± 5) µm, a width of (35 

± 3) µm, a thickness of (4.0 ± 0.5) µm and a cone angle of 40°. The tip attached to 

the cantilever apex has a height of (20 – 25) µm with a nominal radius of 8 nm. 
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All measurements are performed in non-contact mode with amplitude 

modulation, so as not to ruin and pollute the tip. 120 mAFM images from (300 × 

300) nm to (500 × 500) nm with resolution (512 × 512) pixels centred on isolated 

viral nanostructures are measured. 

 

3.4.1 Tobacco Mosaic Virus and its Characterization with mAFM 

 

Figure 3. 3 Sketch and helical structure of the Tobacco Mosaic Virus. 

Reprinted with permission from [212] and [213].  

Copyright © 1996 The University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston. All Rights Reserved. 

Copyright © 2013 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

 

Figure 3. 4 TEM micrography of TMV. Image with courtesy of CNR-IPSP. 

Reprinted with permission from [1]. Copyright © 2020 IOP Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 
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The term virus, derived from the Latin "vīrus, -i" (venom), denotes an acellular 

microorganism with characteristics of an obligate parasite, because it replicates and 

proliferates exclusively within the cells of other organisms that it will then infect. 

Specifically, Tobacco Mosaic Viruses (TMVs) are RNA viruses that belong to the 

Tobamovirus family, and their name is due to the characteristic "mosaic-like" 
mottling and discoloration they cause in infected tobacco leaves. 

The coat protein (capsid) self-assembles into the rod-like helical structure around 

the RNA. TMVs are characterized by a cilindrical structure long 300 nm, with a 

diameter of (18.00 ± 0.36) nm, as reported by fibre diffraction studies in several 
studies (Figure 3. 3) [214,215,216,217]. 

The viruses analyzed were provided by Dr. Marta Vallino from CNR–IPSP 

(Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche – Istituto per la Protezione Sostenibile delle 

Piante), and the preparation takes approximately one month as described in the 
following. « 

An aliquot of dried leaves of Nicotiana benthamiana is taken from the collection 

and crushed with a mortar and pestle in 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, containing 

1 mM Na EDTA, 5 mM Na DIECA and 5 mM Na thioglycolate, added with 
activated charcoal. 

The homogenate is used for mechanical inoculation on N. benthamiana leaves 
previously dusted with carborundum powder as an abrasive. 

After viral symptoms appeared (about one week), symptomatic leaves were 

collected and stored at - 80 °C. For TMV particle purification, 20 g of leaves were 

used. Leaves are crushed in liquid nitrogen using a mortar and pestle and then 

homogenized in 80 ml (1:4 w:v) of extraction buffer (0.25 M potassium phosphate 

buffer, pH 7.0, 0.5% thioglycolic acid and 10 mM EDTA). The homogenate is 

filtered through a gauze, mixed with an equal volume of chloroform and stirred for 

15 min at 4 °C. After centrifugation at 10 000 rpm (corresponding to 16 319 RCF 

using a Sorvall GSA rotor) for 10 min at 4°C, the supernatant was layered onto a 

10 ml 20% sucrose cushion prepared in the extraction buffer and centrifuged for 60 

min at 40 000 rpm at 4°C (corresponding to 151 693 RCF using a Ti55 Beckman 

rotor). The resulting pellet was dissolved in 2 ml of the extraction buffer and 

centrifuged for 1 min at 16 000 rpm (corresponding to 41 775 RCF using a Sorvall 

GSA rotor). The supernatant was layered on a 10 to 50% sucrose gradient in 

extraction buffer and centrifuged for 2 h at 36 000 rpm (corresponding to 122 871 

RCF using a Ti55 Beckman rotor). A large band was collected and centrifuged at 

100 000 rpm for 1 h (corresponding to 424 480 RCF using a TLA100.3 Beckman 
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rotor). The pellet was dissolved in 0.05 M K-phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 and 

centrifuged for 1 min at 15 000 rpm (corresponding to 21 130 RCF using a FA-45-

24-11 Eppendorf rotor). Please note that RCF is the relative centrifugal force, also 

known as g force. The supernatant is recovered and stored at - 20 °C. To check for 

purity and for viral particle integrity and quantity, the extract is observed under an 

electron microscope. A drop of the purification is allowed to adsorb for 1 min on 

carbon and formvar-coated grids and then rinsed several times with water. The grids 

are negatively stained with 0.5% uranyl acetate and excess fluid is removed with 

filter paper. Serial dilutions of the purification are prepared in water and observed, 

in order to reach a concentration in which viral particles are abundant but well 

separated and not overlapping. The instrumentation used for qualitative analysis of 

the TMV batches is the CM 10 Philips TEM with a fluorescence detector, using an 

electronic beam energy of 60 kV (Figure 3. 4). 

 

(a)  
(b)  

(c)  
(d)  

Figure 3. 5 (a) TMV topography measured with mAFM, (b) TMV diameters measured as thicknesses 

of the virus cross-section profile from 120 mAFM images, (c) TMV cross-section profile, (d) TMV 

normalized height histogram. 

Reprinted with permission from [1]. Copyright © 2020 IOP Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 
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A drop of 20 ml of the diluted suspension without organic residues, prepared in 

MilliQ water, is then deposited on freshly cleaved mica and allowed to air 
evaporation [1]. » 

During sample preparation, TMV may break and so change its length, but the 

diameter size is not altered and thus can be used as a reference size for tip calibration 

because the virus appears to be stable under air conditions [211] once deposited on 
the mica substrate. 

Figure 3. 5 (a) reported the topography of a TMV measured by using INRiM 

mAFM set-up with the following measurement conditions: μMasch NSC15/AlBS 

tip, 1.5 V free amplitude, set point at 60%, (512 × 512) pixel density, (400 × 400) 

nm measurement area, 20% oversize, scanning speed at 200 nm∙s-1, measurement 
time of 40 minutes, and laboratory temperature of 20.0 °C and humidity of 55%. 

Since in AFM vertical measurements are the most robust and accurate, the 

diameter of the TMV is evaluated as cross-sectional height of the isolated virus by 

using SPIP [155] software. After image levelling (Figure 3. 5 (a)), an average cross-

section profile is extracted along all the virus length; top-height of an individual 

virus is evaluated by cursors tool, by placing one cursor into the top of the cross-

section profile (Figure 3. 5 (c)) and the other on the right/left side of the virus on 
the mica substrate, and then averaging the right-side height and left-side height. 

Furthermore, the TMV height is obtained by the histogram tool, which describes 

how many pixels are present in the image at a certain height. This histogram (Figure 

3. 5 (d)) presents two peaks, the higher refers to the baseline level and is centred at 

0 nm, the smaller identifies the TMV top. Histogram height is calculated by the 
difference between the modal values of the two peaks.  

The measurand analysed is the mean diameter of 120 indepented TMVs 

measured by 120 independent images recorded using six different tips on three 

different samples deposited on mica. As reported in Figure 3. 5 (b), the average 

TMV diameter value from INRiM mAFM measurements is (16.5 ± 0.2) nm. The 

results of independent diameter measurements by the cursor and histogram methods 
are in agreement within 1%. 

It should be appreciated that this diameter measurement looks robust and 

repeatable, and is also stable over time, as reported in Figure 3. 6. This characteristic 

is a mandatory requirement in the definition of reference material, but is also 
important for a tip calibrator. 
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Figure 3. 6 TMV diameter analysis of the same sample after 1, 10, 12, and 25 months from 

deposition of the virus suspension on the mica substrate. Error bars refer to the standard deviation of 

measurements. 

 

Note that after deposition, the samples are stored in plastic boxes to avoid 

contamination and kept in a laboratory cabinet under stable environmental 
conditions. 

 

Table 3. 1 TMV diameter values reported in literature. 

average 

height 

TMV 

[nm] 

cited values 

[nm] 
environment substrate 

imaging 

mode 
Authors 

16.2 - air mica - Finch et al. [218] 

16.5 16.5 ± 0.2 air mica tapping Trinh et al. [211] 

16.7 16.65 ± 0.17 air mica tapping Lin et al. [219] 

16.8 16.80 ± 0.24 air mica tapping Godon et al. [220] 

16.2 16.2 ± 0.8 air mica tapping Sinitsyna et al. [221] 

16.6 16.6 ± 0.2 air glass non-contact Zhang et al. [222] 

14 - air 
O2 plasma treated 

silicon 
tapping Stitz et al. [223] 

18.2 18.2 ± 1 liquid mica tapping Schabert et al. [224] 

18.4 18.42 ± 0.19 liquid mica peak force Godon et al. [220] 
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The average TMV diameter value from INRiM mAFM measurements is smaller 

than the reference value from X-ray diffraction measurements. Furthermore, it 

should be noted that TMV diameter values smaller than the nominal value are also 

reported in the literature from AFM-based measurements on isolated viruses, with 

values that are strongly dependent on the imaging environment and the substrate 

(Table 3. 1) [1]. » 

The difference between the cross-sectional height diameter by AFM and the X-

ray nominal value is due to the interaction between the AFM tip, the sample, and 
the substrate. « 

This assumption is firstly supported by the elastic moduli of the various 

materials, which differs of orders of magnitude. In fact, TMV is a soft material with 

a low Young’s modulus, while mica and the silicon tip are hard materials (I��e� = 

(190 ± 20) GPa [225] and I(�  = (170 ± 5) GPa [226])[3]. » 

Recall that Young's modulus is a mechanical property that measures the tensile 

strength of a solid material. Instead, Poisson ratio measures the deformation of a 

material in directions perpendicular to the direction of loading. The Poisson ratio 

values are %43] = 0.48 [227], %(�= (0.22 ± 0.01) [228], and %��e�= (0.25 ± 0.01) [225].  

In literature are present several values for TMV Young modulus (Table 3. 2). 

Since there is a wide dispersion of these elasticity moduli, the estimate I have made 

together with an uncertainty budget is given below. 

It was not possible to measure Young's modulus experimentally by force 

spectroscopy because the current mAFM system is affected by piezoelectric 

hysteresis and does not allow a quantitative measurement.  Therefore, the elasticity 

modulus was estimated from the topographic measurements performed. 

To evaluate the true mechanical properties of biomaterials, standardized data 

evaluation including the well-known Oliver-Pharr model is actually only valid for 

elastoplastic materials. This model is based on Hertian theory and, in fact, it 

assumes that deformations are elastic. 

The reduced (or effective) elastic modulus I"�� = )* ∙ N��� ∙ §°· is a combination of 

the sample material and tip elastic deformations [229]. 

For separating the tip elastic deformation term from the sample material elastic 

modulus is needed the inverse reduced modulus, according to 
)���¸ = )	¹�º�

�¹�º +
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)	��»�
���»  . By this last formula, it is derived the TMV Young’s modulus as I43] =

���¸∙�¹�º∙()	��»� )�¹�º	���¸∙()	¹�º� ). 

 

Table 3. 2 TMV Young’s modulus values from literature. 

TMV Young’s 

modulus [GPa] 
evaluation method Authors 

1.1 

manipulation with the AFM silicon nitrite tip (i.e. rotations 

and bendings) of TMV viruses deposited onto a graphite 

substrate 

Falvo et al 

[230] 

3 
measurements of indentation on TMV deposited on mica 

substrate 

Kiselyova et 

al [231] 

6.8 ± 2.4 
static method, in which the TMV is deposited onto a 

polycarbonate substrate and it is trapped in a solvent bubble Schmatulla et 

al [232] 
5.0 ± 2.8 

dynamic method, in which the TMV lays at one end on the 

mica substrate and at the other end on another virus 

 

indentation measurements on viruses deposited onto mica, 

by means of a silicon nitride tip with a radius of about 15 

nm in an open liquid cell in contact mode; these 

measurements are processed in two different ways 

obtaining two different modulus values: 

Zhao et al 
[227] 

1.0 ± 0.2 Hertz model 

0.92 ± 0.15 finite element analysis 

 

indentation measurements by using a silicon tip with a 

radius of 12 nm on a 2D hexagonal packed rod-like 

superlattice structure assembled from TMVs; these 

measurements are processed in two different ways 

obtaining two different modulus values: 

Wang et al 
[233] 

2.14 application of JKR model to experimental data 

2.00 – 4.38 finite element analysis on different indenting locations 

 

By using the Global Calibration Initiative tool (Section 3.1), a cantilever constant N��� = 47.8 Nm-1 is evaluated, once set the brand, nominal resonance frequency, 
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and quality factor of the tip. This value has an error of 11%, derived from the values 
of AFM worldwide microscopists that used the GCI tool. 

Since the Young’s modulus value is strongly influenced by the interaction area, 

considering 8 nm (nominal tip radius) and 20 nm (blunt tip radius) as the limit of a 

rectangular distribution of the radius of the tip-sample interaction area, a mean 

value I43] = 1.3 GPa is obtained, with an expanded uncertainty of 0.5 GPa as 

reported in Table 3. 3. 

 

Table 3. 3 Uncertainty budget of the estimated elastic modulus ¼½¾¿. 

quantity ÀÁ 
estimate ÂÁ 

standard 

uncertainty Ã(ÂÁ) 

unit PDF 

degrees of 

freedom ÄÁ 
sensitivity 

coefficient ÅÁ 
standard 

uncertainty ÃÁ(¼½¾¿) 

[Pa] 

reduced 
Young’s 
modulus I"�� 

1.6E+09 2.8E+0.8 Pa N 95 7.8E-01 2.2E+08 

TMV 
Poisson 

ratio %43]  
0.48 0.05 - N 50 -1.5E+09 -7.4E+07 

tip 
Poisson 

ratio %��� 
0.24 0.02 - N 50 5.6E+06 9.7E+05 

tip 
Young’s 
modulus I��� 

1.7E+11 1.7E+10 Pa N 50 6.5E-05 1.1E+06 

 

   combined standard 

uncertainty               ÃÅ(¼½¾¿) 

2.5E+08 

 
   

degrees of freedom %��� 115 

    coverage factor N 2 

 
   expanded uncertainty Æ(¼½¾¿) 

5.0E+08 
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All contributions have a Gaussian probability distribution function, and the tip and 

TMV Poisson ratios and tip Young’s modulus are assumed to have a 10% relative 

standard uncertainty. The main contribution to the budget is made by the reduced 

Young’s modulus I"��, due to the uncertainty from the radius of the tip. 

 TMV elastic modulus estimation is needed for the tip-sample-substrate 

quantitative investigation, by using the models introduced in Section 3.2. Note that 

for all deformations � an uncertainty with rectangular distribution calculated as ^e(�) = ÇÈ* ∙ )√� is reported. 

Elastic deformations are calculated by using the Puttock-Thwaite [195] reported 
below. « 

 

Figure 3. 7 Not-to-scale sketch of tip-substrate (Si-mica) interaction. 

 

The interaction between the tip and the mica substrate is analysed considering 

the Hertzian model of contact mechanics between a sphere (representing the tip 

apex) and a plane (representing the mica substrate) [1]. The calculation is made by 

tip 

substrate 

tip 

sample 

substrate 

ÉÊÁË	ÌÍÎ 

ÉÊÁË	ÌÃÏ ÉÌÍÎ	ÌÃÏ 

elastic deformation ÉÊÁË	ÌÃÏ 
 

applied force 
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using the ����	
� = (�°)� ��
* ∙ Y* �� ∙ (j��� + j
��)* �� ∙ Ð )2¹�ºÑ) ��

, where Y is the 

applied force, j = )	�
°�  and Ò  is the tip diameter [195]. »« 

 

Figure 3. 8 Not-to-scale sketch of the tip-sample (Si-TMV) interaction. 

 

To calculate the tip-TMV elastic deformation, the interaction of a sphere 

(representing the tip apex) with a cylinder (representing the TMV) is considered [1]. 

The elastic compression ��� is calculated as  ����	
�� = *�:86 , where Y is the 

applied force, [ = �� (j) + j*), the interaction radius a = §*�:· ∙ − )� �����
 . The 

elliptic integrals P and − )� ����, where I is the Young’s modulus and H is the contact 

ellipse eccentricity, are calculated from the appropriate 
·O value. Therefore, the 

factor 
·O = ������« ���

 is calculated, where Ò) is the sphere diameter and Ò* is the 

cylinder diameter [195]. » 

tip (sphere) 

sample (cylinder) 

elastic deformation ÉÊÁË	ÌÍÎ 
 

tip 

sample 

substrate 

ÉÊÁË	ÌÍÎ 

ÉÊÁË	ÌÃÏ ÉÌÍÎ	ÌÃÏ 

=e���!��"  

a a 
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Figure 3. 9 Not-to-scale sketch of the sample-substrate (TMV-mica) interaction. 

 

The sample-substrate elastoplastic deformations are calculated as �
��	
� =\43] − £\43]* − 0* [184], where 0 are the radiuses of contact calculated by using 

the different models described in Section 3.2. « 

It must be remembered that the Hertzian model considers a purely elastic interaction 

without the presence of any forces, the JKR theory considers both compressive and 

adhesive tractions inside the area of contact, while DMT considers only repulsive 

forces inside the contact area [234]. MP considers elastoplastic or full plastic contact 
[194], so its contribution is higher compared to the other models [3]. » 

Table 3. 4 reports all deformations calculated as explained above, and the values 

are calculated by considering a nominal tip radius \��� = 8 nm, and an applied force Y = 1.2 nN. 

Throughout the thesis, measurements were performed in non-contact mode, and the 

applied force Y = 1.2 nN was calculated by using the equation Y = N ∙ £·Ô	·*∙�  [211], 

where ;< is the free oscillation amplitude, ; is the oscillation amplitude when 

imaging, [ is the quality factor equal to 580, N the cantilever spring constant. The 

amplitude oscillation is recorded in volts (; = 0.9 V and ;< = 1.5 V); therefore, the 

conversion factor A���� = 217 nm·V−1 was calculated by measuring the pitch of the 

screw that adjusts the laser beam on the photodiode is measured, and correcting the 

calculated factor for the amplification due to the optical lever of the laser beam on 
the photodiode. 

The overall deformation is calculated by �4Õ4 = ����	
�� + �/Ö×	
� 1���  − 

����	
� = 0.4 + 0.8 − 0.02 = 1.2 nm; thus, the TMV diameter taking into account 

tip 

sample 

substrate 

ÉÊÁË	ÌÍÎ 

ÉÊÁË	ÌÃÏelastoplastic deformation ÉÌÍÎ	ÌÃÏ 

\43] 0 
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the average diameter of the mAFM measurements and all the tip-sample-substrate 

deformations is approximately 17.7 nm. 

Even if for the calculation of the overall deformation only the Chaudhury model is 

considered because of the cilindrical geometry, in Table 3. 4 are also reported JKR, 

DMT and MP models (usually used in literature for elastoplastic deformation 

calculations).  

 

Table 3. 4 Calculation of the tip-sample-substrate interactions for the silicon tip-TMV-mica system. 

Interaction Model 
Parameter 

name 

Deformation 

É  [nm] 

Uncertainty 

ÃÅ(É) [nm] 

Tip-substrate 

(Si-mica) 

Hertz 

(sphere-plane) 
����	
� 0.02 0.01 

Sample-

substrate 

(TMV-mica) 

JKR 

(sphere-plane) 
�/Ö×	
� 789 1.0 0.3 

DMT 

(sphere-plane) 
�/Ö×	
� 234 0.5 0.1 

MP 

(sphere-plane) 
�/Ö×	
� 3: 1.8 0.6 

Chaudhury 

(cylinder-plane) 
�/Ö×	
� 1��� 0.8 0.2 

Tip-sample 

(Si-TMV) 

Hertz 

(sphere-cylinder) 
����	
�� 0.4 0.1 

 

Table 3. 4 reports all deformations calculated by considering a nominal tip radius  \��� = 8 nm, but since the real tip radius may significantly deviate from its nominal 

value, by considering 20 nm (blunt tip radius) as the upper limit of a rectangular 

distribution of the radiuses, a maximum difference of 26% can be appreciated for 

both tip-substrate and tip-sample interactions. In fact, tip-sample deformation varies 

from 0.35 nm, when considering the nominal tip radius of 8 nm, to 0.26 nm, when 
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considering a blunt tip radius of 20 nm. Tip-substrate deformation is equal to 0.020 

nm when considering the nominal tip radius of 8 nm, while it is equal to 0.015 nm 

considering a radius of 20 nm (blunt tip radius). However, it can be stated that the 

tip-substrate is negligible in any case. 

 

Table 3. 5 Uncertainty budget of the TMV diameter measured as cross-section top height. 

quantity ÀÁ 
estimate ÂÁ 

standard 

uncertainty Ã(ÂÁ) 

unit PDF 

degrees of 

freedom ØÁ 

sensitivity 

coefficient ÅÁ 
standard 

uncertainty ÃÁ(Ù) [nm] 

repeatability E���! 
16.5 0.1 nm N 120 D6 0.1 

D6 factor 1 0.03 - N 50 E���! 0.5 

mechanical 
drifts �
�" 

0 0.2 nm R 50 1 0.2 

tip-sample 
interaction ����	
�� 

0.4 0.1 nm R 20 1 0.1 

sample-
substrate 

interaction �
��	
� 

0.8 0.1 nm R 10 1 0.1 

 

   combined standard 

uncertainty               ÃÅ(Ù) 

0.6 

 
   

degrees of freedom %��� 70 

    coverage factor N 2.025 

 
   expanded uncertainty Æ(Ù) 

1.2 

 

For a quantitative determination of the diameter descriptor by mAFM 

measurements, an uncertainty budget is evaluated (Table 3. 5). The measurand is 
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the diameter of the TMV measured as mean height E���! =  )!  ∑ E�!��) , and the 

model equation that takes into account all the error sources that affect the 

measurements is E = DÚ ∙ E���! + �
�" + ����	
�� + �
��	
� + ����	
�. Note 

that the overall average TMV diameter is E = 1 ∙ 16.5 nm + 0 nm + 0.4 nm + 0.8 

nm + 0 nm = 17.7 nm. For the sake of completeness of the measurand equation E, 

the term ����	
� is listed, although it is not considered in the uncertainty budget 

because it is a negligible contribution. 

The repeatability E���! considers the standard deviation of the mean of the 120 

isolated TMV analyzed. 

The D6 factor considers (i) the calibration, that takes into account the interferometric 

calibration of the Z axis including cosine errors (0.5 × 10	�Q), (ii) the piezoelectric 

non-linearity (0.5 nm), (iii) the profile noise (0.3 nm), measured as =_ of mica along 

the X-direction profile, and (iii) the resolution of the D/A converter (0.1 nm) on the 

piezoelectric stroke of 2 μm; this last contribution is negligible. Note that the 

previous values reported in brackets refer to normal and rectangular distributions 

resulting in a combined standard uncertainty of the D6 factor of 3 ∙ 10	*. 

The uncompensated mechanical drifts are described by straightness, which is the 

error on Z-axis that occurs when the tip scans an ideally flat surface, evaluated by 

measuring =R of the substrate only along Y-direction. 

The sample-substrate interaction contribute as described in Table 3. 4, while the 

standard uncertainty ^(U�) due to tip-sample interaction term ^(����	
��) is 

calculated by the square root of the quadratic sum of the uncertainties of 

deformation values ^e(�) calculated by using the nominal tip radius \��� = 8 nm 

and the blunt tip radius \��� = 20 nm. 

 

3.4.2 Tip Characterisation by using TMV 

 

In order to fully characterize TMVs, the lateral sizes are also analysed. 

Specifically, in the analysis of various cross-section profiles from topographies 

recorded with the same tip, points at various heights (0 nm, 8 nm, 12 nm, 14 nm, 

15 nm, 16.5 nm from the bottom of the profile) are taken into account. As reported 
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in Figure 3. 12 (a), for each tip are considered the average points from the analysis 

of subsequent TMVs. Figure 3. 12 (b) shows the results obtained for the 6 tips used 
for imaging the viruses over a period of more than 1 year. 

 

 (a) (b)  

Figure 3. 10 (a) Comparison between a cross-section profile and average points from several 

subsequent images registered with the same tip (tip 1). (b) Reconstruction of TMV cross-section mean 

profiles from the lateral measurement of 120 images measured by 6 different tips; the error bars refer 

to measurements’ standard deviation. 
Reprinted with permission from [1]. Copyright © 2020 IOP Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 

 

AFM images suffer from errors in reconstructing the actual lateral shape of the 

surface, which become significant especially when the tip size is comparable with 

the critical size of the sample under investigation. The lateral measurements 

reported above are useful for characterizing the apex tip geometry. Since the TMV 

diameter is a stable measurand, it is developed a geometric approach to estimate the 
dilation of the tip. 

Given the known circular shape and size of the base of the rod virus (Figure 3. 11 

(a)), the semi-chord of the circle by ` = £R(2\43] − R) is calculated, where R is the 

difference between the top circle height to the height of the chord at which the 

dilation is calculated. 

Notably, the shape of the virus affects the accuracy of tip characterization. In real 

measurements, the shape of the virus is not ideally cylindrical because of (i) the 

sample– substrate interaction �
��	
� and (ii) the AFM probing force that affects 

the tip–sample interaction ����	
��. Considering these interactions, an elliptical 

geometry of the TMV cross-sectioncross-section is reported (Figure 3. 11 (b)); the 

elliptical semi-chord is calculated by H = �! £R(2X − R), where R is the difference 
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between the top ellipse height to the height of the chord at which the dilation is 

calculated, and 0 and X are the major and minor semiaxis of the ellipse, 

respectively. 

 

(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

Figure 3. 11 (a) Spherical geometric approach to determine the tip dilation “dil” from the TMV cross-

section profile. (b) Not-to-scale sketch illustrating the elliptical geometric approach to determine the tip 

dilation “dil” from the TMV cross-section profile. (c) Comparison of the tip dilation profile between 

spherical and elliptical methods. 

These profiles are registered with tip 5. 

Reprinted with permission from [3]. Copyright © 2022 Springer Nature. All Rights reserved. 

 

Figure 3. 11 (a) and (b) show the right dilation EFG ", which is calculated by the 

difference between the right width ?" and the semi-chord `/H based on the model 

used. 
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The same calculation is performed for the left side of the profile to calculate EFG �, 
and the sum of the right and left dilation is calculated to obtain the overall tip 

dilation profile. 

Figure 3. 11 (c) reports the comparison between the spherical and elliptical models, 

showing a lateral difference of 3%. Notably, the cylinder is primarily deformed in 

the part that is in contact with the substrate, but we expect that for the upper semi-

cylindrical section of the virus, slightly deformed by the tip–sample elastic 

interaction, the approximation with a circle is consistent [3]. »« 

 

(a)  (b)  

(c)  

Figure 3. 12 (a) Average TMV cross-sectioncross-section profile from the analysis of 3 independent 

images measured with the same tip. (b) Enlargement profile of a tip used for the analysis of 3 

independent TMVs. (c) Mean dilation profiles of the 6 tips used for analysing the TMV; the error bars 

refer to measurements’ standard deviation. 

Reprinted with permission from [1]. Copyright © 2020 IOP Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 

 

Figure 3. 12 (a) and (b) show the comparison between a mean cross-section 

profile and the profile of the enlargement for a case study on three subsequent 

images measured with the same tip (tip 3). 
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Figure 3. 12 (c) shows the tip enlargement mean values of the three samples 

measured by six different tips at heights of about 8 nm, 12 nm, 14 nm, 15 nm and 

16.5 nm from the mica substrate. Note that the bottom 10% is excluded from all 

profiles of Figure 3. 12 (a), (b), and (c), because it can contain non-tip artefacts 

[149][1]. Remember that the tip dilation profile from the geometrical approach gives 

as result the reflected form of the tip dilation. » 
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Chapter 4. Non-Spherical Nanoparticles 

to be applied as Candidate Reference 

Materials for Dimensional 

Nanometrology 

Chapter 4 describes the dimensional characterization of complex geometry 

nanoparticles, after an introduction regarding nanoparticle nanometrology and the 

AFM study on spherical NPs. Some of the work described in this chapter has been 

previously published in [2,3]. 

It is worth to be noted that a punctual description of the programs developed for 

NPs’ critical sizes determination is reported in the two Annexes. 

« 

4.1 Nanoparticle Nanometrology 

Nano-objects can be divided into (i) nanofibers, materials with only one 

dimension in the nanoscale, e.g. nanotubes (hollow nanofibers), nanorods (solid 

nanofibers), nanowires (electrical conducting nanofiber), (ii) nanoplates, objects 

with two dimensions in the nanoscale [2], and (iii) nanoparticles (NPs), which have 

all three dimensions in the nanoscale range (1 nm to 100 nm) [235].» 

Nanoparticles are defined as «minute piece of matter with defined physical 

boundaries» [236], and have two particularly important features: 

1. they have a very high surface/volume ratio, meaning that any interaction 

with the external environment occurs through the atoms on the surface; 

2. their properties depend not only on their chemical composition, but 

primarly on their size and shape (they can be spherical, cylindrical, star-

shaped, hollow...). 

NP can originate both naturally (such as sand suspensions, volcanic eruptions) 

and anthropogenically (industrial emissions, automobile traffic, cigarette smoke). 
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Over the last thirty years, however, new nanoparticles of widely varying size, 

geometry, and chemical composition have been produced; these are called 

engineered nanoparticles, that are designed and produced for specific purpose or 

function [236]. Nanoparticles are widely used as they are highly interesting in 

various research fields, including health (e.g. drug delivery, toxicity studies), 

environmental (abatement of pollutants), quantum nanoscience (semiconductor 

nanoparticles for quantum devices), and various industrial sectors, such as 

cosmetics (NPs in sunscreams), food (antimicrobial polymer sheet with 

silver/additive NPs), and energy (e.g. TiO2 NPs is the Grätzel solar cell) [237]. 

Within this framework, metrology supports nanoscience to (i) develop reference 

materials and (ii) define quantitative measurements to strengthen the reliability, 

safety and competitiveness of products. 

Dimensional nanometrology is important because at the nanoscale all properties of 

a material are strongly dependent on its size and surface area, and these properties 

may be different from the properties of the same material at the macroscopic scale, 

where the physical and chemical properties are given by the solid structure. In 

particular, particle nanometrology relates to particles 

chemical/mechanical/electrical or biological functional properties, but all these 

chacteristics are strictly linked to dimensional nanometrology, in particular to 

shape, size, size distribution, and morphological parameters. 

For this reason, it is important to clearly define methods for measuring NPs 

critical sizes. Note that critical sizes are those descriptors that unambiguosly 

characterize the shape of a NP. 

Since so many industrial NPs are characterised by irregular shapes and a wide size 

distribution, it is difficult to follow European regulations for identifying a 

nanomaterial. In addition, it is difficult to measure the size of NPs with complex 

geometry in a traceable way. Given these new requirements, in order to perform 

robust and traceable 3D measurements, in this thesis I have focused on studying 

new methodologies to perform quantitative measures of critical sizes of complex 

geometry NPs having non-monodisperse size distributions by using mAFM. 

These new measurement methodologies on complex shape nanoparticles have 

relevance, as they could impact (i) many industries dealing with nanoparticles in a 

high volume which all require accurate and reliable characterisation of their 

nanoparticulate products, (ii) standardisation committees, such as ISO/TC229 

(nanotechnologies), European Committee for Standardization CEN/TC 352 
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“Nanotechnologies”, and pre-normative committee VAMAS (Versailles Project on 

Advanced Materials and Standards), and (iii) the newly approved European 

Metrology Network for Advanced Manufacturing (EMPIR EMN AdvManu) [238], 

that will drive the high-level coordination of the metrology community in this field 

and will foster the impact of metrology developments for advanced manufacturing 

in several Key Industrial Sectors (KIS), including micro- and nano-technology. 

 

4.2 Quantitative Dimensional Characterization by mAFM 

 

Nanomaterials have peculiar properties due to their small size. Accurate 

depiction of nanomaterials using dimensional techniques is critical for product 

development and quality control. Metrology of nanoscale materials depends on the 

capacity to traceably measure samples with 3D nanoscale resolution. 

Regarding the NPs, the fundamental dimensional descriptors are shape, size, size 

distribution, and morphological parameters. 

The NP shape is related to the geometry, that can be spherical, ellipsoid, granular, 

blocky, flaky, platy, prismodal, rod-like, acicular, and needle-shaped. Particle shape 

strongly influences its interaction with the surrounding ambient and determine its 

possible application fields. 

The NP size can be described as the distance between the boundaries of the 

particles. These boundaries can be described in various ways, and according to their 

definition, different sizes could be obtained for the same NP. As an example, if we 

consider the water layer attached to the NP when moving in solution, the 

hydrodynamic size is measured, while if we consider the distance between two 

tangents to the physical interface of the particle in a well-defined orientation, the 

Feret diameter is measured. We have seen in Section 1.5 that the definition depends 

strictly on the instrumental method, and according to the technique used (direct or 

non-direct) different interfaces and different shapes (often approximated as 

spherical) can be considered. 

The size distribution describes the dispersion of the nanoparticles, and it can reveal 

for example if there are aggregates present in the solution. 
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Morphological parameters are numerical descriptors that are related to the shape 

and size of a NP or to the finiture and texture of the surface (that can be smooth, 

rough, porous, with cracks). 

In the following paragraphs, the descriptors studied for the quantitative 

characterisation of non-spherical NPs are introduced.  

 

4.2.1 Critical Size Determination 

 

The first dimensional characterisation of a NP regards the quantitive 

determination of size and size distribution, that depends by the instrumental 

technique used. Furthermore, it must be noted that, especially for direct microscopy 

techniques, various methods can be used for the size determination for NPs with 

different geometries. 

Sections 4.3 and 4.4 describe the different methodologies for the determination 

of the sizes of spherical and complex geometry nanoparticles measured with 

mAFM. 

 

4.2.2 Morphological Parameters 

 

Monitoring NPs morphology is of paramount importance to exploit their 

properties and use them in various emerging technologies. Although the study of 

NPs morphology is of great importance, it is often not well characterized due to 

lack of documentations.  

In order to support pre-normative works on measurements of 3D nanostructures by 

AFM, it is important to clearly define some parameters in a terminology easily 

understandable. NP morphology can be described by several parameters, and in this 

thesis I focused on descriptors based on surface roughness and texture and shape. 

  

4.2.2.1 Roughness and Texture 

Geometrical Product Specification (GPS) [239] is a set of ISO standards, whose 

goal is the development of a language for specifying the macrogeometry (size, 
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shape, orientation, location) and microgeometry (surface texture) of products, so 

that it can be adopted consistently throughout the world. 

ISO written standard on roughness measurement refers to profiles from 80 µm 

up to hundreds of mm. The primary profile measured with stylus and/or optical 

profilometer instrumentations can be divided into a waviness profile, by removing 

the short-wavelength component from the primary profile, and a roughness profile, 

by removing the long-wavelength component from the primary profile. The 

roughness profile refers to a curve in which only high frequency components of the 

primary profile are recorded through a phase-correct high-pass filter (sampling 

length or cut-off value Q) [240]. Please note that for nanometric profiles measured 

by AFM Q (present in the equation describing the parameters in Table 4. 1) is 

referred to the total length of the profile analyzed, without further cut-off filters. 

Surface characterisation regards the analysis of the roughness of the profiles, 

according to the ISO 21920:2021 [241], and the texture of an area, according the ISO 

25178:2021 [242]. Please note that ISO 21920-2:2021 transposes and replaces ISO 

4287:1997, ISO 13565-2:1996, ISO 13565-3:1998, while ISO 25178-2:2021 

replaces ISO 25178-2:2012. These written standards are divided into several parts, 

and in part 1 are reported symbols and indications, while in part 2 are reported the 

description of parameters. 

Roughness parameters can be divided into (i) amplitude parameters, that 

characterize the surface based on the Z-axis deviations of the roughness profile 

from the average line, (ii) hybrid parameters, which calculations are based on local 

Z-slopes, (iii) functional parameters, e.g. characterizing bearing and fluid retention 

properties, and (iv) spatial parameters, based on the dominant texture in the image 

[155]. As reported by Marinello et al. [243] on the study of food packaging at the 

nanoscale, more than 65% of considered papers investigate roughness parameters, 

and the 55% of publications concentrate on root mean square texture and/or 

roughness (bÜ or \B` or =Ü). In this study, I decided to report also other main 

amplitude roughness parameters, such as average value, peak parameter, skewness, 

and kurtosis, reported in Table 4. 1 for roughness profile texture parameters and in 

Table 4. 2 for areal surface texture parameters. The areal surface texture parameters, 

reported in Table 4. 2, are the roughness profile texture parameters extended to a 

surface. The parameters are calculated as double integrals across the whole surface.
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4.2.2.2 Shape Descriptors 

Other morphological information can be obtained by shape descriptors, that are 

parameters depending on the NP shape and size, such as sphericity and aspect ratio. 

The development of these descriptors is increasingly required by companies and 
standardisation bodies to unambiguously characterise NPs. 

The next paragraphs describe how quantitative dimensional characterisation is 

performed for NPs with different geometries measured with mAFM. 

 

4.3 Spherical Nanoparticles  

 

NPs can assume different shapes, depending on the fabrication methods, the 

starting material, and the physical/chemical interactions acting during the synthesis. 

The most common shape is spherical, easily obtained for energy-favourable 

reasons. 

 

(a)        (b)  

Figure 4. 1 (a) AFM image of a gold spherical NP and (b) its cross-sectioncross-section profile. 

(b) Diameter of an isolated spherical NP as the height of the profile at the top. 

Reprinted with permission from [3]. Copyright © 2022 Springer Nature. All Rights Reserved. 

« 

As reported in the American ASTM E2859-11 [247] and the NPL GPG 119 [248] 

guides, two methods can be used to measure the diameter of spherical nanoparticles: 

(i) height of isolated NPs dispersed onto a flat substrate and (ii) lateral distance of 

NPs in a closely packed monolayer arrangement. Considering that the second 

method could be a source of errors because of tip dilation and a perfect closely 
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packed monolayer arrangement of nanoparticles can be difficult to achieve, the first 

method is preferable [3]. Note that for both methods the measurand is the mean 

diameter of a population of NPs. » 

Calibration of the mean diameter of nanoparticles deposited on an ultra-flat 

substrate (mica) starts by reconstructing the polar cross-sectioncross-section of the 

quasi-spherical particle and measuring the pole height relative to the flat substrate 

(Figure 4. 1).  In nanoparticle measurements, the shape is commonly assumed to be 

perfectly spherical. 

The nanoparticle sample is usually stored in a phosphate buffer suspension. From 

the nominal concentration, the diluted suspension is prepared by dilution with ultra-

pure water and sonication of the suspension, for disaggregating any accumulation 

of nanoparticles. A few drops of the diluted suspension are deposited on the mica 

disc and the acqueous solvent is let to evaporate. 

NMIs demonstrate the international equivalence of their measurement standards 

and measurement certificates within the Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA) 

framework. «The outcomes of the MRA are the internationally peer-reviewed and 

approved Calibration and Measurement Capabilities (CMCs) of the participating 

institutes. A CMC is characterized by the measured quantity and associated 

measurement uncertainty (generally given at a 95% level of confidence) for a given 

range, the method or instrument used, the values of influencing parameters and any 

other relevant information» [249]. 

INRiM is able to emit calibration certificates thanks to its CMCs, which are 

published on the BIPM key comparison database (KCDB). In order to demonstrate 

a CMC, one has to participate to at least one intercomparison. There are two types 

of intercomparisons: (i) round robin test, which is an intercomparison between 

different laboratories which perform the measurements independently, and (ii) 

interlaboratory comparison (ILC), which consists in intercomparison of 

measurement results between a laboratory and a NMI. The goal is to verify the 

technical competence and validate the measurement methodologies and the 

uncertainty statement of the laboratory. 

In the INRiM Nanometrology laboratory there are two CMCs, one for 1D and 

2D gratings and the other for spherical NPs. 

The measurement capabilities of the mean diameter of quasi-spherical nanoparticles 

of gold, silver, silica, and polystyrene have been fully attested through participation 

to international comparisons (European iMERA-Plus project ‘Traceable 
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Characterisation of Nanoparticles’, a comparison among European metrology 

institutes (2011) [250], and APMP.L-S5 – Supplementary Comparison on 

Nanoparticle Size (2012) [251]). These ILCs support the newly assigned INRiM 

CMC for spherical NPs in the measurement range from 5 nm to 500 nm with an 

expanded uncertainty between 1.8 nm and 12 nm. The equation that describes the 

uncertainty is 1.8 nm + 0.02 E, and it is given by a constant term, which is primarily 

influenced by the repeatability of measurements and reference plane definition, and 

a proportional term, which is measured by the interferometric calibration of the Z-

axis and sample leveling [252]. 

The CMC related to spherical NPs is based on comparisons prior to this doctoral 

work. I performed measurements on ERM-FD304 silica nanoparticles and NIST 

RM8012 gold nanoparticles within the framework of a round robin between NMIs 

into the EMPIR project 15SIB09 3DNano – Traceable three-dimensional 

nanometrology [253].« 

In determining the consistency of results from different participants, the degree of 

equivalence I! is calculated. The results are consistent if the absolute value of I! 

is smaller than 1. Moreover, the Birge ratio is evaluated, and for the consistency of 

results, this parameter must be less than a critical value depending on the number 

of participating laboratories. Based on these statistical tests, which are smaller than 

1 for all participants, all the results are considered valid to calculate a reference 

value and associated uncertainty (Figure 4. 2) [3]. » 

 

 

Figure 4. 2 Plots representing the measurement results compared to the reference value in gold 

and silica NPs. Note that the error bars indicate a 95% level of confidence. 

Reprinted with permission from [253]. Copyright © 2019 EURAMET. All Rights Reserved. 
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4.4 Complex Geometry Nanoparticles 

 

We have seen that spherical NP is measured sufficiently accurately by AFM, 

through the determination of the mean diameter as the top height of the cross-

section profile of isolated NP or as the pitch of packed NPs. To date, only RMs 

based on spherical geometry NPs certified by NIST and IRMM are commercially 
available (Section 1.5).  

As reported in Section 1.4, a variety of samples are available on the market at 

the nanoscale, such as step-height and groove-depth samples, 1D and 2D gratings, 

line-width samples, spherical and cylindrical mono- and multi-modal nanoparticles 

stored in aqueous and/or stabilised suspensions [51]. New nano-samples are 

continuously being developed in laboratories and NMIs to fully meet new 

measurement needs, which require the cost-effective dissemination and traceable 

3D characterization of shapes and sizes. 

Traceability and dissemination of nanoscale RMs is of considerable interest, as 

demonstrated by several completed European projects like 3DNano [254], 

SETNanoMetro [255], and nPsize [256].  

The “3D Nano – Traceable three-dimensional nanometrology” project overall 

goal of this project is to (i) establish new routes for traceability, (ii) develop new 

calibration artefacts and made them available to industry as traceable reference 

standards to enable valid comparison of fabrication and measurement results, and 

(iii) establish a robust basis for design of objects with traceable nanoscale 

dimensions and tolerances. Moreover, the project aims to further develop SPM 

instrumentation, measurement procedures, data interpretation and reference 

materials to bridge the gap between SPMs and the rest of 3D metrology, as proper 

understanding of probe-sample interactions is crucial for the reduction of 

measurement uncertainty [254]. As reported in Chapter 3, within this project I 

studied TMVs as tip characterizers, and I theoretically investigate tip–sample–

substrate interactions by using different models of contact mechanics. 

The “SETNanoMetro – Shape-engineered TiO2 nanoparticles for metrology of 

functional properties: setting design rules from material synthesis to nanostructured 

devices” project develops well defined and controlled protocols for the production 

of TiO2 NPs, and determine NPs properties with various measurements techniques 
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by establishing the correct metrological traceability chain in order to ensure the 

reliability of the results [255]. 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a material widely employed in several fields, such as the 

production of varnishes and paints, food colouring, cosmetic dye, and sun filter. 

Moreover, due to its photoinduced antibacterial and hydrophilic properties, it is 

used to produce self-cleaning surfaces [257], with commercial applications in 

automotive, medical equipments and protective clothing. Furthermore, because of 

its thermodynamic properties, TiO2 is a semiconductor widely used as a water 

splitting photocatalyst for hydrogen production [258]. 

The lack of international measurement standards for calibration is an aspect of 

particular relevance in nanotechnology, as it is difficult to select a universal 

calibration artefact to achieve repeatability at nanoscale. The materials produced 

according to such procedures, will be hence sufficiently characterised and 

homogeneous in their properties to become candidate Certified Reference Materials 

to be used in various applications where the lack of metrological traceability in (i) 

environment, for improving the photocatalytic properties for the treatment of 

pollutants in air and water, (ii) energy, for improving the traceability of DSSC 

measurements, and (iii) health, for improving traceable production of TiO2 

nanostructured coatings in orthopaedic and dental prostheses [255].  

The “nPsize – Improved traceability chain of nanoparticle size measurements” 

project develop methods, reference materials and modelling to improve the 

traceability chain, comparability and compatibility of nanoparticle size 

measurements to support standardization by using SEM, TSEM, TEM, AFM and 

SAXS techniques. Moreover, the project develop validated nanoparticle reference 

materials with (i) non-spherical shapes, (ii) non monodisperse size distributions and 
(iii) accurate concentrations [256]. 

Within this framework, the novel element reported in this dissertation is the 

development of new methods for traceable dimensional characterization of NPs 

with complex geometry. For non-spherical particles, the only techniques that can 

be used to robustly reconstruct critical dimensions are microscopic ones, because 

non-imaging methods (Section 1.5) give indirectly only an equivalent spherical 
diameter. 

In my thesis, I used a metrological AFM that gives direct traceability to critical 

sizes. AFM measures of complex-shaped NPs are non-trivial because complex 

geometries highlight the limits caused by the finite tip shape. To make traceable 
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measurements of 3D sizes new methods are required, which must be easily 

translatable for measuring bulk nanostructures with different shapes. Anatase 

bipyramids and nanosheets are complex shape NPs which have particular 

geometries that allow them to be potential reference for their critical sizes (CSs) 

[259]. These shape-controlled anatase TiO2 NPs [260,261] were synthesized by the 
group of Professor Valter Maurino of the “Università degli Studi di Torino”. « 

Shape-controlled TiO2 anatase NPs with different shapes (nanosheets and 

bipyramids) are obtained by tuning the parameters used in the synthesis. These 

nanoparticles. TiO2 anatase bipyramids and nanosheets are studied here as 

candidate reference materials [261]. 

TiO2 anatase nanoparticles are synthetised by hydrothermal methods using a 200 

mL Teflon lined stainless-steel reactor. More specifically, nanosheets are obtained 

by using titanium butoxide as precursor in an acid environment at 250°C for 24 h, 

as described in [260,261]. Truncated bipyramids are fabricated by using a complex of 

Ti(IV) with triethanolamine as precursor, in basic condition with a temperature of 

about 220°C, for 50 hours with a method similar to that reported in [262]. The post-

synthesis treatment to obtain nanopowders is made by dialysis plus freeze-drying, 

in order to wash the NPs and eliminate the solvent [262]. 

 

 
Figure 4. 3 Equilibrium shape using the Wulff construction for TiO2 anatase crystals. Note that in blue 

square brackets are reported the crystalline axes, while in curly brackets are given the anatase 

crystalline facets. 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 
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In Figure 4. 3 the equilibrium shape is sketched using Wulff construction, that 

considers the surface energies of the crystal surfaces in the growth medium, for 

TiO2 anatase crystals [263]. For the anatase phase, the equilibrium shape is a slightly 

truncated tetragonal bipyramid enclosed by eight thermodynamically stable {101} 

facets and two {001} facets, with an interfacial angle # = (68.3 ± 0.3)° from X-ray 

diffraction measurements [264]. 

By tuning the synthesis parameters, anatase crystals with different characteristics 

are obtained. In fact, nanobipyramids have an elongated truncated tetragonal 

bipyramidal shape, while nanosheets are squashed along the [001] axis. This 

difference in shape is also expressed in the orientation in which they are arranged 

on the mica substrate, and consequently also in the way in which the CSs are 

calculated (Section 4.4.1). 

For preparing the samples to be analyzed by mAFM, the nanopowder is 

dispersed into MilliQ water creating a suspension of 3 mg∙L-1, which is put in an 

ultrasonic bath for 5 hours for disagglomerating the NPs. For a sample with isolated 

nanoparticles well dispersed onto an ultraflat substrate, a drop of 20 µL of 

suspension is deposited onto a freshly cleaved mica support, with 10 mm diameter, 

and let it dry to air and stabilize for at least 12 hours. The samples are then stored 

into plastic boxes and kept at a stable temperature of (20.0 ± 0.1) °C. Once the 

sample is mounted on the mAFM sample holder, a few hours of thermal 

stabilization are needed before any measurement is taken [2]. » 

In the next two Sections, the description of the geometric model for critical sizes 

and morphological parameters determination and quantification for both 

bipyramids and nanosheets are reported. Please note that the sizes are quantitatively 

analyzed, together with an uncertainty budget. 

 

4.4.1 Bipyramids 

 

In Figure 4. 4 a sketch of the anatase bipyramid nanoparticle with a squared base 

and a truncated geometry, the interfacial angle #, and the critical sizes are reported. 

The sizes descriptors of TiO2 bipyramids are @, that corresponds to the “breadth” 

of the particle, and A, which is the “length” of the NP.  
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Figure 4. 5 displays a topography focused on an isolated bipyramid as 

reconstructed by the mAFM. The 3D images at the top show the critical sizes in 

examination. The topography is measured by using INRiM mAFM set-up with the 

following measurement conditions: μMasch NSC15/AlBS tip, 1.5 V free 

amplitude, set point at 60%, (512 × 512) pixel density, (300 × 300) nm 

measurement area, 20% oversize, scanning speed at 100 nm∙s-1, measurement time 

of 60 minutes, and laboratory temperature of 20.05 °C and humidity of 50%. 

 

(A)  (B)  (C)  

Figure 4. 4 (A) Not-to-scale 3D sketch, (B) side and top views, and (C) front-view of a TiO2 bipyramid. 

Adapted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights reserved. 

 

 
Figure 4. 5 2D and 3D images of a bipyramid made with mAFM, with (A) ‘b’ and (B) ‘c’ sizes. 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

The geometrical model is based on two assumptions: (i) the bipyramid, due to 

its intrinsic nature, has a square base, and (ii) the tip has an isotropic shape at the 

Ï 

Ï Å 
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apex. The tip has an anisotropic shape (trihedral) if we consider its global size (on 

the order of tens of micrometres), but at its very end of tens of nanometers at the tip 

apex, its shape is assumed to be isotropic. “ 

 

(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

Figure 4. 6 Not-to-scale sketches illustrating the geometric approach to determine the bipyramid 

critical sizes. 

(A) Cross-section profile along the minor bipyramid axis reporting the square base with side length “b” 

and the left/right tip enlargement el l and el r 

(B) Tip dilation profile obtained by deleting the square of Figure 4. 6 (a) 

(C) Cross-section profile along the major bipyramid axis reporting the determination of the critical size 

“c” 

Reprinted with permission from [3]. Copyright © 2022 Springer Nature. All Rights Reserved. 

 

As reported in the sketch in Figure 4. 6, from the analysis of the cross-section 

top profile along the X axis is defined the square side @, as the thickness and lateral 

length at the center of the profile (Figure 4. 6 (A)). The blue segments outside the 

square describe the dilation based on the tip, and a tip dilation profile can be 

extracted on the basis of the union of the right and left enlargement segments HG " 

and HG � (Figure 4. 6 (B)). Instead, the size A is obtained by deleting the tip 

enlargement segments HG " and HG � from the cross-section top profile along the Y 

axis (Figure 4. 6 (C)).” 
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Figure 4. 7 Flowchart describing the main steps in calculating the critical sizes of the bipyramid. 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 
Figure 4. 8 Process steps in the determination of bipyramid critical sizes: 

(A) Mean cross-sectional top profile at the bipyramid base; 

 (B) The size b of the square base of the bipyramid; 

(C) Tip enlargement as estimated by A and B;  

(D) Mean longitudinal profile along the axis of the bipyramid;  

(E) The size c as obtained by subtracting C from D. 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 
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The process outlined in the flowchart in Figure 4. 7 is implemented and tested in 

a new own developed program, discussed in detail in Annex A. To let the operator 

know if the process steps in the calculation of bipyramid CSs are properly made, 

the “A” to “E” profiles in Figure 4. 8 are subsequently calculated and displayed. 

After tilting removal and rotation of the image to have the NP’s axis along the 

Y-axis of the image, the maximum z-height of the NP’s topography is searched 

along the X-lines of the image in order to find and build the top cross-section profile 

of the NP. To minimize the influence of spikes, five X-lines around the maximum 

z-heights of the image are averaged in a single profile (Figure 4. 8 (A)), from which 

the size @, i.e., the step-height of the profile, is calculated according to the ISO 5436 

[265]. 

Since the bipyramids have a square base, a length @ of the profile at the top of 

the cross-section (Figure 4. 8 (B) is taken, while all the other parts of the cross-

section are set equal to the mean z-height of the baseline (clean mica surface) if it 

has not yet removed its z-offset. In this way, the profile of the square base of the 

bipyramid is achieved, which is not dilated by the tip geometry.  

This geometric approach also permits the determination of the tip enlargement 

(Figure 4. 8 (C)). To depict it, the length @ of the profile in correspondence of the 

bipyramid base in Figure 4. 8 (A) is simply deleted; in other words, the base of the 

square @ is not considered from the profile in Figure 4. 8 (A). 

After that, the longitudinal section profile along the axis of the bipyramid (Figure 

4. 8 (D)), i.e. the Y-axis of the image, is extracted. Again, five Y-lines of the image 

are averaged to minimize noise and spike effects. In order to obtain the size ç 

(Figure 4. 8 (E)), the tip dilation profile (Figure 4. 8 (C)) up to the z-heights of the 

bipyramid terminations is subtracted to the mean longitudinal profile (Figure 4. 8 

(D)).  

The choice to not consider the last 10 nm in Figure 4. 8 (C) and at Figure 4. 8 (E) 

is due to the fact that non-tip artefacts may be present in these regions [149].  

Please note the Figure 4. 6 (B) and Figure 4. 8 (C) are equivalent, as they depict the 

profile due to the tip dilation. 

Once more, one has to consider the inclined lying of the bipyramid on the mica 

substrate. Since the bipyramid lays on a {101} facet (Figure 4. 9 (A)), the measured 

size @���
 of the base is corrected according to the sine of the interfacial angle of 

the anatase crystal, which value is # = (68.3 ± 0.3)° from crystallographic 

measurements. The lying of the bipyramid is confirmed by AFM measurements of 

the angle between the ascent segment and the top constant segment of the bipyramid 
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profile along the Y scan axis direction, resulting in 2# = (136.9 ± 10.2)° as (mean 

value ± standard deviation). 

Similarly, the measured A���
 is corrected for the cosine of the angle &, as 

reported in Figure 4. 9 (B). 

(A) (B)  

Figure 4. 9 (A) Profile along the Y scan axis direction with a side-view sketch of bipyramid laying onto 

substrate highlighting the correction of the size ‘b’. (B) Not-to-scale side-view sketch of nanobipyramid 

laying onto mica substrate substrate highlighting the correction of the size ‘c’. 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

The analysis on 106 images (106 bipyramids) gives the sizes @ = (43.2 ± 3.4) 

nm and A = (58.2 ± 5.2) nm as (mean value ± standard deviation). These results are 

in good agreement with the analysis performed in a similar sample, but of a different 

batch [266]. Figure 4. 10 shows the histogram distribution for the two bipyramids 

measurands. It is worth noting that both bipyramid CSs have a dispersion that is 

narrow and monomodal, and so @ and A dimensions are sufficiently homogeneous, 

to be applied as candidate reference material.   

 

 
Figure 4. 10 Critical sizes of bipyramids: (A) size ‘b’ and (B) size ‘c’. 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 
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Table 4. 3 Uncertainty budget of the bipyramid ‘b’ size. 

Adapted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

quantity ÀÁ 
estimate ÂÁ 

standard 

uncertainty Ã(ÂÁ) 

unit PDF 

degrees of 

freedom ÄÁ 
sensitivity 

coefficient ÅÁ 
standard 

uncertainty ÃÁ(Ï) [nm] 

repeatability @� 
43.2 0.3 nm N 106 D6 0.3 

D6 factor 1 0.01 - N 50 @� 0.4 

reference 
plane ��� 0 1.2 nm R 20 1 1.2 

levelling ���  
0 0.3 nm R 50 1 0.2 

tip-sample-
substrate 

interactions ��!� 

0.4 0.1 nm R 50 1 0.1 

correction 
for 

bipyramid 
laying ���� 

0 0.8 nm R 50 1 0.8 

mechanical 
drifts �
�" 

0 0.3 nm R 50 1 0.3 

 

   combined standard 

uncertainty               ÃÅ(Ï) 

1.6 

 
   

degrees of freedom %��� 75 

    coverage factor N 2.025 

 
   expanded uncertainty Æ(Ï) 

3.2 
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Table 4. 4 Uncertainty budget of the size of the bipyramid ‘c’. 

Adapted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

quantity ÀÁ 
estimate ÂÁ 

standard 

uncertainty Ã(ÂÁ) 

unit PDF 

degrees of 

freedom ÄÁ 
sensitivity 

coefficient ÅÁ 
standard 

uncertainty ÃÁ(Ï) [nm] 

repeatability A� 
58.2 0.5 Nm N 106 Dè 0.5 

Dè factor 1 0.02 - N 50 A� 1.4 

correction 
for 

bipyramid 
laying ���� 

0 0.9 Nm R 80 1 0.9 

tip dilation 
size ���� é 

0 1.6 Nm R 50 1 1.6 

tip dilation 
wear ���� ê 

0 1.6 Nm R 50 1 1.6 

 

   combined standard 

uncertainty               ÃÅ(Å) 

2.8 

 
   

degrees of freedom %��� 110 

    coverage factor N 2 

 
   expanded uncertainty Æ(Å) 

5.6 

 

Table 4. 3 reports the uncertainty budget of the bipyramid @ measured as the 

thickness of the X-axis cross-section profile. The adopted model equation is @ =D6 ∙ @� + ��� + ��� + ��!� + ���� + �
�". Note that the overall size is @ = 1 ∙ 43.2 

nm + 0 nm + 0 nm + 0.4 nm + 0 nm + 0 nm = 43.6 nm. 

The uncertainty associated to the measurement repeatability @� is the standard 

deviation of the mean thickness calculated on 106 samples. The standard deviation 

of the mean is calculated by dividing the standard deviation of the population (` = 
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3.4 nm) by the square root of the number of samples (  = 106), so ^(@�) = 
√� =
�.� ë×√)<¯ = 0.3 nm. I considered the mean as the unknown parameter of the population 

with the hypothesis that the distribution is normal. 

This repeatability term also considers the rotation of the structures.  

The D6 factor considers (i) the calibration, that takes into account the 

interferometric calibration of the Z axis including cosine errors (0.5 × 10	�Q), (ii) 

the piezoelectric non-linearity (0.5 nm), (iii) the profile noise (0.3 nm), measured 

as =_ of mica along the X-direction profile, and (iii) the resolution of the D/A 

converter (0.1 nm) on the piezoelectric stroke of 2 μm; this last contribution is 

negligible. Note that the previous values reported in brackets refer to normal and 

rectangular distributions resulting in a combined standard uncertainty of the D6 

factor of 1 ∙ 10	*, including constant and proportional terms calculated at the 

nominal @ size of 43.2 nm of the bipyramid base. 

The reference plane correction ��� assumed with zero mean value refers to the 

error in the definition of the substrate plane. Since @ is defined as top-height 

measurement, one has to be careful to define the height of baseline, i.e. the mica 

surface. This contribution was evaluated by repeating five times the baseline 

definition in the same image for ten different images. 

The levelling of the substrate ���  is evaluated through a method that considers 

the variation of the thickness value @ after the tilting of the substrate orientation for 

an angle of 1°. More precisely, starting from a position in which the substrate is 

levelled, the thickness variation is studied by varying the angle from -0.5° to 0.5°.  

The correction ��!� due to the interactions between the tip, the sample and the 

substrate is assumed with an uncertainty contribution calculated from the maximum 

error. Tip-sample and tip-substrate interactions are elastic terms, while sample-

substrate deformation is elastoplastic. Note that tip-substrate and tip-sample 

deformations are calculated by using the Hertzian model [195] considering the 

silicon tip apex as a sphere with a radius of 8 nm, the mica substrate as a plane, and 

approximating the NP resting on the mica to a cylinder with a radius equal to the 

bipyramid size @ and a length equal to the size A. Note that these negligible elastic 

interactions ( 0.02 nm) compensate to each other.  

The adhesion interaction between the bipyramid and the mica is calculated using 

the Chaudhury model [187], which describes the interaction between a cylinder (the 

bipyramid) and a plane (the mica), obtaining a deformation ��!�= 0.4 nm. 
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Please note that these models do not consider complex geometries, but we have 

reasonably approximated the bipyramid by using its critical sizes in order to 

estimate the entity of the interactions. In fact, contributions due to tip-sample-

substrate interactions are not so relevant, since both TiO2 anatase NPs and Si tip are 

stiff/hard materials. 

Note that the parameters used in the calculations are (i) the elastic moduli I4�Õ�= 

(237 ± 3) GPa [267], I(�  = (170 ± 5) GPa [226], I��e� = (190 ± 20) GPa [225], and (ii) 

the Poisson ratios %4�Õ�= (0.27 ± 0.02) [268], %(�= (0.22 ± 0.01) [228], and %��e�= 

(0.25 ± 0.01) [225].  

The bipyramid laying onto mica substrate is corrected as previously described, 

while the uncertainty of the correction is evaluated by varying the interfacial angle # of ± 5°. 

The uncompensated mechanical drifts refer to the straightness, that reports the 

variation of =R profile along Y axis onto mica before and after line-wise correction 

tool. It is assumed with a zero mean value and an uncertainty equal to the 

straightness, as mentioned above.   

Table 4. 4 reports the uncertainty budget for the bipyramid A size, which model 

equation is A = Dè ∙ A� + ���� + ���� é + ���� ê. Note that the overall size is A = 1 ∙ 
58.2 nm + 0 nm + 0 nm + 0 nm = 58.2 nm. 

The repeatability considers the standard deviation of the mean of the 106 

bipyramids analyzed. 

The X-size factor Dè deals with (i) the interferometric calibration of the X axis, 

optical non-linearity of 1 nm («the nonlinearity of interferometer, which is caused by 

the interferometer structure and the nonlinearity of optical and electrical components» 

[269]), Abbe (parallax) error  of 5 × 10	�Q, where Q is the lateral displacement of 

the stage,  dead-path error of 0.5 nm, «caused by an uncompensated length of the 

laser beam between the interferometer and the retroreflector» [270], that can occur 

when environmental conditions vary during the measure, (ii) the uncertainty of the 

image side, that considers the pixel size (1 nm), depending by the resolution and 

dimensions of the images, and (iii) the resolution of the D/A converter (<0.1 nm), 

this latter negligible. Note that the values reported in brackets refer to normal and 

rectangular distributions resulting in a combined standard uncertainty of the Dè 

factor of 2.3 ∙ 10	*, including constant and proportional terms calculated at the 

nominal A size of 58.2 nm of the bipyramid length.  
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The uncertainty of the correction for bipyramid laying ���� is evaluated by 

varying the interfacial angle # of ± 5°. 

The uncertainty of the tip dilation correction takes into account (i) the 

uncertainty due to the size @, ���� é, which is used for calculate A according to the 

assumptions made in the geometrical approach, and (ii) the tip wear ���� ê, 

evaluated through the analysis of the lateral enlargement of the dilation profile 

taken by the same tip on subsequent images. In fact, size A is calculated by taking 

the average profile Y and subtracting the tip, whose geometry depends on size @. 

At a height of 20 nm, the tip dilation has a value of about 10 nm, and his uncertainty 

contribution is evaluated as a rectangular maximum error. 

In Section 1.4 the main characteristics of a reference material are described, that 

are homogeneity and stability evaluated according to the ISO Guide 35:2017 [49]. 

The model equation for a certified reference material is �193 = �e��" + ����� +����
, where �193 is the property value, �e��" is the property value obtained from 

its experimental characterisation, ����� is the error term due to the homogeneity 

of the material, and ����
 is the error term due to the long-tem stability of the 

material. Assuming the indepence of the variables, the combined standard 

uncertainty associated with the property value of a CRM is expressed as ^193 =£^e��"* + ^���* + ^��
* . 

Being a guide and not a written standard, the indications in ISO Guide 35:2017 may 

not be followed rigidly, as it only provides guidelines. This is because this Guide is 

manly intended for chemical-based characterisations, in fact, some examples 

reported regards the homogeneity study of a CRM for chromim in soil and anions 

in river water. The uncertainty associated with heterogeinty is given by ^����ì =
£^��* + ^��* , where the estimated standard deviation of the within-bottle term is `��* = `"*, where `" is the repeatability standard deviation, while the between-bottle 

term ^��*  depends on the number of observations for each group. 

In my study, I analyzed physical quantities (critical sizes) for complex-shaped 

non-spherical nanoparticles candidate reference materials, and I did not consider 

the term due to homogeneity in the combined standard uncertainty formula ^193. 

This is because homogeneity is included in the term due to repeatability of the 

measurements in the previously reported uncertainty budgets (Table 4. 3 and Table 

4. 4), since in sample preparation I started from a mother suspension and I deposited 

them onto mica substares, so the homogeneity studied is always linked to the 

homogeneity in mother suspension (within-bottles homogeneity). Another reason 
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for my choice is due to the fact that I analyzed a single batch; to make a more 

rigorous evaluation, measurements from different batches should be compared. 

Regarding the uncertainty due to long-term stability, it is evaluated as a 

rectangular distribution for both bipyramid sizes (Figure 4. 11).  

 

(a)  (b)  

Figure 4. 11 Stability plot for the analysis of bipyramid ‘b’ size (plot (a)) and ‘c’ size (plot (b)) of the 

same sample after 2 and 10 months from the deposition of the suspension on the mica substrate. Error 

bars refer to the standard deviation of measurements. 

 

So, the combined standard uncertainty accounting for homogeneity and stability for 

bipyramid critical sizes evaluated as ̂ 193 = £^e��"* + ^��
*  is ̂ 193 � = 1.5 nm and ^193 e = 3.3 nm. 

It is worth recalling that at the nanoscale uncertainty components can be of the same 

order of magnitude of the measurand, while for example in macroscale 

measurements the uncertainty can be 5-6 orders of magnitude smaller than the 

measurand value. 

The morphological parameters chosen for describing the bipyramids are the 

shape descriptors presented in Table 4. 5. These parameters are some of the 

descriptors early reported in an interlaboratory comparison by TEM measurements 

performed on a different batch of anatase bipyramids [271]. These shape parameters 

facilitate the identification and quantitative comparison of the same feature from 

data taken by different instruments, as seen in Section 4.4.2. « 
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Table 4. 5 Shape descriptors for bipyramid analysis.  

Adapted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

Morphological 

parameters 
Equation Explanation 

Elongation IG = A@ ratio of the maximum to the minimum size 

aspect ratio ;= = @c inverse of the elongation 

projection area ; = � ∙ @2 ∙ A2 
bipyramid projection area calculated as 
elliptical area by using the two available CSs 

Roundness =XE = ;
� �A2�* 

ratio of the bipyramid area to the circular area, 
it describes the resemblance to a circle 

 

Bulkiness > = ;A ∙ @ 

ratio of the bipyramid area to the rectangular 
area defined by the CSs, it describes the 
resemblance to a rectangle 

 

Compactness ABC = EA = §4 ∙ ;�A  

ratio of the equivalent circular diameter to the 
size A, it describes the resemblance of the NP 
diameter to that of circle with the same area 
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In Table 4. 6 are reported the shape descriptors calculated by the analysis of all 

106 bipyramids. It can be noticed that these nanoparticles resemble for the 80% to 

a rectangular area (bulkiness ~ 0.8), for the 80% to a diameter of a circle with the 

same area (compactness ~ 0.8), and they resemble for the 70% to a circle (roundness 

~ 0.7). Moreover, an elongation ~ 1.4 (and so and aspect ratio of about 0.7) indicates 

a bipyramid with a perfect truncated shape [262], so the study of these two 

descriptors is very important to understand the quality of the batch synthetized. In 

fact, through these shape descriptors, it is possible to know if bipyramids from 

different batches can be able to be applied as reference materials [2]. » 

 

Table 4. 6 Shape descriptors calculated for 106 bipyramids. Values are reported as (mean value ± 

standard deviation).  

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

Descriptor  Unit AFM measurements 

projected area  ; [nm2]  1970 ± 220 

aspect ratio  ;= - 0.7 ± 0.1 

elongation  IG - 1.4 ± 0.2 

roundness  =XE - 0.7 ± 0.1 

bulkiness  > - 0.8 ± 0.1 

compactness  ABC - 0.8 ± 0.1 

 
 

4.4.2 Nanosheets 

 

   
Figure 4. 12 Not-to-scale 3D sketch of a TiO2 nanosheet (A), its view from above (B), and side-view (C). 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 
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Figure 4. 13 Nanosheet imaged by mAFM.  

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

In Figure 4. 12 (A) is reported a 3D sketch of a TiO2 nanosheet, which highlights 

the presence of a large {001} crystalline facet. Nanosheets also have a bipyramid 

shape but with a truncated “length” along the [001] axis, now called height ℎ, and 

a square base of side G, as illustrated in Figure 4. 12 (B, C). 

These anatase nanoparticles have a truncated tetragonal bipyramidal shape 

squashed along the [001] axis; the peculiarity of these NPs is a height much smaller 

than the lateral size of the two end {001} facets, one exposed and the other laying 

onto the mica substrate.  

Figure 4. 13 displays a topography centered on a single nanosheet. The 

topography is measured by using INRiM mAFM set-up with the following 

experimental conditions: μMasch NSC15/AlBS tip, 1.5 V free amplitude, set point 

at 60%, (512 × 512) pixel density, (300 × 300) nm measurement area, 20% oversize, 

scanning speed at 100 nm∙s-1, measurement time of 60 minutes, laboratory 

temperature of 20.0 °C and humidity of 45%. 

The geometric approach for the study of the lateral sizes is based on two 

assumptions depending on the crystalline structure of the anatse: (i) truncated 

tetragonal bipyramidal shape squashed along the [001] axis, and (ii) known 

interfacial angle # = (68.3 ± 0.3)° from X-ray measurements. 

The geometric model for processing the nanosheets is outlined on the sketch in 

Figure 4. 14. The flowchart in Figure 4. 15 reports the main steps for the calculation 

of the critical sizes; a more detailed description of the program implemented in 

MATLAB environment is found in Annex B. The blue line represents the mean 

cross-section profile of the nanosheet, which is calculated as the mean of the X-line 
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profiles within the white lines in Figure 4. 12, i.e., the part of the image with the 

exposed facet area of the nanosheet.   

In order to find the critical sizes, the edge points Pï and Pð are determined as the 

intersection of linear regression lines fitting parts of the top and of the left/right 

sidewalls of the mean cross-section profile. The fitting line at the top part of the 

profile considers all points with Z-heights from 90% to 100% of the maximum 

height of the profile, while the points with heights from 60% to 80% are taken for 

the fitting lines of the left/right sidewall parts of the profile. A repeatability better 

than 95% has been determined for the edge points P position, varying by 10% the 

Z-heights of the left/right sidewall to be taken for the fitting lines. 

The height ℎ of the nanosheet is therefore assumed as the mean of the Z-heights 

of the two edge points P, providing that the mean height of the profile in 

correspondence of the mica substrate is at zero height. The size of the top base of 

the nanosheet G���  is given by the lateral (X) distance between the edge point and 

the center of the nanoparticle.  

To further check the consistency of these sizes, the segment K� = �	��ñÖë ò  is 

calculated at various heights ℎ�  between ℎ 2�  and ℎ, and the left lateral size tl 2� |ï 
of the nanosheet is obtained by the sum of G��� � + K at the half-height ℎ 2� . Again, 

use is made of the known interfacial angle # = (68.3  0.3)°.  

Thus, the left side tip enlargement H� at various heights can be obtained as the 

difference between the measured lateral position along the cross-section profile ��  � 
and the sum of the segments G��� � and K�.  

The same calculation is performed for the right side of the profile, for obtaining 

the right lateral side tl 2� |ð and the tip enlargement H" at the right side of the 

nanosheet. 

The lateral dimension G is defined as the sum of tl 2� |ï and tl 2� |", while the tip 

enlargement profile is obtained by the sum of the segments H� � and H" � at the same 

height ℎ�. 
In addition, image processing and the calculation of sizes are repeated for the Y-

axis cross-section profile of the nanosheet. Therefore, the height ℎ and size G are the 

average values of those calculated from the X and Y cross-section profiles of the 

nanosheet.  
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Figure 4. 14 Not-to-scale sketch illustrating the geometric approach to determine nanosheet sizes. 

The blue line indicates the mean cross-sectional profile, the orange figure pictures a side view of a 

nanosheet, and the rows represent the segments involved into the geometrical analysis.  

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

 
Figure 4. 15 Flowchart describing the calculation of the nanosheet critical sizes. 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 
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Figure 4. 16 Tip dilation profiles on the X and Y axes of a nanosheet. 

The blue line represents a tip with nominal radius of 8 nm. 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

Figure 4. 16 compares the enlargement of the tip for X and Y profiles obtained 

by the analysis of a nanosheet, showing a good agreement between the two profiles. 

This figure supports the assumption of AFM tips with an isotropic shape at the apex, 

also assumed with the AFM images of the bipyramids (Section 4.4.1). 

By assuming the nominal half-angle of 20° at the tip apex and the crystalline 

angle of nanosheets of 68.3°, a small area of interaction between the tip and the 

surface is expected when scanning {001} facet, while a large area of interaction can 

occur at the edges of the nanosheets. 

Thus, the reconstructed tip enlargement profile (obtained with the geometrical 

approach) reflects such a lateral tip-sample interactions preventing a proper 

reconstruction of the tip shape.  For comparison, the tip shape with a nominal radius 

of curvature of the has been added in Figure 4. 16. However, it must be remembered 

that the geometrical approach reconstructs the profile of the enlargement due to the 

tip and not the tip shape, since to estimate the true shape and critical sizes of a 

particle, it is necessary to know the effect of the tip shape on the image, rather than 

the tip shape [168]. 

A final consideration that can be made is that the advantage of using such a 

geometrical model is the ability to analyze quantitatively selected measurands of 

isolated non-spherical NPs in a robust, repeatable and fast way. soft easily modified 

for determining some crucial sizes of isolated NPs with other non-spherical 

geometries, such as nanorods and/or nanocubes, therefore also the programs 

developed in MATLAB can be easily modified. 
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Figure 4. 17 Critical sizes of nanosheets: (A) height ‘h’ and (B) lateral size ‘l’.  

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

100 nanosheets are imaged with the mAFM. The results, displayed in Figure 4. 

17, are ℎ = (9.3 ± 1.4) nm and G = (75 ± 26) nm. The large standard deviation of the 

size G is due to the inhomogeneity of the synthetic process. 

The results of the mAFM measurements are well in agreement with those of the 

same batch analyzed by means of TSEM, by which height value ℎ = (9.4 ± 1.6) nm 

and lateral values G = (75 ± 25) nm were reported [261]. Please note that all the above 

values are given as (mean value ± standard deviation). 

As shown in the histroygrams, the distributions of both CSs of the nanosheets 

are monomodal, but while the height ℎ has a narrow dispersion, the lateral 

dimension is more dispersed (the standard deviation of G is very large) due to the 

growth of the crystals during the synthesis. 

For this reason, only the height ℎ can be applied as a reference size at the nanoscale. 

The model equation for the height of the nanosheets is ℎ = D6 ∙ ℎ� + ��� +��� + ��!� + ���� + �
�", and in Table 4. 7 the uncertainty budget table is given. 

Note that the overall thickness is ℎ = 1 ∙ 9.3 nm + 0 nm + 0 nm + 0.3 nm + 0 nm = 

9.6 nm. 

The repeatability, Z-heights, substrate levelling, reference plane, and 

uncompensated drifts uncertainty sources are evaluated as reported for the budgets 

previously described in Table 4. 3. 

The tip-substrate interaction is equal to that reported in Section 4.4.1, while the 

elastic tip-sample interaction is ����	
�� = 0.02 nm whether the interaction is 
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calculated between a spherical tip and a nanosheet considered as (i) a plane or (ii) 

a cylinder with a very large diameter. 
 

Table 4. 7 Budget of uncertainty of the nanosheet height ‘h’. 

Adapted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

quantity ÀÁ 
estimate ÂÁ 

standard 

uncertainty Ã(ÂÁ) 

unit PDF 

degrees of 

freedom ÄÁ 
sensitivity 

coefficient ÅÁ 
standard 

uncertainty ÃÁ(Ï) [nm] 

repeatability ℎ� 
9.3 0.1 nm N 100 D6 0.1 

D6 factor 1 0.05 - N 50 @� 0.4 

reference 
plane ��� 0 0.5 nm R 50 1 0.5 

levelling ���  
0 0.3 nm R 50 1 0.3 

tip-sample-
substrate 

interactions ��!� 

0.3 0.1 nm R 50 1 0.1 

mechanical 
drifts �
�" 

0 0.2 nm R 50 1 0.2 

 

   combined standard 

uncertainty               ÃÅ(ô) 

0.8 

 
   

degrees of freedom %��� 150 

    coverage factor N 2 

 
   expanded uncertainty Æ(ô) 

1.5 

 

Sample-substrate adhesion are equal to �
��	
� õö÷øùöøúû  = 0.30 nm, 

considering the nanosheet as a cylinder with radius equal to the height ℎ and length 

equal to the lateral side G. The same considerations done for the bipyramids are also 

valid for the nanosheet, and we have demonstrated that tip-sample-substrate 
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deformations are not so relevant; moreover, it must be considered that the adhesion 

terms are always overestimated.  

 

Table 4. 8 Budget of uncertainty of the nanosheet lateral side ‘l’. 

Adapted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

 

quantity ÀÁ 
estimate ÂÁ 

standard 

uncertainty Ã(ÂÁ) 

unit PDF 

degrees of 

freedom ÄÁ 
sensitivity 

coefficient ÅÁ 
standard 

uncertainty ÃÁ(Ï) [nm] 

repeatability G� 
75 2.6 nm N 100 Dè 2.6 

Dè factor 1 0.02 - N 50 A� 1.3 

tip dilation 
isotropy ���� ��ü 

0 2.0 nm N 20 1 2.0 

tip dilation 
wear ���� ê 

0 1.6 nm R 20 1 1.6 

 

   combined standard 

uncertainty               ÃÅ(ý) 

3.7 

 
   

degrees of freedom %��� 140 

    coverage factor N 2 

 
   expanded uncertainty Æ(ý) 

7.4 

 

Table 4. 8 reports the uncertainty budget of the nanosheets lateral dimension G, 
in which is considered the repeatability in the analysis of 100 nanosheets. The X-

size contribution is evaluated as described for the budget in Table 4. 4, while the 

dilation of the tip is due to (i) the tip wear ���� ê, evaluated as explained above, and 

(ii) the isotropy of the tip, evaluated through the analysis of the lateral enlargement 

of the dilation profile taken by the same tip on subsequent images along the X and 
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Y scan axes. Note that the model equation is G = Dè ∙ G� + ���� ê + ���� ��ü, and the 

overall lateral size G = 1 ∙ 75 nm + 0 nm + 0 nm = 75 nm. 

The combined standard uncertainty that accounts for homogeneity and stability 

(Figure 4. 18) for nanosheets critical sizes, evaluated as described in Section 4.4.1, 

is ^193 � = 0.8 nm and ^193 � = 9.4 nm. 

 

(a)  (b)  

Figure 4. 18 Stability plot for the analysis of nanosheet ‘h’ size (plot (a)) and ‘l’ size (plot (b)) of the 

same sample after 1, 4 and 12 months from the deposition of the suspension on the mica substrate. 

Error bars refer to the standard deviation of measurements. 

 

For characterizing nanosheets with surface texture descriptors, the roughness of 

the {001} exposed crystalline facet, either by profile [241] and areal texture 

parameters [242] (Section 4.4.2), is quantitatively studied.  

I decided to study the roughness of a candidate reference nanoparticle because it 

is important to have a material used as parameter reference. In fact, at the nanoscale 

level, roughness is very important in the AFM study in various fields, such as in 

tribology, in the correlation between friction coefficient and roughness height-

amplitude parameters [272], and in material science, in the study of the performance 

and behavior of a material to a specific treatment [273]. 

The roughness of anatase TiO2 is extensively studied in literature for 

polycrystalline films, which rms (=_) values range from a few to tens of nanometers 

depending on the sample thickness [274]. A functional characteristic of TiO2 films 

depending on nano-roughness is the wettability, that strongly depends on the texture 

and size of crystalline domains [275]. 

In studying the surface roughness and texture of nanosheets, I made use of 

amplitude parameters, calculated on the length/size of the profile/area of the 

nanosheet surface without further cut-off filters, and a hybrid parameter, which 
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calculation is based on local Z-slope. For comparison, both profile roughness = and 

areal texture b parameters texture are reported. 

 
Table 4. 9 Roughness parameters of 100 nanosheets, calculated as (mean value ± standard deviation). 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

descriptor 
profile 

mica nanosheet =0 [nm] 0.14 ± 0.04 0.3 ± 0.1 =_ [nm] 0.17 ± 0.05  0.4 ± 0.1 

=a [nm] 0.6 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.4 

=`N 0.1 ± 0.6 -0.6 ± 0.6 

=N^ 2.5 ± 0.7 2.6 ± 0.7 

 
 

Table 4. 10 Texture parameters of 100 nanosheets, reported as (mean value ± standard deviation). 

Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier. All Rights Reserved. 

descriptor 
areal 

mica nanosheet 

b0 [nm] 0.14 ± 0.04 0.3 ± 0.1 b_ [nm] 0.17 ± 0.05  0.4 ± 0.1 

ba [nm] 1.0 ± 0.4 2.1 ± 0.6 

b`N 0.1 ± 0.5 -0.6 ± 0.5 bN^ 3.2 ± 0.9 3.1 ± 0.7 

Sdr [%] 0.05 ± 0.03 0.2 ± 0.1 
 

 

In addition, a quantitative characterisation of the surface texture parameters on 

the nanosheets {001} exposed facet and on mica substrate is presented in Table 4. 

9 and Table 4. 10. To determine these parameters, the mAFM image of each 

nanosheet is tilted to minimize the inclined plane of the image. After that, an area 

and a profile are extracted both onto mica substrate and in the centre of the 

nanosheet, to analyze only the {001} facet.  
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Moreover, a line-wise offset correction (LMS fit of degree zero) is made for each 

area extracted using the SPIP tool. Line-wise distortions are typical scanning 

artefact like steps between subsequent scan lines occurring when changing from 

outward to inward direction of the tip scanning or by some tip contaminations along 

scanning.  

In Table 4. 9 and Table 4. 10 the parameters calculated on the NPs and substrate 

surfaces are compared, and it can be noticed that the profile roughness parameters =0 and =_ are practically the same as the areal parameters b0 and b_, since both 

are isotropic surfaces.  

Mica has a =_ (rms) roughness of about 0.2 nm, as reported in literature [276], 

while the nanosheets’ surface presents a larger roughness also in agreement with 

those in the range of 0.22 nm to 0.88 nm given for anatase single crystals [277]. 

Compared to average values, the rms =_ and b_ values are more sensitive to the 

presence of local surface peaks and valleys, which are even more highlighted by 

the =a and ba peak parameters. To understand if these surface variations are peaks 

or valleys, that can be broad or sharp, skewness and kurtosis parameters are 

investigated. 

The skewness =`N and b`N rely on the asymmetry of the profile and areal 

texture. Skewness with positive or negative values means that peaks or valleys are 

present, while a null (zero) skewness characterizes a symmetrical texture around 

the mean plane. 

The kurtosis =N^ and bN^ measure the sharpness of the surface texture. A 

kurtosis greater or lower than three represents sharp or broad textures, while if equal 

to three the height distribution is Gaussian, with the coexistence of sharp and 

indented portions. 

With the nanosheets, the kurtosis is around three for the areal parameters (normal 

distribution of peaks and valleys), while the profiles show the presence of broader 

peaks and valleys. 

Skewness is slightly positive for the mica substrate, while for the nanosheets is 

slightly negative. The negative skewness, confirming the presence of valleys, can 

be due to the possible presence of lattice vacancies on the anatase crystals [260,278]. 

These vacancies can lead to the presence of larger space defects on the nanosheet 

surface, since each nanoparticle is a single crystal. Please note that the behavior of 

a crystal at the boundaries can be different from the behavior at bulk. This because 
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grain boundaries have a lower density, as in the same volume unit the number of 

atoms is reduced, and the probability to have crystalline defects on the surface is 

higher. 

The surfaces area ratio bE\ is an index of the “complexity” of the surface, since 

it expresses the increment of the interfacial surface area (the real surface) relative 

to the area of the projected plane (that is, the reference planar surface). bE\ = 0% 

for a totally flat surface, since the real surface and the reference area are the same, 

while is greater if gradient components of several degrees are present. Nanosheets 

have a value of bE\ = 0.2%, which indicates, together with low b0 and b_ values, 

that the nanosheets have a roughness low enough to be used as a reference in 

nanometrology. 

 

4.5 Tip Dilation Determination 

« 

When the AFM tip interacts with the sample, the surface height at the apex of 

the tip is recorded, whereas the true surface of the sample may lie at a different 

location. Dilation arises from the finite size and geometry of the tip, and it is 

pronounced when the sizes of the sample and tip are similar. 

For the estimation of the tip shape by using the BR method implemented in 

MATLAB by Flater et al. [205], a square pillar with a flat top is selected as the initial 

estimate. After initializing the parameters, the algorithm iterates through all 

possible contact points to estimate the best shape of the tip. Optimizing the tip 

matrix size and the threshold value parameters is important to obtain the best 

estimate of the tip shape. The tip matrix size must have the same lateral dimension 

as the largest object imaged in the topography. The threshold parameter establishes 

a tolerated level of inconsistency between the image and the tip estimate. These 

values are proportional to the image z-range; if they are too low, then the tip 

reconstruction is dominated by the image noise, whereas if they are too high, then 

no features on the image are sharp enough to be applied in the calculation of the tip 

shape. 

The comparison on the estimation of the shape of a commercial tip between BR 

software, which is proposed by Flater et al. [205], and the geometric approach 
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developed in this work is shown in Figure 4. 19. These reconstructions refer to the 

analysis of the same bipyramid image. 

 

(a) (b)  

 

Figure 4. 19 (a) Comparison between BR and geometric approach for tip shape estimation (b) Tip 

shape estimation profiles after threshold refinement (in the legend, the refined threshold numbers are 

reported). 

Reprinted with permission from [3]. Copyright © 2022 Springer Nature. All Rights Reserved. 

 

In estimating the tip shape, the parameters set in the Flater software include (i) 

a tip matrix size of 100 pixels, (ii) a number of thresholds of 20, and (iii) a threshold 

step size of 0.05. The tip shape is equal to 5% of the NP height, obtaining a threshold 

step size of 2.35 nm. Then, a refinement of thresholds is made to obtain a threshold 

step size of 0.235 nm. Figure 4. 19 shows three profiles obtained with a smaller step 

size. 

As shown in Figure 4. 19 (a), the BR method estimates a shape sharper than the 

shape obtained by the geometric approach (lateral difference of about 30%), but the 

two methods analyze the same nanoparticle in a reasonable way because both 

methods reconstruct the same image artifact (small peak at the left side). Notably, 

BR software struggles during the erosion of the initial square pillar (Figure 4. 19 

(b)). For threshold numbers higher than 0.3, the tip shape estimate is not 

significantly different from the original square pillar, whereas for smaller threshold 

numbers, tip reconstructions are dominated by image noise and tend to be 

unrealistically sharp in the absence of a more realistic reconstruction of the tip 

shape. The lateral offset (Figure 4. 19 (a)) is due to the different reconstruction 

methods. Using the geometrical approach, a conical shape is reconstructed, and the 

outcome of the BR may transform from a square pillar-like shape to an unrealistic 

sharp shape. Scanning a known tip characterizer is advantageous because the 
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sample sizes can be reconstructed by correcting the sampled image with the known 

shape. On the contrary, the BR method reveals an upper boundary of the tip 

geometry only, but in reality, tip characterizers are not infinitely sharp. 

Moreover, the BR method consumes a high computation time (the reconstruction 

takes about 24 h using a personal computer with 8 GB RAM and a 3.40 GHz 

processor because of the high number of pixels and threshold for the estimation of 

the tip shape). 

Therefore, based on tip shape analysis from AFM topographies centered on 

single NPs deposited onto flat substrates, the geometric approach is a suitable 

option. On the contrary, in the analysis of AFM images with a rougher substrate 

and several NPs, the BR method is recommended. The geometric method is 

developed primarily to study critical sizes of isolated NP, following the 

reconstruction of the tip dilation profile [3]. » 

 

(a) (b)  

Figure 4. 20 Tip dilation profiles of 5 subsequent measurements performed on (a) bipyramids and (b) 

nanosheets. 

 

Finally, in Figure 4. 20 (a) is reported a comparison between the enlargement 

profiles of the same tip scanning 5 subsequent independent images of bipyramids, 

with a maximum lateral dispersion of about 5 nm. Analogous results are obtained 

from the nanosheets measurements, as reported in Figure 4. 20 (b). 
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Conclusion and Future Perspectives 

Nanometrology plays a key role in nanoscience and nanomanufacturing, since it 

allows to produce traceable and accurate results, ensuring the quality of products 

down to the nanoscale. Developments in nanomanufacturing, particularly in the 

nanoelectronics industry, pose increasing challenges in measuring nanostructures 

with ever smaller sizes and more complex 3D shapes. The dimensional parameters 

being measured include critical dimensions, size and shape, film thickness, and 

surface texture, that relates to chemical/physical/biological functional properties of 

patterned surfaces and nanomaterials. 

Nanometrology enables the characterization of materials at the nanoscale by 

means of a large range of techniques. Among the various instrumental techniques, 

AFM directly provides a 2.5D reconstruction of NPs and nanostructures. 

In this thesis, isolated NPs of different nature and shapes (quasi-spherical 

synthetic NPs, complex-shaped synthetic NPs, and cyilindrical biological 

nanostructures) are imaged by metrological AFM using standard tips, then analyzed 

by ad-hoc models to determine traceable measurements of their critical sizes. 

Height measurements can be achieved with sub-nanometer accuracy and high 

resolution. Once the cross-sectioncross-section of the NPs is extracted, the average 

substrate baseline is subtracted from the peak height to find the top-height of NPs. 

INRiM calibration measurement capability (CMC) on quasi-spherical NPs 

demonstrates our ability to measure cross-sectional top-height mean diameter. It is 

worth noting that our CMC is consistent with the capabilities of other NMIs for NPs 

with spherical shape. 

Another shape studied is the cylindrical one, that of the Tobacco Mosaic Virus 

nanostructure. Since its cross-sectional diameter has a stable value, it is used as 

calibrator for reconstructing the dilation caused by the tip in lateral measures. 

Note that the TMV diameter is E = (17.7 ± 1.2) nm, reported as (overall average 

diameter ± c). The overall average diameter comes from the mean top-height cross-

section measurementcross-section of 120 TMVs performed by means of mAFM 

corrected for the tip–sample–substrate interactions evaluated by using different 

models of contact mechanics, while c is the expanded uncertainty of the mean at 
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95% confidence level. The total correction for the elastoplastic deformations is 

approximately 1.2 nm; thus, the difference between the X-ray and the overall 

average diameter is about 0.3 nm. 

Then, my study focused on complex-shape NPs sizes made of TiO2 in forms of 

bypiramids and platelets, which may be applied as candidate reference materials. 

Determining the size of non-spherical NPs by AFM is challenging because of the 

finite shape of the tip and the complex geometry of the NP. In this study, an 

approach based on intrinsic characteristics of the NP crystalline structure is 

presented. 

The geometric approach developed for the analysis of bipyramid breadth @ and 

length A is based on two assumptions: (i) the presence of a square base bipyramid 

caused by the anatase crystal, and (ii) the isotropy of the tip shape at its apex.  

With the bipyramid lying on a {101} facet onto the mica substrate, the side of its 

base is reconstructed from the AFM image as the top-height of the bypiramid cross-

section, resulting on @ = (43.6 ± 3.2) nm from 106 nanoparticle images. It is worth 

noting that the expanded uncertainty of the mean is primarily affected by the 

extraction from the cross-section of the reference baseline. 

Besides, a mean length A = (58.2 ± 5.6) nm, i.e., the size that lies on the major 

bipyramid axis, was determined with an expanded uncertainty of the mean 

influenced by the uncertainty of @, the correction of tip dilation, and the X-size 

term. 

Nanosheet geometric analysis is based on the anatase interfacial angle, by which 

“slicing” the cross-section profile into various segments of known length is 

possible, describing the nanosheet lateral dimension and tip dilation. 

The nanosheet thickness ℎ = (9.6 ± 1.5) nm was determined from 100 particles, 

with an expanded uncertainty of the mean primarily affected by the definition of 

the reference plane and instrumental calibration. The lateral size is G = (75 ± 7.4) 

nm, and this size is strongly affected by the repeatability and tip dilation. 

Please note that all the nanoparticles critical sizes indicated above are reported as 

(overall average diameter ± expanded uncertainty of the mean at 95% confidence 

level). 

The uncertainties in complex geometric NPs are greater than those of spherical NPs 

because of the large distribution caused by the synthetic process. Lateral 
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measurements with smaller uncertainties can be achieved by inspection of line 

width standard with CD-tips. 

Notably, all the mean values of the measurands on the non-spherical NPs are 

consistent with those performed on the same batch by transmission-mode scanning 

electron microscopy. 

Furthermore, study of homogeneity and stability for these complex shape NPs 

as potential candidate reference materials are performed according to ISO Guide 

35. The results obtained as overall expanded uncertainty are c193 é = 3.0 nm, c193 þ = 6.6 nm for bipyramids, and c193 � = 1.6 nm, c193 � = 19 nm for 

nanosheets. Please note that the overall expanded uncertainty c193 is obtained as c193 = N ∙ ^193, where N = 2 is the coverage factor at 95% confidence level and ^193 is the combined standard uncertainty associated with the critical sizes. 

Therefore, the geometric approach developed allows the quantitative analysis of 

selected measurands of isolated bipyramids and nanosheets in a robust and 

repeatable way. This geometrical model can be easily adapted to other non-

spherical geometries, once the nominal dimensional characteristics based on the 

synthetic process of non-spherical NPs are known.  

Moreover, a quantitative characterization of these complex shape NPs included 

the study of shape descriptors, which are morphological descriptors depending by 

CSs, and finiture descriptors depending on surface roughness. It is worth noting that 

these parameters make easier to quantitatively compare the same characteristic 

from data taken by different laboratories and/or instrumental techniques. 

Further developments will concern the creation of a new “mixed sample” 

containing isolated spherical and non-spherical NPs and bio-based nanostrucutres 

deposited onto mica substrate, in order to have the presence of both tip calibrators 

and reference materials in a single sample. 

Furthermore, by using the new AFM head, it will be possible to measure 

electromechanical properties on nanoparticles, biosamples, and polimers. 

Moreover, with the development of a new Z interferometer setup, it will be possible 

to develop a “multipurpose 3D mAFM”, which will link functional characteristics 

to dimensional measurements directly traceable to the SI.  
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Annex A. Program Implemented with 

MATLAB software describing the 

Geometrical Method for the Analysis of 

the Critical Sizes of Bipyramids 

measured by Atomic Force Microscopy 

In the following pages, the program, based on the geometrical approach for 

bipyramid CSs reconstruction described in Section 4.4.1 and implemented in 

MATLAB software, is described. In order to clarify each step, the number of the 

code lines is reported together to some experimental plots.  

Note that the Step 10 is taken from the software implemented by Flater [205]. 

 
%% Step 1: OPENING IMAGE 
 

In this step, the BCRF image of the bipyramid (previously levelled with the SPIP 

software) is opened according to the instruction reported on ReadImage (Figure A. 

1). The file ReadImage.m is a function which reads the AFM image defined by the 

parameter filename, which returns the variables 

Immagine,xsize,ysize,xlen,ylen,bit2n, that are an array containing 

respectively the image pixel intensity, pixel size in x and y directions, and the length 
of the axes in nm. 

10 
 
11 
 
12 
13 
 
15 
 

file_path = 'C:\Users\Documents\';        %USER SHOULD ENTER 
CONVIENENT STARTING file_path 
[file_name,sourcepath] = uigetfile('*.*','Select an image for 
Geometrical Model Tip Reconstruction'); 
[~,name,ext] = fileparts([sourcepath,file_name]); 
filename=strcat(sourcepath, file_name); 
  
[fl,xsize,ysize,xlen,ylen,bit2nm] = ReadImage(filename);   
%opening image 
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Figure A. 1 Bipyramid image to be analyzed; the x and y axes report the pixels. 

 

The first operation to do is to convert the image axes from pixel to nm. 

17 
 
19 
20 
 

pixel_size = xlen/xsize;                    %pixel size in nm 
  
x_axis_plot_nm=[1:xsize]; 
x_axis_plot_nm=x_axis_plot_nm/xsize*xlen;   %x axis of plots 
in nm 

 

%% Step 2: CROSS_SECTION x profiles AT MAXIMUM POSITION 
  
For measuring the mean cross-section top profile at the bipyramid base (along the 
X axis direction) the following steps are done: 

1. Search the position of the maximum peak by finding the maximum for each 

row of the image; 

2. In order to obtain a X cross-section profile that is not influenced by noise, 5 

rows are averaged (the row which contains the maximum peak + the 2 rows 

before and the 2 rows after); 

3. Before plotting the X cross-section profile, the minimum is set to zero. 
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Figure A. 2 Sketch of bipyramids and its critical sizes. 

 
Recall that the images are previously processed with the SPIP software, and they 

are rotated in order to have the minimum critical size @ along the X direction, while 

the maximum critical size A is on the Y direction of the AFM image. The two critical 

sizes are depicted in Figure A. 2. 

 
27 
28 
 
 
31 
32 
33 
 
35 
 
 
36 
 
37 
 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 

max_rows = max(fl')'; %find maximum for each row of the image 
[z_max_rows, x_max_rows] = max (max_rows); %find maximum of 
maximums --> find position of maximum peak 
 
for i= -2:1:2 
    x_lines (i+3,:) = fl(x_max_rows+i,:); 
end 
  
profile_x = mean(x_lines);      % mean of 5 lines (the row 
which contains the maximum peak + the 2 rows before and the 2 
rows after) 
min_profile_x = min(profile_x);    % this passage is needed 
to set the minimum at zero 
profile_x = profile_x - min_profile_x; 
  
figure 
plot(x_axis_plot_nm,profile_x,'LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([0 inf 0 inf]) 
title('x-direction cross-section image profile'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('bipyramid height (nm)'); 
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Figure A. 3 Mean cross-sectional top profile at the bipyramid base. 

 

The mean cross-sectional top profile at the bipyramid base (Figure A. 3) is then 

saved in the first row of a matrix, while in the second row are reported the Z position 

in nm. 
 
46 
47 
 

matrix_profile_x = (1:xsize) * pixel_size;           % in nm 
matrix_profile_x = [matrix_profile_x; profile_x];  % matrix 
2x512 --> row1: x position profile_x , row2: z profile_x 

 
For obtaining a X cross-section profile centered on zero, the X profile is divided 

into ascent and descent branches that are subsequently concatenated. In an 

analogous way, the centered cross-section profile of the bipyramid on the X 

direction is saved and plotted. 
 
49 
50 
 
51 
 
52 
 
 
53 
 
 
54 
 
55 
 

[z_max, x_max] = max(profile_x); 
profx_asc=profile_x(1:x_max);                 %left side of 
the profile_x (ascent) 
profx_desc=profile_x(x_max:numel(profile_x));       %right 
side of profile_x (descent) 
x_axis_profx_asc = [1:numel(profx_asc)]*pixel_size;  % x 
position in nm 
x_axis_profx_desc = [1:numel(profx_desc)]*pixel_size;  % x 
position in nm 

 
x_axis_profx_asc=x_axis_profx_asc-max(x_axis_profx_asc);   
%this passage is needed to set the maximum at zero 
x_axis_profx= [x_axis_profx_asc x_axis_profx_desc];   
%concatenate x profiles of ascent and descent of the 
profile_x 
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56 
 
57 
 
 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
 
66 

z_axis_profx= [profx_asc profx_desc];            %concatenate 
z profiles of ascent and descent of profile_x 
matrix_centered_profile_x=[x_axis_profx;z_axis_profx];   
%profile x centered 
  
figure 
plot(x_axis_profx,z_axis_profx,'LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([-inf inf 0 inf]) 
title('x-direction cross-section image profile'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('bipyramid height (nm)'); 
  
x_max_nm=x_max*pixel_size;              %position x_max in nm 

 

Please note that hereafter the phrase “ascent branch” refers to left side of the profile 

(from the beginning to the maximum of the profile), while “descent brasch” refers 

to the right side of the profile (from the maximum of the profile to its end). 

 
%% Step 3: Step-height calculation according to ISO 5436 
 

As reported in Section 4.3, the top-height diameter of a spherical nanoparticle is 

calculated from its cross-section by subtracting the average substrate baseline from 

the top-height. 

ISO 5436 written standard describes how to extract the top-height from a square 

step or a groove. As depicted in Figure A. 4, the lateral length of the measured step 

profile must be at least 3 times the width ? of the step. The height of the step is 

expressed as ℎ = D − ·«O* , where A, B and C are the average heights of the profile 

regions that are large ? 3�  [279]. 

 
Figure A. 4 Sketch of a perfect step profile, in which the regions A, B and C are used for the calculation 

of the step-height “h” according to the ISO 5436. 
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In order to calculate the height of a complex shape nanoparticle from its cross-

section, an attempt is made to follow the ISO 5436 written standard, but it is not 

strictly applied because (i) it is not possible strictly follow the W/3 rule, and (ii) the 

cross-section of nanoparticles are not perfect steps. For this reason, the regions A, 

B and C are manually selected. 

 
%select points for defining maximum 
  

The first thing to do, is to manually select the extremes of the segments C from the 

X cross-section centered profile. 

 
72 
73 
 
74 
75 
76 

plot(x_axis_profx,z_axis_profx) 
uiwait(msgbox('Click 2 points for defining the nanoparticle 
top')); 
[x y] = ginput(2); 
hold on; 
plot(x, y, 'r+', 'LineWidth', 2);  

 

 
 

Subsequently, the values of the selected points x1 and x2 are estimated. 

 
78 
79 
80 
 
81 
 
82 
83 
84 
 
85 
 
86 

xFitted = x; 
x1 = xFitted(1); 
diff_x1 = matrix_centered_profile_x(1,:) - x1;    %matrix 
diff_x1 = matrix_centered_profile_x to which I subtract x1 
[minValue_x1,closestIndex_x1] = min(abs(diff_x1));       %x 
position which value is the closest to the x1, in pixel 
z1 = matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x1);  
x2 = xFitted(2); 
diff_x2 = matrix_centered_profile_x(1,:) - x2;    %matrix 
diff_x2 = matrix_centered_profile_x to which I subtract x2 
[minValue_x2,closestIndex_x2] = min(abs(diff_x2));       %x 
position which value is the closest to the x2, in pixel 
z2 = matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x2);  

 
In order to avoid errors, it is checked that closestIndex_x2 was greater than 
closestIndex_x1, otherwise their values are swapped. 
 
88 if closestIndex_x2<closestIndex_x1 
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89 
90 
91 
92 

   temp = closestIndex_x2; 
   closestIndex_x2 = closestIndex_x1; 
   closestIndex_x1 = temp 
end 

 
 

 
Figure A. 5 Mean cross-sectional top profile along the X axis. Red crosses represent the extremes of the 

segment that describes the top of the nanoparticle. 

 
Finally, the points between the two extremes x1 and x2 are averaged to find the 

height at the top of the nanoparticle (Figure A. 5). 

 
94 
 

z_max = mean 
(matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x1:closestIndex_x2)); 

 
In an analogous way, the segments A and B describing the substrate are also found. 
 
%select points for defining the right minimum 
  
98 
99 
 
100 
101 
102 
 
104 
105 
 
106 
 
107 

plot(x_axis_profx,z_axis_profx) 
uiwait(msgbox('Click 2 points for defining the right 
minimum')); 
[x y] = ginput(2); 
hold on; 
plot(x, y, 'r+', 'LineWidth', 2); 
 
xFitted=x 
x1 = xFitted(1); 
diff_x1 = matrix_centered_profile_x(1,:) - x1;    %matrix 
diff_x1 = matrix_centered_profile_x to which I subtract x1 
[minValue_x1,closestIndex_x1] = min(abs(diff_x1));       %x 
position which value is the closest to the x1, in pixel 
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108 
109 
110 
 
111 
 
112 
 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
 
120 
 

z1 = matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x1);  
x2 = xFitted(2); 
diff_x2 = matrix_centered_profile_x(1,:) - x2;    %matrix 
diff_x2 = matrix_centered_profile_x to which I subtract x2 
[minValue_x2,closestIndex_x2] = min(abs(diff_x2));       %x 
position which value is the closest to the x2, in pixel 
z2 = matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x2);  
  
if closestIndex_x2<closestIndex_x1 
   temp = closestIndex_x2; 
   closestIndex_x2 = closestIndex_x1; 
   closestIndex_x1 = temp; 
end 
  
z_min_right = mean 
(matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x1:closestIndex_x2)); 

 

 

 
Figure A. 6 Mean cross-sectional top profile along the X axis. The red crosses on the right represent the 

extremes of the segment describing the right minimum. 

 
%select points for defining the left minimum 
  
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
 

plot(x_axis_profx,z_axis_profx) 
uiwait(msgbox('Click 2 points for defining the left minimum')); 
[x y] = ginput(2); 
hold on; 
plot(x, y, 'r+', 'LineWidth', 2); 
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130 
131 
 
132 
 
133 
134 
135 
 
136 
 
137 
 
138 
 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
 
146 

xFitted = x; 
x1 = xFitted(1); 
diff_x1 = matrix_centered_profile_x(1,:) - x1;    %matrix 
diff_x1 = matrix_centered_profile_x to which I subtract x1 
[minValue_x1,closestIndex_x1] = min(abs(diff_x1));       %x 
position which value is the closest to the x1, in pixel 
z1 = matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x1);  
x2 = xFitted(2); 
diff_x2 = matrix_centered_profile_x(1,:) - x2;    %matrix 
diff_x2 = matrix_centered_profile_x to which I subtract x2 
[minValue_x2,closestIndex_x2] = min(abs(diff_x2));       %x 
position which value is the closest to the x2, in pixel 
z2 = matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x2);  
  
if closestIndex_x2<closestIndex_x1 
   temp = closestIndex_x2; 
   closestIndex_x2 = closestIndex_x1; 
   closestIndex_x1 = temp; 
end 
  
z_min_left = mean 
(matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x1:closestIndex_x2)); 

 

 

 
Figure A. 7 Mean cross-sectional top profile along the X axis. The red crosses on the left represent the 

extremes of the segment describing the left minimum. 

 

The baseline height is calculated as the average heights of the two segments A and 

B, depicted in Figure A. 6 and Figure A. 7. 
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148 z_min = (z_min_right+z_min_left)/2 ; 
 

Finally, the NP height is calculated as the difference between the top height and the 

baseline height. 
 
150 h = z_max - z_min ; %bipyramid step-height 
 
 
%% Step 4: Set the SQUARE BASE at the bipyramid (size 'b') 
% Note that b is the min size of the bipyramid 
  

Since the bipyramids have a square base, the height h previously calculated is set 

equal to the lateral critical size b. 
 
155 b = h; %Note that we set b = h 
  

Sometimes, it happens that the maximum peak does not correspond to the central 

symmetry point of the square. To find this point, the height z_cal is taken into 

consideration, calculated to be 10 % lower than the maximum height, in order to do 

the mean of the right and left points in nm. These last two positions are defined as 

the point in the ascent/descent profile which height z minimizes the difference (in 

absolute value) between the profile and the value taken into consideration. 
 
157 
 
159 
 
160 
 
161 
 
162 
 
164 
165 
 
166 
 
167 

z_cal= h -(10/100*h); 
  
x_axis_profx_asc = [1:numel(profx_asc)]*pixel_size;  % x 
position in nm 
diff_z_sx_nm = profx_asc - z_cal; 
[minValue_z_sx_nm,closest_z_sx_nm] = min(abs(diff_z_sx_nm));  
%closest left point coordinates 
x_sx_nm=x_axis_profx_asc(closest_z_sx_nm);               
%position x of z_sx_nm 
  
diff_z_dx_nm = profx_desc - z_cal; 
[minValue_z_dx_nm,closest_z_dx_nm] = min(abs(diff_z_dx_nm));  
%closest left point coordinates 
x_dx_nm=x_axis_profx_desc(closest_z_dx_nm);          
%position x of z_dx_nm      
x_dx_nm=x_max_nm+x_dx_nm; 

 
The central symmetry point x_mean (Figure A. 8) is important because it permits to 

define the left and right points of the square. At first are calculated the points in nm, 

then the closest measured positions (in pixel) are found. 
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169 
 
 
171 
 
172 
 
 
174 
175 
 
 
176 
 
177 
 
178 
 
179 
 

x_mean_nm=mean(x_sx_nm:x_dx_nm);    %central simmetry point 
of the profile_x 
 
point_sx_nm = x_mean_nm - b/2;  %left point of the square in 
nm 
point_dx_nm = x_mean_nm + b/2;  %right point of the square 
in nm 
 
diff_point_sx_nm = x_axis_plot_nm - point_sx_nm; 
[minValue_point_sx_nm,closest_point_sx_nm] = 
min(abs(diff_point_sx_nm));   %closest left point 
coordinates 
point_sx = closest_point_sx_nm;   %left point of the square 
in pixel 
diff_point_dx_nm = x_axis_plot_nm - point_dx_nm;     
[minValue_point_dx_nm,closest_point_dx_nm] = 
min(abs(diff_point_dx_nm));   %closest right point 
coordinates 
point_dx = closest_point_dx_nm;   %right point of the square 
in pixel 

 

 
Figure A. 8 Definition of the central symmetry point ‘x_mean’. 

 

line_x is the cross-section profile of the bipyramid along the x direction between 

the right and the left pixel positions of the square; the external points and abscissae 

axis are set equal to zero. 
 
181 
182 
 
183 
 
185 
186 
 

line_x = profile_x;      % base square of the bipyramid 
min_line = min(line_x);    % this passage is needed to set 
the minimum at zero 
line_x = line_x - min_line; 
  
line_x(1:point_sx)=0; 
line_x(point_dx:xsize)=0; 
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188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 

Figure 
plot(x_axis_plot_nm, line_x,'b','LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([50 400 0 inf]) 
title('b critical size - base square of the bipyramid'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('bipyramid height (nm)'); 

 

 
Figure A. 9 Definition of the base square of the bipyramids. 

 
Once line_x is saved and plotted (Figure A. 9), the line_x centered with respect 

to the ordinate axis (Figure A. 10) is find as previously described. 
 
195 
196 
 
 
198 
199 
 
200 
 
201 
 
202 
 
203 
 
204 
 
205 
 
 

matrix_line_x = (1:xsize) * pixel_size;           % in nm 
matrix_line_x = [matrix_line_x; line_x];  % matrix 2x512 --> 
row1: x position profile_x , row2: z profile_x 
  
[z_max_linex, x_max_linex] = max(line_x); 
prof_linex_asc=line_x(1:x_max_linex);                 %left 
side of the line x (ascent) 
prof_linex_desc=line_x(x_max_linex:numel(line_x));       
%right side of the line x (descent) 
x_axis_linex_asc = [1:numel(prof_linex_asc)]*pixel_size;  % 
x position in nm 
x_axis_linex_desc = [1:numel(prof_linex_desc)]*pixel_size;  
% x position in nm 
x_axis_linex_asc=x_axis_linex_asc-max(x_axis_linex_asc);   
%this passage is needed to set the maximum at zero 
x_axis_linex= [x_axis_linex_asc x_axis_linex_desc];   
%concatenate x profiles of ascent and descent of the line x 
z_axis_linex= [prof_linex_asc prof_linex_desc];            
%concatenate z profiles of ascent and descent of the line x 
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206 
 
 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 

matrix_centered_line_x=[x_axis_linex;z_axis_linex];   %line 
x centered 
  
figure 
plot(x_axis_linex, z_axis_linex,'b','LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([-inf inf 0 inf]) 
title('b critical size - base square of the bipyramid'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('bipyramid height (nm)'); 

 

 

 

Figure A. 10 Profile describing the base square of the bipyramids centered with respect to the ordinate 

axis. 

 

%% Step 5: Build the TIP ENLARGEMENT PROFILE 
    

This geometrical method, which is developed to determine the critical sizes of the 

bipyramid, also permits the determination of the tip enlargement. To determine the 

profile of the tip dilation (Figure A. 11), the points that describe the line_x are 

excluded from the mean cross-section top profile at the bipyramid base. 
 
217 
 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
 

tip = profile_x - line_x;          %tip profile definition 
  
tip1 = tip; 
tip1(point_sx:point_dx)=[];      
finalnumber = numel(tip1); 
x_axis_plot_tip_nm=[1:finalnumber]; 
x_axis_plot_tip_nm=x_axis_plot_tip_nm/xsize*xlen;  %x axis 
of the tip plot in nm 
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224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
 
231 
232 
 

figure 
plot(x_axis_plot_tip_nm,tip1,'g','LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([50 450 10 inf]) 
title('cross-section profile of the tip'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('tip height (nm)'); 
  
matrix_tip = (1:finalnumber) * pixel_size;     % in nm 
matrix_tip = [matrix_tip; tip1];        % matrix 2x512 --> 
row1: x position tip, row2: z tip 

 
 

 
Figure A. 11 Definition of the tip enlargement cross-section. 

 

As previously described, in the following there is the code that permits the 

construction of the centered tip plot (Figure A. 12). This plot permits the 

comparison between subsequent images, in order to evaluate the tip wear. 

 
234 
235 
 
236 
 
237 
 
238 
 
239 
 
240 
 
241 
 

[z_max_tip1, x_max_tip1] = max(tip1); 
prof_tip1_asc=tip1(1:x_max_tip1);                 %left side 
of the tip (ascent) 
prof_tip1_desc=tip1(x_max_tip1:numel(tip1));       %right 
side of the tip x (descent) 
x_axis_tip1_asc = [1:numel(prof_tip1_asc)]*pixel_size;  % x 
position in nm 
x_axis_tip1_desc = [1:numel(prof_tip1_desc)]*pixel_size;  % 
x position in nm 
x_axis_tip1_asc=x_axis_tip1_asc-max(x_axis_tip1_asc);   
%this passage is needed to set the maximum at zero 
x_axis_tip1= [x_axis_tip1_asc x_axis_tip1_desc];   
%concatenate x profiles of ascent and descent of the tip 
z_axis_tip1= [prof_tip1_asc prof_tip1_desc];            
%concatenate z profiles of ascent and descent of the tip 
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242 
 
 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 

matrix_centered_tip=[x_axis_tip1;z_axis_tip1];   %tip 
centered 
  
figure 
plot(x_axis_tip1,z_axis_tip1,'g','LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([-inf inf 10 inf]) 
title('cross-section profile of the tip'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('tip height (nm)'); 

 
 

 
Figure A. 12 Profile describing the tip enlargement cross-sectioncross-section centered respect to the 

ordinate axis. 

 

For further tip enlargement comparisons, for each tip are calculated the cross-

section segment values at height steps of 0.3 nm.  

To do that, the following steps are performed for the ascent profile (Figure A. 13): 

1. Creation of a for loop from the height of 10 nm to the maximum height with 

steps of 0.03 nm; the choice of 10 nm is due to the fact that at lower heights 

there can be non-tip artefacts [149]; 

2. Interruption of the loop if the height calculated is greater than the maximum 

height (control command); 

3. For each height z searched (z_loop_tip_asc) find the closest measured 

value closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc in pixel, then find the corresponding 

height value in nm closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc_1 and lateral position 

closestValue_x_step_tip_asc_1 on abscissae axis; 

4. Creation of an if block which states that if the measured value 

closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc_1 is greater than the z height searched 

(z_loop_tip_asc), I considered for the calculation of the cross-section 
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segment a value closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc_2 that is the previous 

value; on the contrary, is valid what is state in the else, i.e., if the measured 

value closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc_1 is minor than the z height 

searched (z_loop_tip_asc), I considered for the calculation of the cross-

section segment a value closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc_2 that is the 

subsequent value (Figure A. 13); 

5. Once considered the previous or the following value, it is calculated the 

percentage distance of the z value searched compared to z measured value, 

and the corresponding abscissae position. 
 
251 
 
253 
254 
255 
 
257 
258 
259 
 
261 
 
 
262 
 
 
263 
 
 
264 
 
 
266 
 
267 
 
 
268 
 
269 
270 
 
 
271 
 
272 
 

%calculation of the segments for the ascent tip profile 
  
z_step_tip_asc = 0.03 ; %nm 
index=1; 
for z_loop_tip_asc = 10:z_step_tip_asc:z_max_tip1 ; 
     
    if z_loop_tip_asc>=z_max_tip1 
           break 
    end 
     
diff_z_step_tip_asc = prof_tip1_asc - z_loop_tip_asc;    
%matrix diff_z_step_c_asc = matrix tip ascent to which I 
subtract the z_step_c_asc 
    [minValue_z_step_tip_asc,closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc] = 
min(abs(diff_z_step_tip_asc));       %z height which value 
is the closest to the z_step_c_asc in pixel 
    closestValue_z_step_tip_asc_1 = 
prof_tip1_asc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc); %z height 
defined in the line above in nm 
closestValue_x_step_tip_asc_1= 
x_axis_tip1_asc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc); 
%value searched (z_loop_tip_asc) between two measured points 
if  closestValue_z_step_tip_asc_1>z_loop_tip_asc     %value 
measured > value searched 
        closestValue_z_step_tip_asc_2 = 
prof_tip1_asc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc-1); %previous 
value 
closestValue_x_step_tip_asc_2= 
x_axis_tip1_asc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc-1) ; 
    else 
        closestValue_z_step_tip_asc_2 = 
prof_tip1_asc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc+1);  %following 
value 
closestValue_x_step_tip_asc_2= 
x_axis_tip1_asc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc+1) ; 
    end 
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274 
 
 
 
275 
 
 
277 
278 
279 
280 
 
282 
 
284 
 
285 
286 
 
288 

     percent_z = abs((closestValue_z_step_tip_asc_1 - 
z_loop_tip_asc) / (closestValue_z_step_tip_asc_2 - 
closestValue_z_step_tip_asc_1)*100) ; %percentage distance 
of the value searched compared to measured values 
     delta_x= abs(closestValue_x_step_tip_asc_2 - 
closestValue_x_step_tip_asc_1)*percent_z/100 ; 
 
    if  closestValue_z_step_tip_asc_1>z_loop_tip_asc  
        posx_1=closestValue_x_step_tip_asc_1-delta_x ; 
    else 
        posx_1=closestValue_x_step_tip_asc_1+delta_x ; 
     
    end 
 
matrix_ascent_tip(index,2)=x_axis_tip1_asc 
(numel(x_axis_tip1_asc))-posx_1 ; 
    matrix_ascent_tip(index,1)=z_loop_tip_asc ;   
    index=index+1 ; 
         
end  

 

 
 

 
 

Figure A. 13 Explanation for the calculation of cross-section segments at various heights for ascent 

profiles. 
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For the descent profile, the steps are analogous with the previous one, but the choice 

of the points is the contrary.  In fact, if the measured value 

closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc_1 is greater than the z height searched 

(z_loop_tip_asc), I considered for the calculation of the cross-section segment a 

value closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc_2 that is the following value; on the 

contrary, is valid what is state in the else, i.e., if the measured value 

closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc_1 is minor than the z height searched 

(z_loop_tip_asc), I considered for the calculation of the cross-section segment a 

value closestIndex_z_step_tip_asc_2 that is the previous value (Figure A. 14). 
 
 
290 
 
292 
293 
294 
295 
 
297 
298 
299 
 
301 
 
 
302 
 
 
303 
 
 
304 
 
305 
306 
 
 
307 
 
308 
309 
 
 
310 
 
311 
 

%calculation of the segments for the descent tip profile 
  
z_step_tip_desc = 0.03 ; %nm 
index=1; 
matrix_descent_tip(1,1)=0; 
matrix_descent_tip(1,2)=0; 
  
% for z_loop_desc = z_max:-z_step_c_desc:10-z_step_c_desc 
for i= numel(matrix_ascent_tip)/2:-1:1 ; 
    z_loop_tip_desc = matrix_ascent_tip(i,1) ; 
     
    diff_z_step_tip_desc = prof_tip1_desc - z_loop_tip_desc;  
%matrix diff_z_step_c_asc = matrix tip ascent to which I 
subtract the z_step_c_asc 
    [minValue_z_step_tip_desc,closestIndex_z_step_tip_desc] 
= min(abs(diff_z_step_tip_desc));       %z height which 
value is the closest to the z_step_c_asc in pixel 
    closestValue_z_step_tip_desc_1 = 
prof_tip1_desc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_desc); %z height 
defined in the line above in nm 
closestValue_x_step_tip_desc_1= 
x_axis_tip1_desc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_desc); 
if  closestValue_z_step_tip_desc_1>z_loop_tip_desc 
    closestValue_z_step_tip_desc_2 = 
x_axis_tip1_desc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_desc+1) ;%following 
value 
    closestValue_x_step_tip_desc_2= 
x_axis_tip1_desc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_desc+1) ; 
else 
closestValue_z_step_tip_desc_2 = 
prof_tip1_desc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_desc-1); %previous 
value 
closestValue_x_step_tip_desc_2 = 
x_axis_tip1_desc(closestIndex_z_step_tip_desc-1) ; 
end 
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314 
 
 
316 
317 
318 
319 
 
321 
 
323 
324 
325 
 
327 
 
329 
 
 
331 
 

percent_z = abs((closestValue_z_step_tip_desc_1 - 
z_loop_tip_desc) / (closestValue_z_step_tip_desc_2 - 
closestValue_z_step_tip_desc_1)*100) ; 
delta_x= abs(closestValue_x_step_tip_desc_2 - 
closestValue_x_step_tip_desc_1)*percent_z/100 ; 
 
if  closestValue_z_step_tip_asc_1>z_loop_tip_desc 
    posx_1=closestValue_x_step_tip_desc_1+delta_x ; 
else 
    posx_1=closestValue_x_step_tip_desc_1-delta_x ; 
 
end 
 
matrix_descent_tip(index,2)= posx_1 ; 
    matrix_descent_tip(index,1)=z_loop_tip_desc ;  
    index=index+1 ; 
 
end 
 
matrix_descent_tip= flipud(matrix_descent_tip); %the points 
are reported in a reverse order 
 
matrix_tip_segments=[matrix_ascent_tip(:,1)] 
matrix_ascent_tip(:,2)+matrix_descent_tip(:,2)] ; 

 
 

 

 
 
Figure A. 14 Explanation for the calculation of the cross-section segments at various heights for descent 

profiles. 
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%% Step 6: CROSS_SECTION y profiles AT MAXIMUM POSITION 
 

In order to find the mean top profile along the main axis of the bipyramid (along 

the Y axis direction) the same instructions reported in Step 2 are used. The profile 

of the main bipyramid axis is reported in Figure A. 15 and Figure A. 16. 
 
335 
 
 
337 
 
338 
 
 
341 
342 
342 
 
345 
 
 
346 
 
347 
 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 

set(0,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',[1 0 0;1 0 1; 0 1 0;0 0 1;0 0 
0]); 
  
max_columns = max(fl)'; %find maximum for each column of the 
image 
[z_max_columns, x_max_columns] = max (max_columns); %find 
maximum of maximums --> find position of maximum peak 
 
for i= -2:1:2 
    y_lines(i+3,:)= fl(:,x_max_columns+i); 
end 
 
profile_y = mean(y_lines);      % mean of 5 lines (the 
column which contains the maximum peak + the 2 columns 
before and the 2 columns after) 
min_profile_y = min(profile_y);      % this passage is 
needed to set the minimum at zero 
profile_y = profile_y - min_profile_y; 
  
figure 
plot(x_axis_plot_nm, profile_y,'m','LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([0 inf 0 inf]) 
title('y-direction cross-section image profile'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('bipyramid height (nm)'); 

 

 
Figure A. 15 Mean cross-sectional top profile along the Y axis. 
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357 
 
 
359 
360 
 
361 
 
 
362 
 
363 
 
364 
 
365 
 
 
366 
 
 
367 
 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 

matrix_profile_y = (1:xsize) * pixel_size;           % in nm 
matrix_profile_y = [matrix_profile_y; profile_y];  % matrix 
2x512 --> row1: x position profile_y , row2: z profile_y 
  
[z_max_profile_y, x_max_profile_y] = max(profile_y); 
prof_profy_asc=profile_y(1:x_max_profile_y);                 
%left side of the profile_y (ascent) 
prof_profy_desc=profile_y(x_max_profile_y:numel(profile_y));  
%right side of the profile_y (descent) 
x_axis_profy_asc = [1:numel(prof_profy_asc)]*pixel_size;  % 
x position in nm 
x_axis_profy_desc = [1:numel(prof_profy_desc)]*pixel_size;  
% x position in nm 
x_axis_profy_asc=x_axis_profy_asc-max(x_axis_profy_asc);   
%this passage is needed to set the maximum at zero 
x_axis_profiley= [x_axis_profy_asc x_axis_profy_desc];   
%concatenate x profiles of ascent and descent of the 
profile_y 
z_axis_profiley= [prof_profy_asc prof_profy_desc];            
%concatenate z profiles of ascent and descent of the 
profile_y 
matrix_centered_profile_y=[x_axis_profiley;z_axis_profiley];  
%profile_y centered 
  
figure 
plot(x_axis_profiley, z_axis_profiley,'m','LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([-inf inf 0 inf]) 
title('y-direction cross-section image profile'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('bipyramid height (nm)'); 

 

 
Figure A. 16 Mean cross-sectional top profile along the Y axis, centered with respect to the 

ordinate axis. 
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%% Step 7: Subtract the TIP PROFILE from the CROSS-SECTION y 
profile to find the size 'c' 
% Note that c is the MAX size of the bipyramid 
 

In this step a plot reporting the critical size c of the bipyramid is obtained by 

subtraction of the tip profile (obtained in Step 4) to the mean top profile along the 

main axis of the bipyramid (obtained in Step 6). This is done by assuming the tip 

enlargement to be isotropic along the x and y axes. 

First of all, the cross-section tip and bipyramid cross-section profile in y direction 

are divided in their ascent and descent parts; in this way, the calculation of the 

difference between the profile y and tip can be exactly calculated for the two 

branches. 
 
379 
380 
 
381 
 
 
383 
384 
 
385 
 
 
387 
 
388 
 
389 
 
390 
 
 
392 
 

[max_tip1,cell_max_tip1]=max(tip1); 
profA=tip1(1:cell_max_tip1);                 %left side of 
the tip (ascent) 
profB=tip1(cell_max_tip1:finalnumber);       %right side of 
the tip (descent) 
  
[max_yprof,cell_max_yprof]=max(profile_y); 
profC=profile_y(1:cell_max_yprof);         %left side of the 
profile y (ascent) 
profD=profile_y(cell_max_yprof:end);       %right side of 
the profile y (descent) 
  
x_axis_profA = [1:numel(profA)]*pixel_size;  % x position in 
nm 
x_axis_profB = [1:numel(profB)]*pixel_size;  % x position in 
nm 
x_axis_profC = [1:numel(profC)]*pixel_size;  % x position in 
nm 
x_axis_profD = [1:numel(profD)]*pixel_size;  % x position in 
nm 
  
min_r=min(numel(x_axis_profA),numel(x_axis_profC));  %set 
the minor of one of the two matrices 

 

To find the eroded profile for the ascent branch (Figure A. 17), a for loop is set to 

calculate the segment length for each height z starting from 1 to the maximum value 

of the matrix of the ascent tip profile. 

The steps in the loop are the following. 

1. Find the z height from the ascent profile y; 
2. Find the z tip height which value is the closest to the z height of the ascent 

profile y and the corresponding position in the abscissae axis; 
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3. Calculate the x distance between tip profile and right ordinate axis border 

(distA); 
4. Calculate the x distance between the NP profile and the right ordinate axis 

border (distC); 
5. Calculate the segment that describes the NP profile eroded by the tip 

(distAC). 
 

 
394 
 
 
 
397 
 
398 
 
399 
 
 
400 
 
 
402 
 
 
403 
 
 
404 
 
 
409 
 
 
 
411 
 
414 
415 

for idx_x_axis_profC = 1:numel(x_axis_profC)  %loop for all 
the z height of the profile y (ascent) --> find the ERODED 
profile y (ascent) 
     
    z_profC = profC(idx_x_axis_profC);  %z height of the 
profile y (ascent) 
    diffAC = profA - z_profC;    %matrix diffAC = matrix tip 
ascent to which I subtract the z height of the profile y 
    [minValueAC,closestIndexAC] = min(abs(diffAC));       %z 
tip height which value is the closest to the z height of the 
profile y 
    x_tip_closestValueAC = x_axis_profA(closestIndexAC); 
%position x of the z height defined in the line above 
  
    distA = x_axis_profA(numel(profA))-x_tip_closestValueAC; 
%x distance between tip profile and right ordinate axis 
border 
    distC = x_axis_profC(numel(profC))- 
x_axis_profC(idx_x_axis_profC); %x distance between profile 
y and right ordinate axis border 
    distAC = - abs(distA-distC); %x distance between the two 
profiles 
  
    x_axis_profC(idx_x_axis_profC) = distAC;   %matrix of 
distances x of the profile y from the right ordinate axis 
border 
  
end 
  
matrix_ascent=[x_axis_profC;profC]; 
matrix_ascent=matrix_ascent'; 
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Figure A. 17 Not-in-scale sketch reporting the calculation of the eroded NP ascent profile. 

For the descent branch of the eroded profile (Figure A. 18) the code instructions are 

similar for that one of the ascent one. 
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420 
 
 
 
422 
 
423 
 
424 
 
 
425 
 
 
427 
 
428 
 
 
429 
 
 
431 
 
 
 
434 
 
436 
437 

min_q=min(numel(x_axis_profD),numel(x_axis_profB));  %set 
the minor of one of the two matrices 
  
for idx_x_axis_profD = 1:numel(numel(x_axis_profD))  %loop 
for all the z height of the profile y (descent) --> find the 
ERODED profile y (descent) 
     
    z_profD = profD(idx_x_axis_profD);  %z height of the 
profile y (descent) 
    diffBD = profB - z_profD;    %matrix diffBD = matrix tip 
descent to which I subtract the z height of the profile y 
    [minValueBD,closestIndexBD] = min(abs(diffBD));       %z 
tip height which value is the closest to the z height of the 
profile y 
    x_tip_closestValueBD = x_axis_profB(closestIndexBD); 
%position x of the z height defined in line above 
  
    distB = x_axis_profB(min_q) - x_tip_closestValueBD; %x 
distance between tip profile and left ordinate axis border 
    distD = x_axis_profD(min_q) - 
x_axis_profD(idx_x_axis_profD); %x distance between profile 
y and left ordinate axis border 
    distBD = abs(distB-distD); %x distance between the two 
profiles 
  
    x_axis_profD(idx_x_axis_profD) = distBD;   %matrix of 
distances x of the profile y from the left ordinate axis 
border 
  
end 
  
matrix_descent=[x_axis_profD;profD]; 
matrix_descent=matrix_descent'; 
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Figure A. 18 Not-in-scale sketch reporting the calculation of the eroded NP descent profile. 

 

Finally, the two branches are concatenated in order to find the eroded y cross-

section profile (Figure A. 19), from which the critical size c is obtained. 
 
439 
 
440 
 
441 
442 
 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 

x_fin= [x_axis_profC x_axis_profD];   %concatenate x 
profiles of ascent and descent eroded profile y 
z_fin= [profC profD];            %concatenate z profiles of 
ascent and descent eroded profile y 
matrix_fin=[x_fin;z_fin]; 
matrix_fin2=matrix_fin'; 
  
figure 
plot(x_fin,z_fin,'k','LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([-inf inf 10 inf]) 
title('c critical size - eroded y cross-section profile'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('bipyramid height (nm)'); 

 

 
Figure A. 19 Eroded cross-section profile along Y-direction, through which it is possible to 

calculate the critical size ‘c’. 
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%% Step 8: Calculation of the value "c" 
  

In this step, the cross-section segments for each height of the plot obtained in the 

previous step are calculated in order to find the value of the c critical size; the code 

instructions are the same reported in Step 5. Please note that the value c is calculated 

as the mean value of the segments between 30% and the 90% in height of the plot 

obtained in Step 7, as described in the code lines 537 and 538. 
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456 
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460 
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470 
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472 
 
473 
 
 
475 
 
477 
 
 
478 
 
 

%calculation of the segments c for the ascent profile 
  
z_step_c_asc = 0.03 ; %nm 
index=1; 
z_max=max(profC); 
for z_loop_asc = 10:z_step_c_asc:z_max ; 
     
        if z_loop_asc>=z_max 
           break 
        end 
     
    diff_z_step_c_asc = profC - z_loop_asc;    %matrix 
diff_z_step_c_asc = matrix tip ascent to which I subtract 
the z_step_c_asc 
    [minValue_z_step_c_asc,closestIndex_z_step_c_asc] = 
min(abs(diff_z_step_c_asc));       %z height which value is 
the closest to the z_step_c_asc in pixel 
    closestValue_z_step_c_asc_1 =  
profC(closestIndex_z_step_c_asc); %z height defined in the 
line above in nm 
closestValue_x_step_c_asc_1= 
x_axis_profC(closestIndex_z_step_c_asc); 
    if  closestValue_z_step_c_asc_1>z_loop_asc 
        closestValue_z_step_c_asc_2 =  
profC(closestIndex_z_step_c_asc-1) ; 
    closestValue_x_step_c_asc_2= 
x_axis_profC(closestIndex_z_step_c_asc-1) ; 
    else 
        closestValue_z_step_c_asc_2 = 
profC(closestIndex_z_step_c_asc+1); 
  closestValue_x_step_c_asc_2= 
x_axis_profC(closestIndex_z_step_c_asc+1; 
        
    end 
        
    percent_z = abs((closestValue_z_step_c_asc_1 - 
z_loop_asc) / (closestValue_z_step_c_asc_2 - 
closestValue_z_step_c_asc_1)*100) ; 
    delta_x= abs(closestValue_x_step_c_asc_2 - 
closestValue_x_step_c_asc_1)*percent_z/100 ; 
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    if  closestValue_z_step_c_asc_1>z_loop_asc  
        posx_1=closestValue_x_step_c_asc_1-delta_x ; 
    else 
        posx_1=closestValue_x_step_c_asc_1+delta_x ; 
     
    end 
     
    matrix_ascent_c(index,2)= 
x_axis_profC(numel(x_axis_profC))-posx_1 ; 
    matrix_ascent_c(index,1)=z_loop_asc ;   
    index=index+1 ; 
         
end  
  
%calculation of the segments c for the descent profile 
  
z_step_c_desc = 0.03 ; %nm 
index=1; 
matrix_descent_c(1,1)=0; 
matrix_descent_c(1,2)=0; 
  
for i= numel(matrix_ascent_c)/2:-1:1 ; 
    z_loop_desc = matrix_ascent_c(i,1) ; 
     
    diff_z_step_c_desc = profD - z_loop_desc;    %matrix 
diff_z_step_c_asc = matrix tip ascent to which I subtract 
the z_step_c_asc 
    [minValue_z_step_c_desc,closestIndex_z_step_c_desc] = 
min(abs(diff_z_step_c_desc));       %z height which value is 
the closest to the z_step_c_asc in pixel 
    closestValue_z_step_c_desc_1 =  
profD(closestIndex_z_step_c_desc); %z height defined in the 
line above in nm 
closestValue_x_step_c_desc_1= 
x_axis_profD(closestIndex_z_step_c_desc); 
    if  closestValue_z_step_c_desc_1>z_loop_desc 
        closestValue_z_step_c_desc_2 = 
profD(closestIndex_z_step_c_desc+1) ;% following 
closestValue_x_step_c_desc_2= 
x_axis_profD(closestIndex_z_step_c_desc+1) ; 
    else 
        closestValue_z_step_c_desc_2 = 
profD(closestIndex_z_step_c_desc-1); %previous 
closestValue_x_step_c_desc_2= 
x_axis_profD(closestIndex_z_step_c_desc-1) ; 
    end 
        
     percent_z = abs((closestValue_z_step_c_desc_1 - 
z_loop_desc) / (closestValue_z_step_c_desc_2 - 
closestValue_z_step_c_desc_1)*100) ; 
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     delta_x= abs(closestValue_x_step_c_desc_2 - 
closestValue_x_step_c_desc_1)*percent_z/100 ; 
     
    if  closestValue_z_step_c_asc_1>z_loop_desc  
        posx_1=closestValue_x_step_c_desc_1+delta_x ; 
    else 
        posx_1=closestValue_x_step_c_desc_1-delta_x ; 
     
    end 
     
    matrix_descent_c(index,2)= posx_1 ; 
    matrix_descent_c(index,1)=z_loop_desc ;  
    index=index+1 ; 
         
end  
  
matrix_descent_c= flipud(matrix_descent_c); 
  
matrix_c=[matrix_ascent_c(:,1) 
matrix_ascent_c(:,2)+matrix_descent_c(:,2)] ; 
 
ix=1; 
lim_min = max (matrix_c(:,1))/100*30;  %nm 
lim_max = max(matrix_c(:,1))/100*90;   %nm 
 
diff_point_lim_min_nm = matrix_c - lim_min; 
[minValue_point_lim_min_nm,closest_point_lim_min_nm] = 
min(abs(diff_point_lim_min_nm)); 
lim_min_pixel = closest_point_lim_min_nm; 
lim_min_pixel = lim_min_pixel (1);     %colomn position of 
lim_min 
 
diff_point_lim_max_nm = matrix_c - lim_max; 
[minValue_point_lim_max_nm,closest_point_lim_max_nm] = 
min(abs(diff_point_lim_max_nm)); 
lim_max_pixel = closest_point_lim_max_nm; 
lim_max_pixel = lim_max_pixel (1);     %colomn position of 
lim_max 
 
for ix= lim_min_pixel:lim_max_pixel 
    matrix_c_2 (ix,:) = matrix_c(ix, :); 
end 
 
c = mean (matrix_c_2(:,2)); 

 
 
 %% Step 9: Correction for bipy lying on the substrate 
 

As reported in Figure 4. 9 of Chapter 4, the previously calculated values are 

corrected for the laying of the nanoparticle on the mica substrate. 
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558 
559 
 
560 
561 

theta = 1.19206; %rad       -->    theta = 68.3° 
gamma = 0.37874; %rad       -->    gamma = 90° - theta = 
21.7° 
b_corr = b/sin(theta);  
c_corr = c/cos(gamma); 

 
 
%% Step 10: Save workspace data (.mat) for further analysis 
  

In this last step are reported the instructions needed to choose the folder in which 

save the MATLAB file for further analysis, e.g. in a spreadsheet. 
 
565 
566 
 
567 
568 
569 
 
571 
572 
573 
574 
 
 
575 
 

%User is prompted to select a destination folder. 
destinationpath = uigetdir(file_path, 'Choose output folder 
for Geometrical Model Tip Reconstruction data'); 
if destinationpath == 0 
    destinationpath = file_path; 
end 
  
% Save workspace data (.mat) 
k = strfind(file_name,'.'); 
filetype = file_name(k+1:k+3); 
new_file = fullfile(destinationpath,[name '_' filetype '_' 
datestr(now, 30) 'all.mat']);     %Output name has image 
name plus date in format YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 
save (new_file) %Outputs all the data in the workspace into 
"new_file.mat" 
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Annex B. Program Implemented with 

MATLAB software describing the 

Geometrical Method for the Analysis of 

the Critical Sizes of Nanosheets 

measured by Atomic Force Microscopy 

In this Annex, the program implemented in MATLAB environment is described. 

This program is based on a geometrical method for CDs reconstruction of complex 

geometry nanoparticles in AFM-based images. In order to clarify each step, some 

experimental plots are reported.  

Recall that topographies are formed by a matrix of N x N pixels, in which each 

pixel is a point with a specific height value z. 

Note that the algorithms reported in Annex A and Annex B are intended as 

illustrative implementations of the operations discussed in Chapter 4. The main 

focus of this study is the derivation and correctness of the algorithms, while 

efficiency is a minor concern. 
 
%% Step 1: OPENING IMAGE 
 

In this step, the BCRF image of the nanosheet (previously levelled with the SPIP 

software) is opened according to the instruction reported in ReadImage. The file 

ReadImage.m is a function which reads the AFM image defined by the parameter 

filename, which returns the variables 

Immagine,xsize,ysize,xlen,ylen,bit2n, which are an array containing, 

respectively, the image pixel intensity, pixel size in x and y directions, and the 

length of the axes in nm. 

 

11 
 
12 
 

file_path = 'C:\Users\Documents\';        %USER SHOULD ENTER 
CONVIENENT STARTING file_path 
[file_name,sourcepath] = uigetfile('*.*','Select an image for 
Geometrical Model Tip Reconstruction'); 
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13 
14 
 
16 
 

[~,name,ext] = fileparts([sourcepath,file_name]); 
filename=strcat(sourcepath, file_name); 
  
[fl,xsize,ysize,xlen,ylen,bit2nm] = ReadImage(filename);   
%opening image 

 

 

Since the nanosheet is oriented so that one side of the square facet {001} is parallel 

to the X-axis and the other side is parallel to the Y-axis, the operator can decide 

which axis to analyze first. I decided to introduce this step also to avoid the 

unnecessary repetition of entire sections of code. In fact, this program calculated 

both height and lateral size of the nanosheet, and in order to calculate the final 

critical sizes, the values obtained from the two axes must be averaged. 
 

 
 
18 
 
20 
21 
 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

%choosing the profile direction to analyze: X or Y 
 
answer=' '; 
prompt = 'Select the axis to analyze [X/Y]'; 
 
while answer~='X' && answer~='Y' 
    risp = inputdlg(prompt); 
    risp = upper(risp); 
    answer = char(risp); 
end 
 
if answer=='X' 
   fl=fl; 
else 
   fl=fl'; 
end 

 

The user then chooses the platelet area to analyse by tracing in the subsequent order 

the top left corner and the lower right corner on the displayed image (Figure B. 1). 
 
35 
 
36 
 
38 

% selecting nanosheet area to analyze: the operator has to 
choose the particle boundaries in the subsequent order:  
% 1) top left corner 2) lower right corner 
 
f=fl; 
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39 
40 
 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

image(f,'CDataMapping','scaled') 
uiwait(msgbox('Select the nanosheet area. Select the top left 
corner and then the lower right corner')); 
[x_left, y_up, but] = ginput(1) ; 
x_left=int16(x_left); 
y_up=int16(y_up); 
f(y_up,:)=0; 
f(:, x_left)=0; 
image(f,'CDataMapping','scaled') 
[x_right, y_down, but] = ginput(1) ; 
x_right=int16(x_right); 
y_down=int16(y_down); 
f(y_down,:)=0; 
f(:, x_right)=0; 
image(f,'CDataMapping','scaled') 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure B. 1 Nanosheet image to be analyzed; the x and y axes report the pixels, while the dark 

blue lines define the boundaries of the NP area considered in the analysis. 

 

The dark blue lines in Figure B. 1 describe the boundaries that define the area of 

the nanoparticle, within which all cross-section profiles are averaged to obtain the 

profile used for defining the platelet CDs. 
The X-axis of the image is then converted from pixel to nm. 
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54 
55 
56 
 

pixel_size = xlen/xsize;      %pixel size in nm 
x_axis_plot_nm=[1:xsize]; 
x_axis_plot_nm=x_axis_plot_nm/xsize*xlen;   %x axis of plots 
in nm 

 

%% Step 2: CROSS_SECTION profile IN NANOSHEET AREA 

 
For measuring the nanosheet cross-section profile along the X/Y axis direction, the 

following steps are done: 

1. Search the position of the maximum peak by finding the maximum for each 
row of the image; 

2. Average the various profiles between the upper and lower limits defined in 
Figure B. 1; 

3. Before plotting the cross-sectional profile, the minimum is set at zero. 
 
62 
63 
 
 
65 
66 
67 
 
69 
 
70 
 
71 
 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 

max_rows = max(fl')'; %find maximum for each row of the image 
[z_max_rows, x_max_rows] = max (max_rows); %find maximum of 
maximums --> find position of maximum peak 
  
for i_rows= x_up:x_down 
    x_lines (i_rows-y_up+1,:) = fl(i_rows,:); 
end 
  
profile_x = mean(x_lines);      % mean of lines between x_up 
and x_down 
min_profile_x = min(profile_x);    % this passage is needed to 
set the minimum at zero 
profile_x = profile_x - min_profile_x; 
  
figure 
plot(x_axis_plot_nm,profile_x,'LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([0 inf 0 inf]) 
title('cross-section profile'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('nanosheet height (nm)'); 
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Figure B. 2 Cross-section profile of the nanosheet. 

 

The mean cross-sectional profile (Figure B. 2) is then saved in the first row of a 

matrix, while in the second row are reported the lateral position in nm. 
 
80 
81 
 
 

matrix_profile_x = (1:xsize) * pixel_size;            
matrix_profile_x = [profile_x ; matrix_profile_x ];  % matrix 
2x512 --> row1: z values of profile_x , row2: x position 
profile_x 

 
For obtaining the cross-sectional profile centered on zero, the profile is divided into 

ascent and descent branches that are subsequently concatenated. In an analogous 

way as previously described, the centered cross-section profile of the nanosheet is 

saved and plotted. 
 
83 
84 
 
85 
 
 
87 
 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
 
94 

[z_max, x_max] = max(profile_x); 
profx_asc=profile_x(1:x_max);             %left side of the 
profile_x (ascent) 
profx_desc=profile_x(x_max:numel(profile_x));     %right side 
of the profile_x (descent) 
  
X_pos = matrix_profile_x(2,:) ;      % x position profile_x 
in nm 
X_pos_asc = X_pos(1:x_max) ; 
X_pos_asc = flip(X_pos_asc) ; 
X_pos_asc=X_pos_asc - min(X_pos_asc); 
X_pos_asc = X_pos_asc * -1 ; 
X_pos_desc = X_pos(x_max:numel(profile_x))-X_pos(x_max); 
  
matrix_profile_asc = [profx_asc ; X_pos_asc] ; 
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95 
 
 
97 
 
 
98 
 
99 
 
 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 

matrix_profile_desc = [profx_desc ; 
X_pos(x_max:numel(profile_x))-X_pos(x_max)] ; 
  
x_axis_profx= [-X_pos_asc X_pos(x_max:numel(profile_x))-
X_pos(x_max)];   %concatenate x profiles of ascent and descent 
of the profile_x 
z_axis_profx= [profx_asc profx_desc];            %concatenate 
z profiles of ascent and descent of the profile_x 
matrix_centered_profile_x=[x_axis_profx;z_axis_profx];   
%profile x centered 
  
figure 
plot(x_axis_profx,z_axis_profx,'LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([-inf inf 0 inf]) 
title('cross-section profile'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('nanosheet height (nm)'); 

 
 

In order to calculate the average height of the baseline z_min, the operator manually 

selects two points to define the minimum both at left and right of the peak (Figure 

B. 3).After that, the right and left minima are averaged. 

 
 
108 
 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
 
116 
117 
118 
 
119 
 
120 
121 
122 
 
123 
 
124 
 
126 
127 
128 

%select points for defining the right minimum 
  
plot(x_axis_profx,z_axis_profx) 
uiwait(msgbox('Click 2 points for defining the right minimum')); 
[x y] = ginput(2); 
hold on; 
plot(x, y, 'r+', 'LineWidth', 2); 
     
xFitted = x; 
x1 = xFitted(1); 
diff_x1 = matrix_centered_profile_x(1,:) - x1;    %matrix diff_x1 
= matrix_centered_profile_x to which I subtract x1 
[minValue_x1,closestIndex_x1] = min(abs(diff_x1));       %x 
position which value is the closest to the x1, in pixel 
z1 = matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x1);  
x2 = xFitted(2); 
diff_x2 = matrix_centered_profile_x(1,:) - x2;    %matrix diff_x2 
= matrix_centered_profile_x to which I subtract x2 
[minValue_x2,closestIndex_x2] = min(abs(diff_x2));       %x 
position which value is the closest to the x2, in pixel 
z2 = matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x2);  
  
if closestIndex_x2<closestIndex_x1 
   temp = closestIndex_x2; 
   closestIndex_x2 = closestIndex_x1; 
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129 
130 
 
132 
 

   closestIndex_x1 = temp; 
end 
  
z_min_right = mean 
(matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x1:closestIndex_x2)); 

 
 
134 
 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
 
142 
143 
144 
 
145 
 
146 
147 
148 
 
149 
 
150 
 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
 

%select points for defining the left minimum 
  
plot(x_axis_profx,z_axis_profx) 
uiwait(msgbox('Click 2 points for defining the left 
minimum')); 
[x y] = ginput(2); 
hold on; 
plot(x, y, 'r+', 'LineWidth', 2); 
  
xFitted = x; 
x1 = xFitted(1); 
diff_x1 = matrix_centered_profile_x(1,:) - x1;    %matrix 
diff_x1 = matrix_centered_profile_x to which I subtract x1 
[minValue_x1,closestIndex_x1] = min(abs(diff_x1));       %x 
position which value is the closest to the x1, in pixel 
z1 = matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x1);  
x2 = xFitted(2); 
diff_x2 = matrix_centered_profile_x(1,:) - x2;    %matrix 
diff_x2 = matrix_centered_profile_x to which I subtract x2 
[minValue_x2,closestIndex_x2] = min(abs(diff_x2));       %x 
position which value is the closest to the x2, in pixel 
z2 = matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x2);  
  
if closestIndex_x2<closestIndex_x1 
   temp = closestIndex_x2; 
   closestIndex_x2 = closestIndex_x1; 
   closestIndex_x1 = temp; 
end 
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Figure B. 3 Cross-section profile of the nanosheet. The red crosses represent, respectively, the 

extremes of the segment describing the left and right minima. 

 
 
158 
 
 
160 

z_min_left = mean 
(matrix_centered_profile_x(2,closestIndex_x1:closestIndex_x2)); 
  
z_min = (z_min_right+z_min_left)/2 ; 

 
 
%% Step 3: Calculation of the the segments of ascent and descent 
profiles 
  

 

In this step, the cross-sectional profile is divided into two branches. For each 

branch, cross-section segments are calculated and saved into matrix_ascent_xasc 

and matrix_descent_xdesc; these segments are useful for the calculations made 

in Step 4. 

The calculation of the segment is done for each branch following the subsequent 

steps: 

1. Creation of a for loop from mimimun x position to the maximum x position 

with steps of 0.05 nm; 

2. For each x position (x_loop_asc) find the closest measured value 

closestIndex_x_step_x_asc in pixel, then find the corresponding x value 

in nm closestIndex_z_step_x_asc_1 and height position 

closestValue_z_step_x_asc_1; 
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3. If the measured value closestIndex_x_step_x_asc_1 is greater than the 

x position searched (x_loop_asc), I considered for the calculation of the 

cross-section segment the previous X value 

closestIndex_x_step_x_asc_2; otherwise, I considered the subsequent 

value closestIndex_x_step_x_asc_2; 

4. Once considered the previous or the following value, it is calculated the 

percentage distance of the z value searched compared to z measured value, 

and the corresponding abscissae position. 
 
 
164 
 
166 
 
167 
168 
 
170 
 
171 
 
 
173 
 
 
174 
 
176 
177 
 
179 
 
 
181 
 
 
182 
 
 
183 
 
 
184 
 
 
 
186 

% Ascent profile 
 
matrix_profile_asc(2,:) = matrix_profile_asc(2,:) * -1 ;  % I 
change the sign (as if it were a descent profile) 
matrix_profile_asc(1,:) = flip(matrix_profile_asc(1,:)); 
matrix_profile_asc(2,:) = flip(matrix_profile_asc(2,:)); 
 
x_max_asc = max (matrix_profile_asc(2,:));     %maximum x 
position in the profile x 
x_max_desc = max (matrix_profile_desc(2,:));   %maximum x 
position in the profile x 
 
x_min_asc = min (matrix_profile_asc(2,:));     %minimum x 
position in the profile x 
x_min_desc = min (matrix_profile_desc(2,:));   %minimum x 
position in the profile x 
 
x_step = 0.05 ; %nm 
index=1; 
 
for x_loop_asc = x_min_asc:x_step:x_max_asc  % nm    (new x 
values which I calculate) 
 
   diff_x_step_x_asc = matrix_profile_asc(2,:) - x_loop_asc;  
%matrix diff_x_step_x_asc = matrix ascent to which I subtract 
the x_loop_asc (new x value which I consider) 
   [minValue_x_step_x_asc,closestIndex_x_step_x_asc] = 
min(abs(diff_x_step_x_asc));       %x position which value is 
the closest to the x_loop_asc, in pixel 
    closestValue_x_step_x_asc_1 = 
matrix_profile_asc(2,closestIndex_x_step_x_asc); % x position 
which I search, in nm 
    closestValue_z_step_x_asc_1 = 
matrix_profile_asc(1,closestIndex_x_step_x_asc); % z height 
of x position, in nm 
    
   if closestValue_x_step_x_asc_1 == x_loop_asc 
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187 
 
188 
189 
 
190 
 
 
191 
 
192 
 
193 
 
194 
195 
 
 
 
196 
 
197 
198 
 
 
199 
 
 
200 
 
202 
 
 
204 
205 
206 
207 
 
210 
211 
 
212 
 
 
214 
215 
216 
 
218 
 
220 

       delta_z = 0 ; % searched point coincident with measured 
point -> percentage = 0% 
   else 
       if  closestValue_x_step_x_asc_1>x_loop_asc   %closest1 
h major 
            closestValue_x_step_x_asc_2 = 
closestValue_x_step_x_asc_1;  %I consider closest2 
            closestValue_z_step_x_asc_2 = 
closestValue_z_step_x_asc_1; 
            closestValue_x_step_x_asc_1 = 
matrix_profile_asc(2,closestIndex_x_step_x_asc - 1); 
            closestValue_z_step_x_asc_1 = 
matrix_profile_asc(1,closestIndex_x_step_x_asc - 1) ; 
        else 
            closestValue_x_step_x_asc_2 = 
matrix_profile_asc(2,closestIndex_x_step_x_asc + 1);  %if 
point closest 1 (measured from AFM) is less than z_loop, it 
take the subsequent point as closest2 
            closestValue_z_step_x_asc_2 = 
matrix_profile_asc(1,closestIndex_x_step_x_asc + 1) ; 
    end 
        percent_x = abs((x_loop_asc - 
closestValue_x_step_x_asc_1) / (closestValue_x_step_x_asc_2 - 
closestValue_x_step_x_asc_1)*100) ;  %percentage distance 
between closest 1 and z_loop 
       delta_z= (closestValue_z_step_x_asc_2 - 
closestValue_z_step_x_asc_1)*percent_x/100 ;  % x distance 
from point closest 1 
    end 
 
     posz_1=closestValue_z_step_x_asc_1+delta_z ;   %new z 
position added to segment delta_z 
 
     matrix_ascent_xasc(1,index)= posz_1 ;   
     matrix_ascent_xasc(2,index)= x_loop_asc ; 
     index=index+1 ;  
end  
 
matrix_profile_asc(1,:) = flip(matrix_profile_asc(1,:)); 
matrix_profile_asc(2,:) = flip(matrix_profile_asc(2,:)); 
matrix_profile_asc(2,:) = matrix_profile_asc(2,:) * -1 ;  % I 
restore the X values of the initial matrix 
 
matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:) = flip(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)); 
matrix_ascent_xasc(2,:) = flip(matrix_ascent_xasc(2,:)); 
matrix_ascent_xasc(2,:) = matrix_ascent_xasc(2,:) * -1 ; % I 
change the X sign of the resulting matrix 
 
% Descent profile 
 
x_step = 0.05 ; %nm 
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221 
 
223 
 
 
225 
 
 
226 
 
 
227 
 
 
228 
 
 
 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
 
236 
 
237 
 
238 
 
239 
240 
 
 
 
241 
 
242 
242 
 
 
 
 
244 
 
 
245 
 
247 
 
 

index=1; 
 
for x_loop_desc = x_min_desc:x_step:x_max_desc  % nm 
 
diff_x_step_x_desc = matrix_profile_desc(2,:) - x_loop_desc;  
%matrix diff_z_step_c_asc = matrix tip ascent to which I 
subtract the z_step_c_asc 
[minValue_x_step_x_desc,closestIndex_x_step_x_desc] = 
min(abs(diff_x_step_x_desc));       %z height which value is 
the closest to the z_step_c_asc in pixel 
closestValue_x_step_x_desc_1 = 
matrix_profile_desc(2,closestIndex_x_step_x_desc); % x 
position of z height 
closestValue_z_step_x_desc_1 = 
matrix_profile_desc(1,closestIndex_x_step_x_desc); % z height 
defined in the line above in nm 
     
    if closestValue_x_step_x_desc_1 == x_loop_desc 
       delta_z = 0 ; 
    else 
        if  closestValue_x_step_x_desc_1>x_loop_desc 
            closestValue_x_step_x_desc_2 = 
closestValue_x_step_x_desc_1; 
            closestValue_z_step_x_desc_2 = 
closestValue_z_step_x_desc_1; 
            closestValue_x_step_x_desc_1 = 
matrix_profile_desc(2,closestIndex_x_step_x_desc - 1); 
            closestValue_z_step_x_desc_1 = 
matrix_profile_desc(1,closestIndex_x_step_x_desc - 1) ; 
        else 
            closestValue_x_step_x_desc_2 = 
matrix_profile_desc(2,closestIndex_x_step_x_desc + 1);  %if 
closest 1 (measured by AFM) is smaller than z_loop, I take the 
subsequent point 
            closestValue_z_step_x_desc_2 = 
matrix_profile_desc(1,closestIndex_x_step_x_desc + 1) ; 
        end 
        percent_x = abs((x_loop_desc - 
closestValue_x_step_x_desc_1) / (closestValue_x_step_x_desc_2 
- closestValue_x_step_x_desc_1)*100) ;  %percentage distance 
between closest 1 and z_loop 
        delta_z= (closestValue_z_step_x_desc_2 - 
closestValue_z_step_x_desc_1)*percent_x/100 ;  % x distance 
from closest 1 
    end 
 
    posz_1=closestValue_z_step_x_desc_1+delta_z ;   %if 
closest 1 (measured by AFM) is greater than z_loop, I add the 
segment delta_z 
 
    matrix_descent_xdesc(1,index)= posz_1 ;   
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249 
250 
251 
 
253 
 
255 
 

    matrix_descent_xdesc(2,index)= x_loop_desc ; 
    index=index+1 ; 
         
end  
  
matrix_segments_x=[matrix_ascent_xasc(:,1) 
matrix_ascent_xasc(:,2)+matrix_descent_xdesc(:,2)] ; 

 
 
%% Step 4: Determination of point P and height h 
  

The model for CSs determination is explained in Section 4.4.2. 

At first, the top portion of the profile is calculated in the matrix mat_n1_n2 and 

plotted; consider that the top profile is calculated between n1=90% and n2=100% 

(percentages from the bottom of the plot), reported in Figure B. 4. 

More in detail, the matrix is determined in a for loop both for ascent and descent 

branches, in which are considered only the points of the matrix_ascent_xasc that 

are lower than lim_max and greater than lim_min. Please note that in the 

calculations of these maximum and minimum limits the baseline 

min(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) is considered (and added). 
 
%top profile considered - between n1% and n2% 
 
261 
 
263 
264 
 
266 
267 
 
269 
270 
 
272 
 
 
273 
 
 
 
275 
276 
 
277 
278 

ind=1 ; 
 
n1=90 ;   %min percentage of the top profile 
n2=100;   %max percentage of the top profile 
 
n3=60;    %min percentage of left/right profile 
n4=80;    %max percentage of left/right profile 
 
mat_n1_n2 (1,1)=0 ; 
mat_n1_n2 (2,2)=0 ; 
 
lim_max = min(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) + 
(max(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) - 
min(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)))/100*n2 ;   
lim_min = min(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) + 
(max(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) - 
min(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)))/100*n1;  
 
for i= 1: numel(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) 
    if (matrix_ascent_xasc (1,i)<= lim_max) & 
(matrix_ascent_xasc (1,i)>= lim_min) 
        mat_n1_n2 (1, ind)= matrix_ascent_xasc (1,i); 
        mat_n1_n2 (2, ind)= matrix_ascent_xasc (2,i); 
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279 
280 
281 
 
 
283 
 
 
284 
 
 
 
286 
287 
 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
 
294 
295 
 
296 
297 
298 
299 

        ind=ind+1; 
    end 
end 
  
lim_max = min(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)) + 
(max(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)) - 
min(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)))/100*n2 ; 
lim_min = min(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)) + 
(max(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)) - 
min(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)))/100*n1 ; 
 
for i= 1: numel(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)) 
    if (matrix_descent_xdesc (1,i)<= lim_max) & 
(matrix_descent_xdesc (1,i)>= lim_min) 
        mat_n1_n2 (1, ind)= matrix_descent_xdesc (1,i); 
        mat_n1_n2 (2, ind)= matrix_descent_xdesc (2,i); 
        ind=ind+1; 
    end 
end 
 
figure 
plot(mat_n1_n2(2,:), mat_n1_n2(1,:),'r','LineWidth', 
2,'Marker','o'); 
axis ([-inf inf -inf inf]) 
title('top of the profile'); 
xlabel('lateral position (nm)'); 
ylabel('height (nm)'); 

 

 
Figure B. 4 Portion of the top profile used to define the linear regression, in order to calculate the point 

P. 

 

In an analogous way, the left (Figure B. 5) and right (Figure B. 6) profile portions 

between n3=60% and n4= 80% are calculated, saved into the matrixes 
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mat_n3_n4_asc and mat_n3_n4_desc and plotted. These portions are used for the 

calculations of the point P described below.  
 
%left profile considered - between n3% and n4% 
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311 
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313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
 
319 
320 
 
321 
322 
323 
324 

ind2=1 ; 
 
mat_n3_n4_asc (1,1)=0 ; 
mat_n3_n4_asc (2,2)=0 ; 
 
lim_max_2 = min(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) + 
(max(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) - 
min(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)))/100*n4; 
lim_min_2 = min(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) + 
(max(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) - 
min(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)))/100*n3; 
 
for i= 1: numel(matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:)) 
    if (matrix_ascent_xasc (1,i)<= lim_max_2) & 
(matrix_ascent_xasc (1,i)>= lim_min_2) 
        mat_n3_n4_asc (1, ind2)= matrix_ascent_xasc (1,i); 
        mat_n3_n4_asc (2, ind2)= matrix_ascent_xasc (2,i); 
        ind2=ind2+1; 
    end 
end 
  
figure 
plot(mat_n3_n4_asc(2,:), mat_n3_n4_asc(1,:),'r','LineWidth', 
2,'Marker','o'); 
axis ([-inf inf -inf inf]) 
title('left side of the profile'); 
xlabel('lateral position (nm)'); 
ylabel('height (nm)'); 
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Figure B. 5 Portion of the nanosheet left side profile used to define the linear regression, in order to 

calculate the point P. 

 
%right profile considered - between n3% and n4% 
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344 
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346 
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ind3=1 ; 
 
mat_n3_n4_desc (1,1)=0 ; 
mat_n3_n4_desc (2,2)=0 ; 
 
lim_max_3 = min(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)) + 
(max(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)) - 
min(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)))/100*n4; 
lim_min_3 = min(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)) + 
(max(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)) - 
min(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)))/100*n3; 
 
for i= 1: numel(matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:)) 
    if (matrix_descent_xdesc (1,i)<= lim_max_2) & 
(matrix_descent_xdesc (1,i)>= lim_min_2) 
        mat_n3_n4_desc (1, ind2)= matrix_descent_xdesc (1,i); 
        mat_n3_n4_desc (2, ind2)= matrix_descent_xdesc (2,i); 
        ind3=ind3+1; 
    end 
end 
  
figure 
plot(mat_n3_n4_asc(2,:), mat_n3_n4_asc(1,:),'r','LineWidth', 
2,'Marker','o'); 
axis ([-inf inf -inf inf]) 
title('left side of the profile'); 
xlabel('lateral position (nm)'); 
ylabel('height (nm)'); 
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Figure B. 6 Portion of the nanosheet right side profile used to define the linear regression, in order to 

calculate the point P. 

 
%calculation of point P 

 

For the calculation of the point P (and subsequently the mean nanosheet height 

h_x=z_P), the intersection is performed between the linear regression lines fitting 

the plots in Figure B. 4 and Figure B. 5 to obtain P_left, and between the linear 

regression lines fitting the plots in Figure B. 4 and Figure B. 6 to obtain P_right. 

After that, the points new_z_P_asc and new_z_P_desc, that are the measured 

points in matrix_ascent_xasc and matrix_ascent_xdesc closest to the 

calculated h_x, are found for allowing the calculation of the lateral size (Step 5). 
 
353 
354 
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357 
358 
359 
 
361 
362 
363 
 
365 
 
366 
 
 
368 

mdl_top_profile =fitlm(mat_n1_n2(2,:),mat_n1_n2(1,:)); 
q_top_profile=table2array(mdl_top_profile.Coefficients(1,1)); 
m_top_profile=table2array(mdl_top_profile.Coefficients(2,1)); 
 
mdl_left=fitlm(mat_n3_n4_asc(2,:),mat_n3_n4_asc(1,:)); 
q_left=table2array(mdl_left.Coefficients(1,1)); 
m_left=table2array(mdl_left.Coefficients(2,1)); 
 
mdl_right=fitlm(mat_n3_n4_desc(2,:),mat_n3_n4_desc(1,:)); 
q_right=table2array(mdl_right.Coefficients(1,1)); 
m_right=table2array(mdl_right.Coefficients(2,1)); 
 
x_P_left = abs((q_left - q_top_profile) / (m_top_profile - 
m_left)); 
z_P_left = (m_top_profile * x_P_left + q_top_profile) - 
z_min; 
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380 
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x_P_right =(q_right - q_top_profile) / (m_top_profile - 
m_right); 
z_P_right = (m_top_profile * x_P_right + q_top_profile) - 
z_min; 
 
x_P = (x_P_left + x_P_right)/2; 
z_P = (z_P_left + z_P_right)/2;    % calculated nanosheet 
height 
h_x = z_P; 
 
diff_z_P_asc = matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:) - z_P_left;    %matrix 
diff_z_step_c_asc = matrix ascent to which I subtract the 
z_P_left 
[minValue_z_P_asc,closestIndex_z_P_asc] = 
min(abs(diff_z_P_asc));       %z height which value is the 
closest to the z_P_left in pixel 
new_z_P_asc = matrix_ascent_xasc(1,closestIndex_z_P_asc); %z 
height defined in the line above in nm 
new_z_P_asc = new_z_P_asc - z_min ;          %new ascent 
nanosheet height 
 
diff_z_P_desc = matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:) - z_P_right;    
%matrix diff_z_step_c_asc = matrix descent to which I 
subtract the z_P_right 
[minValue_z_P_asc,closestIndex_z_P_desc] = 
min(abs(diff_z_P_desc));       %z height which value is the 
closest to the z_P_right in pixel 
new_z_P_desc = matrix_descent_xdesc(1,closestIndex_z_P_desc); 
%z height defined in the line above in nm 
new_z_P_desc = new_z_P_desc - z_min ;       %new descent 
nanosheet height 

 
 
 
%% Step 5: Calculation of the lateral dimension l_x 
  

 

Figure 4. 14 in Section 4.4.2 shows the sketch of the geometrical approach to 

determine the nanosheet sizes. Please consider that the code uses slightly different 

notations; in fact, the segments reported in the Figure 4. 14 as G��� here are the 

segments g_profx_asc, while the tip semi-enlargement H is reported in the code as 

T_x_asc. 

Once I find the segments g_profx_asc/g_profx_desc at the height 

z_P_asc/z_P_desc, the lateral segment g_profx is calculated as the sum of the 

two segments previously found. After that, the segment f_max is calculated as the 

sum of the two segments f_max_half_profx_asc and f_max_half_profx_desc 

at the height z_half_asc/z_half_desc.  
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Finally, the lateral segment l_x representing the lateral size for the X/Y direction 

is calculated. 
 
% lateral dimension at half height 
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402 
 
 
404 
 
405 
 
406 
 
408 
409 
410 

g_profx_asc = matrix_ascent_xasc(2,closestIndex_z_P_asc); 
g_profx_asc = abs(g_profx_asc) ;                              
%constant segment 'g_profx_asc' at height new_z_P_asc 
g_profx_desc = 
matrix_descent_xdesc(2,closestIndex_z_P_desc);   %constant 
segment 'g_profx_desc' at height new_z_P_desc 
g_profx = abs(g_profx_asc + g_profx_desc) ; 
 
z_half_asc_calc = (new_z_P_asc - z_min_left)/2 + z_min_left 
;   %half height of the ascent profile(h/2) 
diff_z_half_asc = matrix_ascent_xasc(1,:) - z_half_asc_calc; 
[minValue_z_half_asc,closestIndex_z_half_asc] = 
min(abs(diff_z_half_asc));   
z_half_asc = matrix_ascent_xasc(1,closestIndex_z_half_asc); 
 
z_half_desc_calc = (new_z_P_desc - z_min_right)/2 + 
z_min_right ;   %half height of the descent profile(h/2) 
diff_z_half_desc = matrix_descent_xdesc(1,:) - 
z_half_desc_calc; 
[minValue_z_half_desc,closestIndex_z_half_desc] = 
min(abs(diff_z_half_desc));   
z_half_desc = 
matrix_descent_xdesc(1,closestIndex_z_half_desc); 
 
f_max_half_profx_asc = z_half_asc / tand(68.3);     %segment 
'f_profx_asc' at h/2 
f_max_half_profx_desc = z_half_desc / tand(68.3);   %segment 
'f_profx_desc' at h/2 
f_max = f_max_half_profx_asc + f_max_half_profx_desc ; 
 
l_x = g_profx + f_max ; 
l_prof_x_asc_half = g_profx_asc + f_max_half_profx_asc ; 
l_prof_x_desc_half = g_profx_desc + f_max_half_profx_desc ; 

 
 
% lateral size for various heights 
 

This second part of Step 5 is useful for the calculation of the tip enlargement in Step 

6. In fact, both for the ascent and descent profiles, the segments 

l_prof_x_asc/l_prof_x_desc are calculated, saved into the matrixes 

matrix_l_prof_x_asc/matrix_l_prof_x_desc and plotted (Figure B. 7 and 
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Figure B. 8). Please note that the segments f_max_profx_asc/f_max_profx_desc 

are calculated as reported in Figure 4. 14. 
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id=1 ; 
 
for ii = closestIndex_z_half_asc:closestIndex_z_P_asc 
 
    %ascent CROSS-SECTION x profile 
 
    f_max_profx_asc(id) = (matrix_ascent_xasc 
(1,closestIndex_z_P_asc) - matrix_ascent_xasc (1,ii))/ 
tand(68.3);   %segment 'f_profx_asc' at h/2 
    l_prof_x_asc(id)= g_profx_asc + f_max_profx_asc(id) ;     
%lateral segment 'l_prof_x_asc' 
 
    id=id+1 ; 
 
end 
 
d= closestIndex_z_half_asc:closestIndex_z_P_asc ; 
z_axis_l_prof_x_asc = matrix_ascent_xasc (1,d) ; 
matrix_l_prof_x_asc = [z_axis_l_prof_x_asc; l_prof_x_asc] ; 
 
figure 
plot(l_prof_x_asc, z_axis_l_prof_x_asc,'b','LineWidth', 
2,'Marker','o'); 
axis ([-inf inf -inf inf]) 
title('segments l_ asc'); 
xlabel('segments length (nm)'); 
ylabel('height (nm)'); 

 

 
Figure B. 7 Variation of the lateral size ‘l’ at various heights for the nanosheet left side. 
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ix=1; 
 
for iii = closestIndex_z_P_desc:closestIndex_z_half_desc 
 
    %descent CROSS-SECTION x profile 
 
    f_max_profx_desc(ix) = (matrix_descent_xdesc 
(1,closestIndex_z_P_desc) - matrix_descent_xdesc(1,iii) )/ 
tand(68.3);   %segment 'f_profx_desc' at h/2 
    l_prof_x_desc(ix)= g_profx_desc + f_max_profx_desc(ix) ;  
%lateral segment 'l_prof_x_desc' 
 
    ix=ix+1 ; 
 
end 
 
dd= closestIndex_z_P_desc:closestIndex_z_half_desc ; 
z_axis_l_prof_x_desc = matrix_descent_xdesc (1,dd) ; 
matrix_l_prof_x_desc = [z_axis_l_prof_x_desc; l_prof_x_desc] 
; 
 
figure 
plot(l_prof_x_desc, z_axis_l_prof_x_desc,'b','LineWidth', 
2,'Marker','o'); 
axis ([-inf inf -inf inf]) 
title('segments l_ desc'); 
xlabel('segments lenght(nm)'); 
ylabel('height (nm)'); 

 

 
Figure B. 8 Variation of the lateral size ‘l’ at various heights for the nanosheet right side. 
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%% Step 6: Calculation of the enlargment 'T_x' 
 

In this step, the code that led to the calculation of the tip enlargement profile is 

reported. For both ascent and descent profiles, two loops are reported. 

In the first while loop, the segments T_x_asc/T_x_desc from the baseline to the 

half height are calculated by subtracting the half lateral CS l_prof_x_asc_half/ 

l_prof_x_desc_half to the half ascent/descent cross-section profile. 

In the second while loop, the segments T_x_asc/T_x_desc from the half height 

are calculated to the P_left/P_right height by subtracting the segments 

matrix_ascent_profx_f /matrix_descent_profx_f to the half ascent/descent 

cross-section profile. 

In the end, the two segments T_x_asc and T_x_desc are concatenated and plotted 

(Figure B. 9). 
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index = 1; 
while matrix_ascent_xasc(1,index)< z_half_asc 
    T_x_asc(2,index) = matrix_ascent_xasc(2,index) - 
l_prof_x_asc_half ;   %calculation of enlargement T_x from 0 
to h/2 
    T_x_asc(1,index) = matrix_ascent_xasc(1,index) ;  
    index =index +1; 
end 
 
idx = 1; 
while matrix_ascent_xasc(1,index)< new_z_P_asc  
    matrix_ascent_profx_f(2,idx)=  (new_z_P_asc - 
matrix_ascent_xasc(1,index)) / tand(68.3) ; %calculate f  
    matrix_ascent_profx_f(1,idx)= 
matrix_ascent_xasc(1,index) ;  
 
    T_x_asc(2,index) = matrix_ascent_xasc(2,index) - 
g_profx_asc - matrix_ascent_profx_f(2,idx) ;   %calculation 
of the enlargement T_x from h/2 to new_z_max 
    T_x_asc(1,index) = matrix_ascent_xasc(1,index) ;  
 
    index =index +1; 
    idx =idx +1; 
end 
 
% descent CROSS-SECTION x profile 
 
index = 1; 
 
while matrix_descent_xdesc(1,index) > new_z_P_desc   %I go 
from z_max to z_max_new (I do not do calculation) 
    index =index +1; 
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end 
 
idx = 1; 
while matrix_descent_xdesc(1,index)> z_half_desc  
    matrix_descent_profx_f(2,idx)=  (new_z_P_desc - 
matrix_descent_xdesc(1,index)) / tand(68.3) ; %calculate f  
    matrix_descent_profx_f(1,idx)= 
matrix_descent_xdesc(1,index) ;  
 
    T_x_desc(2,idx) = matrix_descent_xdesc(2,index) - 
g_profx_desc - matrix_descent_profx_f(2,idx) ;   
%calculation of enlargement T_x from h/2 to new_z_max 
    T_x_desc(1,idx) = matrix_descent_xdesc(1,index) ;  
 
    index =index +1; 
    idx =idx +1; 
end 
 
while index < numel(matrix_descent_xdesc)/2  
    T_x_desc(2,idx) = matrix_descent_xdesc(2,index) - 
l_prof_x_desc_half ;   %calculation of the enlargement T_x 
from 0 to h/2 
T_x_desc(1,idx) = matrix_descent_xdesc(1,index) ;  
    index =index +1; 
    idx =idx +1; 
end 
 
T_x_asc (2,:) = T_x_asc(2,:) + max (-T_x_asc(2,:)); 
T_x_desc (2,:) = T_x_desc(2,:) - min (T_x_desc(2,:)); 
 
T_x(2,:) = [(T_x_asc (2,:)), (max(T_x_asc (2,:))+(T_x_desc 
(2,:)))]; 
T_x(1,:) = [T_x_asc(1,:), T_x_desc(1,:)]; 
 
Figure 
plot(T_x(2,:),T_x(1,:),'g','LineWidth', 2); 
axis ([-inf inf 1 inf]) 
title('tip enlargement'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('nanosheet height (nm)');     
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Figure B. 9 Cross-sectional profile of tip enlargement. 

 
 

Finally, for further comparisons, the tip is centered to its maximum and plotted 

(Figure B. 10). 
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T_x_asc_2 (2,:) = T_x_asc(2,:) - max (T_x_asc(2,:)); 
T_x_centered (2,:) = [T_x_asc_2(2,:) T_x_desc(2,:)]; 
T_x_centered (1,:) = [T_x_asc(1,:) T_x_desc(1,:)]; 
 
Figure 
plot(T_x_centered(2,:),T_x_centered(1,:),'g','LineWidth', 
2); 
axis ([-inf inf 1 inf]) 
title('x-direction tip enlargement'); 
xlabel('profile coordinate (nm)'); 
ylabel('nanosheet height (nm)');    

 

 

 
Figure B. 10 Cross-sectional profile of the tip enlargement centered respect to the ordinate axis. 
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%% Step 7: Save workspace data (.mat) for further analysis 
  

In this last step are reported the instructions needed to choose the folder in which 

save the MATLAB file for further analysis, e.g. in a spreadsheet. 
 
537 
538 
 
539 
540 
541 
 
543 
544 
545 
546 
 
 
547 
 

%User is prompted to select a destination folder. 
destinationpath = uigetdir(file_path, 'Choose output folder 
for Geometrical Model Tip Reconstruction data'); 
if destinationpath == 0 
    destinationpath = file_path; 
end 
  
% Save workspace data (.mat) 
k = strfind(file_name,'.'); 
filetype = file_name(k+1:k+3); 
new_file = fullfile(destinationpath,[name '_' filetype '_' 
datestr(now, 30) 'all.mat']);     %Output name has image 
name plus date in format YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 
save (new_file) %Outputs all the data in the workspace into 
"new_file.mat" 
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